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Chapter 1

Introduction

1 Quasi-brittle fracture
Quasi-brittle fracture is, nowadays, one of the hottest topics in fracture mechanics. Specially,
the relationship between the energy dissipative mechanisms in the fracture process zone and
the macroscopical mechanical behaviour of the quasi-brittle materials is not yet fully
understood. This type of quasi-brittle fracture can be found in several types of ceramics like in
toughened alumina, partially stabilized zirconia, refractory ceramics, cermets and composites,
as well in several other materials [1] like ice, some polymers, rock [2] and some metals under
certain conditions.
In figure 1 a typical stress-strain curve of a quasi-brittle material is presented. The different
lines present different load-unload cycles, being number one the first cycle and number six the
last. In every cycle some crack growth occurs, resulting in a decrease in the total stiffness of
the sample. The crack growth is also stable, that is, when the sample is unloaded, the crack
stops, which means, in term of R-curve behaviour that:
G = R and

dG dR
≤
da da

(1.1)

where G is the fracture energy, R is the material resistance to crack growth and a is the crack
extension.
This behaviour is due to the existence of a number of different types of toughening
mechanisms that shield the growth of the crack inside the fracture zone. Among these
shielding mechanisms we find crack bridging, crack pinning, crack deflection usually due to
the presence of a second phase, zone shielding caused by residual thermal stresses,
microcracking, phase transformation, and shielding due to whiskers or fibres. All these
different mechanisms interact in different ways with the crack growth and contribute to the
loss of stiffness in the material. It has been suggested [3] that microcracking and, especially,
9
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bridging are the most important mechanisms present in this type of fracture. In figure 2 a
scheme of the most important mechanisms in quasi-brittle fracture is presented. Not only do
all these effects contribute to the energy dissipation in front of the crack tip, but also they
interact with each other, raising the complexity of the problem.

Figure 1– Stress-strain curve of a quasi-brittle material, where the decrease of stiffness as
fracture progresses can be observed

The description of the fracture of these materials is quite complex, not only because all these
shielding mechanism have to be taken into account, but also because the typical size of
specimens makes it impossible to apply classical fracture mechanic tools. If the size of the
process-zone is negligible compared to the size of the specimen the fracture behaviour can be
described by linear elastic fracture mechanics, as is the case for most brittle ceramics. If the
size of the fracture process-zone covers almost all the sample, the failure is determined by a
strength or yield stress criteria. However, if the fracture process zone has an intermediate size
the fracture mechanism is much more complicated and can neither be treated by linear elastic
fracture mechanics -because the representative volume element has the same size as the
fracture process zone- nor by strength criteria.
It is, therefore necessary to identify the contribution of all the different shielding mechanisms,
and to relate them to the macroscopic behaviour in order to establish an appropriate
mathematical description of the fracture process zone and to better understand the underlying
mechanical behaviour of quasi-brittle ceramics during fracture.
Different attempts of finding a suitable model have been made since the 1950’s, especially for
fracture of concrete, and several experimental techniques for observing the behaviour of the
fracture process zone have been described.

10
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Figure 2 – Sketch of possible shielding mechanisms in quasi-brittle fracture. Bridging and
microcracking are considered as the main mechanism in most materials

Applications of linear elastic fracture mechanics and small-yielding fracture mechanics were
made from 1950, but with limited success. Since 1976, when the fictitious crack model, based
on a Dugdale-Barenblatt model with a tension-softening curve, was proposed by Hillerborg et
al. [4], and further developed in other articles [5, 6, 7], there has been an explosive advance
on the number and quality of quasi-brittle fracture models. Among others, we find the adapted
local continuum damage model [8], the non-local continuum damage models [9, 10, 11, 12,
13], analytical approaches [14, 15, 16] and the gradient enhanced fictitious crack models [17,
18, 19, 20, 21].
The fictitious crack model used in this thesis is particularly successful and widely used in the
study of quasi-brittle fracture. However the correspondence between the physical parameters
of the material and the numerical parameters chosen for modelling that material is still not
clear. The choice of a suitable softening curve is also an open question, as often in literature
different softening curves for describing the same material are encountered. The softening
curve and fictitious crack parameters are determined through fitting procedures and a
correlation with physical behaviour is seldom given.
There are also many different experimental techniques to observe the fracture process-zone,
which follows two main approaches: to inspect and measure the fracture process zone that
arises in the surface or to measure the whole process-zone in all the volume of the sample.
Among the surface techniques, we find optical microscopy [22], fluorescent spraying
techniques [23], fracture process-zone colorization [24], or laser interferometry [25, 26, 27].
The volumetric inspection is mainly made by acoustic emission [28, 29, 30, 31] and X-ray
analysis [32, 33, 34].
There are also several techniques to measure the displacement of solids, which can be used to
visualize the displacements and strain fields of the fracture process zone. Among others, we
find photoelasticity [35], acoustic emission techniques [36, 37], the Hentschel random Access
11
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Tracking method [38,39], the laser interferometry [40] or the electronic speckle pattern
interferometry [41], and the digital image correlation [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51],
the technique used in this work.
The state of the art of the understanding of quasi-brittle behaviour seems to be quite
satisfactory for engineering purposes but it remains deficient from a fundamental perspective.
That is, there are several experimental techniques for inspecting and measuring damage in
quasi-brittle ceramics (most of them coming from cement and concrete) as well as several
models for roughly predicting the fracture behaviour with enough precision for most
engineering purposes, in which structures are designed with a large safety factor. However,
there are several fundamental questions to be answered related to the very inner nature of the
material, i.e. to the physics of the fracture process zone of quasi-brittle ceramics, specially
what is really happening inside the fracture process-zone and what are the most relevant
parameters and their quantitative relationship with the macroscopic fracture behaviour.

2 A model material approach to quasi-brittle fracture
In order to improve our knowledge of the fracture process zone of quasi-brittle materials, a
new approach is taken: the design, implementation and construction of model materials with
enlarged and controlled microstructural features.
A model material is understood as a material made up of large particles (ranging form
micrometers to millimetres) in which its microstructural features can be controlled and
manipulated reproducibly and independently within a sufficiently large range. Controlling
these microstructural features (bonding strength and behaviour, particle size and shape,
existence of a second particle type, etc) will alter in a different manner the overall
macroscopical mechanical behaviour, including the fracture process zone size, providing
information on the microstructural parameters that are most relevant. This model material
approach has already been used successfully in some material science problems [52, 53].
In other words, changing the scale of the microstructure and varying the relative contribution
of the various dissipative mechanisms, which are controlled mainly by the type of bonding
and size, type and shape of the particles, will change the macroscopical fracture behaviour.
For example, if we use a tough spherical particle together with a brittle bond, this will result
in a fracture path only in the bond area. On the other hand, if the particles are more brittle than
the bonds, this will result in a transgranular fracture. If the same particles have an elongated
shape but the same bonding force the fracture process will also be altered. All these parameter
change will influence the macroscopical fracture behaviour and the length of the process
zone.
It is really important to enlarge the size of the fracture process zone at the same time at which
the microstructure is enlarged. The size of the fracture process zone ρ∗ is proportional to [54]:

ρ* ∝

12

EG f
ft

2

(1.2)
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where ρ∗ is the process-zone size, E is the Young’s modulus, Gf the fracture energy and ft the
tensile strength. This proportionality varies for different types of materials but for quasi-brittle
materials the characteristic length ρ:

ρ=

EG f
ft

2

K
=  Ic
 ft





2

(1.3)

with KIc the fracture toughness, can be taken as an approximate size of the fracture process
zone, and, for convenience we will refer to ρ as the fracture process zone size.
Since the value of E is approximately equal for the real and the model materials, the bonding
between the particles has to be manipulated in such a way that the changes in the fracture
energy, Gf, and the tensile strength, ft, will result in a fracture process zone length enough to
cover a significant number of grains.

3 Layout of this work
In chapter 2 of this thesis the design and implementation of a “hard” model material is
presented, that is, a model material with known structure, stacking, bonding and particle
mechanical properties. With this model it is possible to correlate the force between particles to
the overall material behaviour. There are, however, several drawbacks in this approach,
especially in the experimental implementation, which advised for a change in approach.
Chapter 3 introduces another type of materials, a polymeric porous mould material made of
polymethyl methacrylate beads, which proves to be an excellent model material, although not
every parameter of the material can be known. It is relatively easy to change the
microstructure of such materials, by varying the size, shape and proportion of the beads. The
material is tested at two different conditions (samples in water at 45 °C and dry samples at
room temperature) and its mechanical behaviour is modelled with the fictitious crack model.
The same experimental procedure is followed in chapter 4 for a similar material, with
different microstructure, and for monolithic polymethyl methacrylate. The mechanical
behaviour is also modelled successfully with the fictitious crack model for the mould
material. The monolithic polymethyl methacrylate is not well modelled with the fictitious
crack model, but this fact was already expected knowing the limitations of the model.
With the aid of digital image correlation tools the mesoscopic behaviour of all the materials is
investigated in chapter 5. First of all, it is shown that the fictitious crack model also models
with great accuracy the mesoscopical behaviour of the fracture of all materials with the
exception, as expected, of the monolithic polymethyl methacrylate. Moreover, it is also
noticed the numerical coincidence between some fictitious crack model parameters and some
material parameters. It is then postulated a correlation between the fictitious crack parameters
and the experimental transition point between microcracking bridging, the relative
contribution to the total fracture energy of both mechanisms and the strength of the material.
In chapter 6 the digital correlation techniques are used to visualize the strain field near the
crack tip, whose shape was correctly predicted with the classical equations of linear elastic
13
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fracture mechanics. Measurements of the fracture process zone size corroborate the
hypothesis of a link between fictitious crack parameters and material behaviour formulated on
the previous chapter.
In chapter 7 this hypothesis is tested in a refractory ceramic. Observations of the fracture
process zone at mesoscale are done with digital image correlation. From these observations,
an experimental set of fictitious crack model parameters is obtained. The modelling produced
in this way fits better than previous modelling of the same material done in the literature with
a fitting algorithm.
Finally, in chapter 8 the conclusions of this work are presented, together with suggestions for
future work. In appendix A the fictitious crack model is explained in detail, and in appendix B
a brief history of ceramics and fracture mechanics is presented.
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Chapter 2

A ‘hard’ model material

1 Introduction
With the idea of using enlarged model materials to study the fracture process zone of quasibrittle materials, the design, construction, testing and analysis of a first type of model
materials is presented in this chapter.
In this first attempt, a ‘hard’ model material is produced. By ‘hard’ is meant that it is strictly a
model material, every mechanical parameter in it can be measured and changed, and that the
individual behaviour of all the particles can be known. That is, ‘hard’ in definition.
According to (1.3), the size of the FPZ, ρ, for quasi-brittle materials is taken to be:

ρ=

EG
ft

(2.1)

2

where E is the Young’s modulus, G is the fracture energy, and ft is the tensile strength. In
terms of fracture toughness (KIc) this equation can be expressed as:
K
ρ =  Ic
 ft





2

(2.2)

for an enlarged FPZ we have to choose a material with low tensile strength and high KIc. The
best choice is to use particles of a hard material, and bind them together with a polymer. In
our first model material we also wanted to have a model as simple as possible, and to be large
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enough to manipulate with success the microstructure1 and orientation. For convenience, also
commercially available materials were chosen.
The material particles or grains were simulated with 5 mm steel bearing balls (normally used
for rolling bearings), and the cohesive force between grains were simulated with commercial
available epoxy glues. By this mean, the produced fracture was entirely intergranular and the
cohesive force between grains was governed by the adhesive.
Once the ‘particles’ and the ‘cohesive forces’ were chosen, the material was implemented
with a fixed size, number of particles and particle orientation: cubes of 1000 particles, with 5
cm in side (10 spheres) and simple cubic stacking. Two orientations of the particle network in
respect to the sides of the cube, namely (100) and (110), were implemented, and two different
adhesives were used in order to vary the mechanical behaviour of the bonds.
The idea was, once these materials were implemented and tested, to continue by varying
different parameters and measuring the change in mechanical behaviour. Examples of
possible changes of parameters are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Particle material: Different metals, glass beads, hollow glass beads, hard
polymers, porcelain beads and so on.
Particle shape: Variation of the form factor of elliptical particles and
variation of the shape (cubic, tetragonal) to produce different contact areas
Particle stacking: different stackings, such as cubic, hexagonal compact,
random, and different orientations respect to the crack plane orientation.
Bonding agents: different glues with different mechanical behaviour
(brittle, viscoplastic…)
Sample geometry: enlarging the material and varying the thickness will
change the influence of the FPZ to the overall mechanical behaviour of
the sample
Mixture of particles: Different proportions of different particles (in shape
or size) should influence the overall mechanical behaviour in a non-linear
way.

However, as it will be presented in this chapter, this ‘hard’ approach to model materials,
although promising, presented some drawbacks and unexpected experimental difficulties.
These difficulties called for a change in approach, which will be presented and developed
from the third chapter, onwards.

2 Experimental
The first model material, as said before, consists of cubes with a height of 50 mm made up of
steel spheres of 5 mm in a simple cubic stacking. Each sphere was glued to the nearest
neighbour by epoxy glue. Two different orientations, (100) and (110) were produced, and two
types of commercially available epoxy glue were used.
1

From now on, when talking about microstructure it is understood that it is referring to the particle level,
although the dimensions of the particles could be much larger than micrometers. In a similar way, when talking
about macroscale, we refer to the overall material.
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The spheres were stainless steel bearing balls (Steel Alloy 1020, annealed at 870 °C) with a
diameter of 5.000 ± 0.001 mm1. The Young’s modulus of this steel is E = 200 GPa and yield
strength is equal to 297 MPa, according to manufacturer specifications. The two glues were
commercially available epoxy glues, cured by thermal treatment, and labelled as A2 and E3
The Young’s modulus of both glue A and glue E are comparable and equal to 2.4 ± 0.2 GPa,
according to the manufacturers specifications.
Materials produced with both orientations and glues were tested in a mode I fracture test. In
order to characterize the internal parameters (the particle behaviour), several tests were
performed: single-edge notched beams on bulk glue to determine KIc, 2-particle fracture tests
and wedge opening load tests for glue adhesion.
2.1

Model materials implementation

Roughly speaking, the procedure to implement these materials is to force the spheres to the
stacking and orientation we desire, by means of a physical constraint, in our case cylindrical
pins, and glue them together by curing once the constrain has been removed.

Figure 1 – The first step –left picture- is to set the pin array into the base and the box
surrounding these pins. Once correctly placed, steel balls are poured –middle picture- in
the box and forced by the pins to stack in a cubic stacking. Then the cube is filled with glue
and the box is closed with a lid with a pipeline. Finally –right picture- the whole system is
turn, the base and the pins are removed carefully and the cube is introduced in the furnace
for glue curing

1

provided by AKN Bearing Service
Araldite 2020, from Ciba Chemistry
3
Stycast 1265, from Emerson & Cuming Speciality Polymers.
2
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In figure 1 a sketch of the entire procedure, for the (100) orientation, is shown. For (110)
orientation the same procedure is followed, but rotating the pin array by 45°. First, the spheres
were cleaned in successive ultrasonic baths of water, acetone and ethanol, 10 minutes each.
Right after cleaning, the metal spheres were introduced into a cubic box with an array of
removable vertical pins, with diameter equal to the interstitial diameter of a cubic array, that
is, equal to (1- √2)*5 = 2.07 mm. The role of these pins was to act as a constraint to the
movement of the spheres, so they are forced to stack into a simple cubic staking and not the
low energy close pack stacking. The walls of these cubes were made of steel covered on the
inside with Teflon plates to avoid sticking to the walls. When all the spheres were placed in
their position, the pins were removed carefully (so the spheres remained in their position) and
glue was poured in the cube, allowing the excess of glue to drain out. This box was then
introduced into a furnace for glue curing. The curing times and temperatures were 3 hours at
60 °C for glue A and 8 hours at 45 °C for glue E, both cured in air. After hardening of the
glue and cooling, the model material was pulled out the box, being ready for testing. Figure 2
presents pictures of such model materials for both orientations, and figure 3 shows details of
the interconnection between particles.

Figure 2 – Photograph of model material with (100) orientation –left- and (110)
orientation –right-

2.2

Bulk glue toughness

In order to determine the stress intensity factor, KIc, of the bulk glue, four point bending tests
were performed on bulk glue single-edge notch beams (SENB). The dimensions of those bars
were: length l = 45 mm, height d = 4 mm and width w = 3 mm. A first notch of 520 µm deep
and 200 µm wide was machined in the middle of each sample. A second notch of 100 µm
deep and 20 µm wide was machined using a diamond saw, exactly in the middle of the first
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notch, giving a total notch length, a, of 620 µm. The four point bending tests were performed
in an Erichssen test machine at a speed of 5 mm/min. The separation of the rollers was 30 mm
(lower rollers, l1) and 5.60 mm (upper rollers, l2).

Figure 3 – Microphotographs of interconnection between particles of model material

The stress intensity factor, for this notch type, was calculated using the expression [1]:
K IC = F

3(l1 − l2 )
a ⋅ Y (α )
2 wd 2

(2.3)

where F is the fracture force and Y(α) is the geometry factor with α given by:

α=

a
d

(2.4)

Because this value α is lower than 0.6 and ∆l/d ≈8, we use the Gross-Srawely equation [2] to
determine Y(α) as:
Y (α ) = 1.99 − 2.47α + 12.97α 2 − 23.17α 3 + 24.8α 4.

(2.5)

The stress intensity factor obtained for the Araldite 2020 was KIc = 0.85 ± 0.05 MPa m1/2 and
for Stycast 1654 was KIc = 1.11 ± 0.02 MPa m1/2.
2.3

Metal - adhesive wedge opening load tests

This test consists of two slabs of stainless steel, with Young’s modulus E = 200 GPa, glued
together with adhesives A and E, on which mode I fracture tests are carried out using an
Erichssen test machine at a loading speed of 5 mm/min). The experimental configuration and
the sizes in millimetres are shown in figure 4. The Wedge Opening Load (WOL) test allows
us to study the behaviour of the junction and the influence of both the glue and the metal
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slabs, as both of them have an influence on the overall behaviour. By changing the surface
conditions of the metal pieces, a change in adherence strength is produced. Two different
roughnesses are used in order to see the influence of surface in overall toughness: polished
surfaces with 0.1 µm diamond paste, and samples with roughness parameters Ra = 1.55 µm,
Rt = 4.7 µm1. All samples where cleaned in ultrasonic baths of water, acetone and ethanol, 10
minutes each.

Figure 4 – Sketch of the WOL geometry with dimensions

Glue type

Surface

Fracture force [N]

Toughness [MPa m1/2]

A

Polished
Rough
Polished
Rough

349 ± 44
418 ± 39
665 ± 121
528 ± 114

3.0
3.6
6.0
4.5

E

± 0.4
± 0.4
± 1.0
± 0.9

Table 1– Data of the metal/glue WOL geometry tests

The toughness of these samples was calculated through the formula:
K Ic =

1

F
ς
A

(2.6)

The idea behind this surface testing was to implement, in a next step of the project, model materials where the
metal particles would have been grinded by a certain amount to make their surface rougher, which would have
changed the bonding properties.
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where ζ is a numerical factor obtained with DIANA [3] finite element method, specific for
that geometry and notch length and equal to 0.008614 m1/2, F is the fracture force and A is the
contact area between every wedge part. Obtaining the toughness with finite element method
allowed us to account for the different elastic moduli of the glue and the metal stabs.
Numerical values of these tests are shown in table 1, and the surfaces after fracture are shown
in figure 5.

Figure 5 – Microphotograph of fracture between WOL samples in glue A (left) and in glue
E (right)

2.4

Particle adhesion tests

The most important thing in characterizing the internal behaviour of our material is to know
the mechanical behaviour of a particle pair. That is, how the ‘grains’ of the material are
responding when the material is subjected to a mechanical test, in order to know which is the
exact particle-particle force to match the microscopical behaviour to the overall fracture
behaviour. These particles, because of the different orientations and the macroscopic loading
used, will experiment mode I fracture (in case of (100) orientation) or a mixed mode I/II
fracture (in case of (110) orientation).
Therefore, in order to characterize the model material completely, tensile and shear fracture
testing on single particle pairs were made. Particle pairs were produced with the same glues
and curing times and temperatures as the model materials and the tests were carried out in the
Erichssen test machine at 5 mm/min. The results are shown in table 2.
Tensile
Shear

Glue type
A
E
A
E

Peak force
100 ± 32 N
184 ± 67 N
51 ± 9 N
82 ± 26 N

Strength
12 ± 4 MPa
22 ± 5 MPa
6.2 ± 1.5 MPa
10.1 ± 1.6 MPa

Table 2 – Results of the sphere-doublet tests
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2.5

Model material testing

Twelve cubes of model material were produced for testing. Six of them had (100) orientation
and the other six had (110) orientation. For every orientation, three of the model materials
were bonded with glue A and the other three with glue E. All the model materials produced
(with both orientations) were tested in mode I performed in an Erichssen 476 test machine
with a constant head speed of 5 mm/min and force - displacement graphs were recorded.
For performing fracture test in the samples with (100) orientations, an initial notch of 10 mm
along the middle of one of the faces was made during the construction of the model material.
The reason for this notch was to have a measured initial crack from which the fracture started.
The procedure was made as follows: when all the metal spheres are placed in the mould
before the glue is poured, a teflon tape of 10 mm width and 100 µm thick and with a length of
50 mm is introduced in the middle of one of the faces perpendicular to the surface. This tape
is then blocking the creation of a glue connexion between two rows of spheres. After pouring
the glue and curing, the Teflon tape is removed. The glue connexions between spheres where
the Teflon tape used to be, were then not formed, being an initial notch of 10 mm length. In
this notch, a wedge with an opening angle of 45° connected to the head of the testing machine
was inserted and the fracture tests were performed. In figure 6 a sketch of the wedge and the
model material is shown. The splitting force (F) is then related with the applied force (P), if
friction is neglected, via:
F=

P
2 tan (β / 2 )

where β is the angle of the wedge.

Figure 6 – Sketch of the wedges used for model material testing. Left, the (100) orientation
is presented, while at right the (110) orientation is shown
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In figure 7 the plots obtained in this test and orientation are shown, where the raw data of the
force-displacement of the testing head has been transformed into splitting force versus crack
mouth opening displacement (CMOD). The CMOD is defined as the separation between the
first glued spheres. The trigonometric relationship between CMOD and test head movement
(U) is equal to:
CMOD = 2 U tan (β / 2 )

(2.8)

As it is seen in the graphic the average ultimate splitting force for glue A is equal to 962 ± 21
N. For glue E this force is equal to 2272 ± 599 N.

Figure 7 – Force- displacement plots of mode I fracture test on glue A and glue E model
materials with (100) orientation. The asterisk (*) labels the sample in which the crack
plane shift was produced

Figure 8 – Force- displacement plots of mode I fracture test on glue A and glue E model
materials with (110) orientation
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Because for the (110) orientation samples, producing a straight notch in the gluing step was
not straightforward, and machining a notch was unadvisable for not introducing stresses in the
system, the procedure was slightly different: instead of introducing a wedge, a roller of 9.5
mm of diameter was placed in the middle of one of the side with [110] orientation. This roller
transforms the vertical force of the head of the test machine into horizontal force that splits
the material in two. Again, in figure 6 a sketch of the roller position with respect to the model
material is presented. In this case, the initial crack length is equal to the gap between spheres,
and equal to 2.07 mm. Once again, the raw data of the fracture test is transformed into a
reaction force versus crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD). The applied force (P) is
translated into the splitting force (F) with the same equation (2.8), where β now stands for the
contact angle between the roller and the spheres assumed constant and equal to the initial
contact angle, β = 58.4°.
The Force-CMOD graphs, as presented in figure 8, show that the ultimate fracture force is
3498 ± 153N for glue A and 5767 ± 728N for glue E.

Figure 9 – Fracture of model materials (100) –left- and (110) –right-

Photographs of the fractured samples for both orientations are shown in figure 9. The fracture
path and failure behaviour (brittle) was similar in all samples for both glues. After fracture
scanning electron microphotographs were taken of the fracture surfaces, shown in figure 10.
In these pictures, it is clearly seen how the glue forms necks between the metal particles,
joining the particles indeed. It is also seen how the glue is wiped out of the metal surface,
leaving only small droplets, and reaming in the particle connection due to the surface tension.
Closer attention also reveals that there is a lack of glue in the middle of the glue bond, in the
exact point where the two metal spheres make contact. This glue gap has a size of 100 ± 20
µm, as shown in figure 11. This glue gap is due to the non-zero surface tension of the glue
and it is unavoidable when direct contact between metal particles is produced.
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Figure 10 – Microphotograph of fracture between particles in glue A (left) and in glue E
(right)

Figure 11 – Detail of the glue gap between two particles, which acts as a fracture initiator

3 Finite element method simulation of stress patterns in
particle couples
Finite element method analyses were used to model the tensile two-ball system to investigate
where the fracture started and how the fracture behaviour changed as different parameters
were varied. These are: material properties (particle and glue stiffness, plasticity of the glue)
the glue neck geometrical parameters (diameter of the neck, curvature radius and diameter of
the inner gap in the glue) and the applied force. The FRANC2DL [4, 5] package was used and
several different ball diameters and different elastic modulus of glue were tried out, given all
of them comparable results. The glue was modelled as linear elastic, which should hold true
as a first approximation. A picture of the modelling of this system with a glue gap of 420µm
(largest modelled, but suitable for visualization proposes) and the σyy stress distribution is
shown in figure 12, where y is the direction perpendicular to the contact plane. These analyses
show that fracture is most probably initiated in the inner glue gap where stress concentration
occurs. In that zone, due to the high stresses, plastic deformation of the glue is produced,
forcing the fracture to start not in the middle of the glue neck, but in the interface glue-metal
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due to elastic mismatch of both materials, and switching later to the bulk glue in the case of
glue E.

Figure 12 – Finite Element Methods results for a tensile test on 2 metal spheres joined
together with glue and subjected to a plain stress test

4 Discussion
Fracture in the neck of the glue is most probably initiated in the glue gap located in the middle
of the glue neck, as it is seen in figure 11, due to this glue gap acting as an initial notch and
stress concentrator. Finite element simulations also indicate that a stress concentration is
present in the glue gap. Once the fracture starts in this glue gap, it propagates in a different
way depending on the type of glue used.
When the fracture surfaces of the samples are examined, it is clearly seen how these surfaces
differ depending on the glue used. Glue A presents a smooth surface with debonding in the
glue-metal interface, while glue E shows secondary cracks and crack shift from one interface
surface to another. This difference is observed in both WOL and particle-pair tests, and
indicates that glue E presents a better adhesion than glue A.
In the case of particle-pair test glue A surfaces are relatively smooth and the fracture runs
along an interface between glue and metal particle, and therefore the crack is stable. When
glue E samples are observed we see clearly how the fracture shifts from one interface to other,
and various secondary cracks are formed.
It can also be appreciated how in the sphere-doublet test, the values of shear strength are,
approximately one half of the values of the tensile strength for both glues (see table 2). This is
in agreement with the Tresca’s criterion, which states that:

τ=

1
(σ I − σ III )
2

(2.9)

with σI and σIII the first and third principal stresses and τ the shear strength. Because in our
case:
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σ I >> σ III

(2.10)

1
τ = σI
2

(2.11)

we can approximate (2.9) as:

and therefore we can conclude that our model material behaves like a Tresca material.
In the case of the WOL test, glue A presents, again, a complete debonding along one of the
interfaces metal-glue, and glue E shows a transition from debonding along the interface to
brittle fracture in the bulk glue, indicating a change from adhesive to cohesive fracture.
This instability in the glue E samples can be explained because during fracture the crack tip
was under a tensile microfield and the mode II stress intensity factor (KII) was at a maximum
in the middle of the interface [6]:
∂K II
>0
∂c

(2.12)

where c is the distance between metal slabs, causing the crack to deflect.
The values of toughness obtained in the WOL tests are clearly higher than the values obtained
from the bulk glue tests, given in section 2.2. This is always the case, as the apparent adhesive
toughness in a system like the WOL test is higher than the bulk glue toughness, entirely due
to the elastic mismatch of the two solids and may be referred to as an elastic stress shielding
effect [7].
Table 1 presents the values of toughness and surface roughness of both glues. It is seen how
in glue A the toughness is higher in the rough surface than in the polished surface, while in
glue E the rough surface presents a lower toughness than the polished one. This can be
explained by the different behaviour of the crack depending on the glue type. In glue A the
fracture runs in the glue-metal interface, but the shift to the other interface is not easily
produced. When the roughness is increased the crack is forced into some parts (hillsides of the
surface) to a mixed mode I/II, which is energetically more expensive: in this case an increase
in roughness implies an increased difficulty to progress. On the other hand, glue E, although
running also in the glue-metal interface, does not find difficult to avoid the hillside of the
roughness, and therefore the mixed mode I/II by shifting to the other interface. Furthermore,
in this case a higher roughness also implies higher stress concentration in localized points
(due to the corners and angles of the rough surface) and therefore a major number of weak
links exist, which results in easier propagation of the crack.
The toughness of the complete model materials can be found with the maximum peak load
using the formula [8] for wedge load opening samples. The stress intensity factor, KIc, is then
related to the splitting force, F, via:
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K Ic =

F
b d

Y (α )

(2.13)

where α equals, again, to:

α=

a
d

(2.14)

and b is the thickness of the sample, d is the height of the sample, a is the initial crack length
and Y(α) is a correction factor [8], equal to:
Y (α ) =

(1 + α )(0.8072 + 8.858α − 30.23α 2 + 41.088α 3 − 24.15α 4 + 4.951α 5 )
(1 − α )1.5

(2.15)

Applying this formula we obtained the stress intensity values as shown in the table 3, both for
the (100) orientation and for the (110) orientation. This toughness is lower than both the
toughness of the bulk glue and the WOL samples because not the entire inner surface of the
sample is connected but only on the glue necks.

Orientation
(100)
(110)

Glue
A
E
A
E

Fracture force
962 ± 21 N
2272 ± 580 N
3498 ± 180 N
5767 ± 713 N

Toughness
0.27 ± 0.01 MPa m1/2
0.70 ± 0.18 MPa m1/2
0.58 ± 0.03 MPa m1/2
0.97 ± 0.12 MPa m1/2

FPZ size
0.4 ± 0.1 mm
1.0 ± 0.5 mm
8.8 ± 2.5 mm
9.2 ± 2.6 mm

Table 3 – Experimental data of the testing of the model materials

With the values of toughness of the whole model material (table 3) and the values of
maximum strength on particle-pairs, tensile for (100) and shear for (110) (table 2), the
fracture process zone size is calculated with equation (2.2). The obtained values are presented
in table 3. These values show that the fracture process zone size in the (100) orientation is
smaller than in the (110) orientation. That is, in case of the (100) orientation, for both glues,
the fracture process zone only involves the first row of particles; only the particles in the
crack tip are involved in the fracture. In case of the (110) orientation the fracture process zone
involves typically two particles and the fracture is governed by a combination of the
mechanical properties of particles surrounding the crack tip. This is seen if we analyse the
relationship between model material peak force and particle pair strength.
The first thing to notice is that the ratio between the ultimate fracture forces of the two types
of cubes (those glued with glue A, and those glued with glue E) is comparable to the ratio
found between the fracture force of the single particle pair (glue A/glue E) and equal to 0.5 ±
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0.1. It seems that there is a link between the particle-particle force and the overall
macroscopic force, whatever complex, and there is little interaction between particles.
In the case of the (100) orientation if we suppose that the bending moment is small and divide
the ultimate fracture force by the depth of the sample, that is, by the number of particle pairs
that are in front of the crack tip (ten particles) we obtain the ultimate tensile force per particle
pair, F’. In glue A this force equals F’ = 92.2 ± 2.1 N and in glue E this force equals 227 ± 60
N. These values match the values we obtained for the tensile force between single particles
(100 ± 32 N for glue A and 184 ± 67 N for glue E). This fact suggests that in this case, where
the material behaves in a brittle way and the fracture propagates in a straight line, the ultimate
fracture force is only dependent on the ultimate fracture force of the single particles in front of
the crack tip. Once the applied force is high enough to overcome the ultimate fracture force of
the single bond force, the fracture becomes dynamic and proceeds through the sample. This is
in agreement with the fracture process zone being smaller than the particle size, as calculated
before.
It is also seen in figure 7 that all the specimens except one broke in a similar brittle way along
the plane containing the initial notch. In that particular sample, the crack path shifted from the
plane of fracture to a neighbouring plane. This was due to the presence of a defect (consisting
of a glue bridge between four particles) with higher strength at the crack tip. So the crack
shifted to a neighbouring plane by breaking the neighbour bonds in shear mode, which has
lower ultimate fracture force and then fracturing in that plane in the usual mode. This is an
indication of how the existence of energy dissipative mechanisms influences the overall
mechanical behaviour and produces a quasi-brittle fracture.
If we do the same for the (110) samples we obtain an average force per particle pair in the
crack tip equal to 175 ± 8 N for glue A and 288 ± 36 N for glue E. This force is parallel to the
cube face, so it has to be multiplied by sin (π/4) to obtain the components of shear and tensile
force applied, leading to a shear and tensile force equal to 124 ± 6 N for glue A and 204 ± 25
N for glue E. This force is clearly higher than the shear and the tensile fracture force,
indicating that the fracture mechanism is not as simple as in the cube with (100) orientation.
In this case, it appears that fracture does not depend on the maximum strength of the particle
pair most near to the crack tip, but it is a more complex function of several particle pairs
interacting in the neighbourhood. Again, this is in agreement with the fracture process zone
size calculated before, in this case being larger than the particle size.

5 Conclusions
It has been show that it is possible to relate the particle-particle mechanical behaviour with the
overall mechanical behaviour. The fracture process zone is calculated and it is shown how a
different fracture process zone size is related to a different number of particles involved in the
fracture of the material. In case of (100) orientation, the small fracture process zone implied
that only the particles close to the crack tip were involved in the fracture. In the case of the
(110) orientation, the fracture was no longer dependent on the particles in the crack tip since a
distributed stress field existed around the crack tip, which was not present in the (100) model
materials.
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It is also seen how, in case of the (100) orientation, the existence of an energy dissipative
mechanism (a glue bridge) resulted in a change in mechanical behaviour. This indicates that
irregular microstructures play a huge role in affecting the overall mechanical response of the
whole material, and the fracture is disturbed if they are introduced in the model material.

6 … and drawbacks
Model materials are a promising way to understand the fracture process zone of quasi-brittle
materials. This ‘hard’ approach has produced a collection of model materials that showed
some relationship between microstructural properties and macroscopic mechanical behaviour.
But, in order to really gain deep knowledge on the problem, these model materials have to be
more complex, and the variation of parameters broader. Trying to implement these
improvements into the ‘hard’ model materials resulted in a rather troublesome and complex
experimental implementation.
First of all, the model materials presented in this chapter, although they look simple, they are
very expensive (in labour time) to produce with a high failure rate in the construction stage
and, therefore, they were not available in large numbers for an extensive variation in number
of glues.
The variation in internal parameters was also far more complex than expected. Because of the
stacking procedures, particles had to be perfectly spherical, which in case of metal bearings
was not a problem. However, spheres with the desired tolerance made of other materials were
not available at a reasonable price for the large numbers needed. Even sanded metal spheres
(for higher surface roughness) presented critical variations in shape that made them
unadvisable for using them in implementing model materials.
Miniaturisation of the whole system was then the logical step to take. However, if we try to
downgrade the particle size to, for example, 1 mm, the difficulty to construct a model material
with fixed stacking and orientation increases exponentially. The implementation of a cube
with the same 50 mm dimensions would imply stacking 125,000 1 mm balls, an experimental
nightmare that, most probably, will not give enough data output to justify such an effort.
Finding the correct stress distribution in the (110) materials was more difficult than expected.
A finite element method algorithm is then, at first glance, an ideal candidate to model this
system. However, in our model material, the mechanical behaviour of the particle pair is not
symmetric in tension or compression. In tension the mechanical properties of the particle pair
are given by the glue, while in compression the mechanical behaviour is given by the particle
itself, that is, by the metal. Implementation of the differences in elastic behaviour in tension
and compression is not straightforward in most commercial finite element method packages,
and, although it can be done with relative easiness, is certainly time consuming.
Summarizing: the amount of work, time and money necessary to advance in this ‘hard’
direction was not balanced with the estimated low-information output and consequently a new
approach had to be taken.
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A second approach to model materials:
granular polymeric mould materials

1 Introduction
It was clear that a change in approach was necessary in order to avoid the unexpected
difficulties that the ‘hard’ model materials presented. One of the most problematic parameters
was the controlled stacking, and therefore this parameter had to be sacrificed in order to have
more particles in our material and to have enough variation in the other parameters. Going to
a lower scale will mean that the material would have a random stacking.
One of the best options is to use a model material of polymer particles, with smaller size than
the particles used in the first approach, randomly packed and polymerised to glue the particles
with each other. In this way we could obtain a model material with enlarged fracture process
zone, avoiding the problems arising from the different tension / compression behaviour and
from the time consuming process of keeping a fixed stacking and orientation. This material
has to be highly tailorable, that is, material parameters (particle size, shape, type, bonding
strength….) should be easily controllable.
A material that fulfils all these requirements is a granular polymethyl-methacrylate composite,
normally used in the ceramic and white ware industry as a mould material, as a substitute of
the traditional plaster of Paris.
Plaster of Paris is inexpensive, easily handled and shaped, and, when in contact with a
ceramic slip it absorbs the water of the slip. Next to that, the clay surface agglomerates under
the influence of the dissolving Ca2+ ions giving an easy formation of the product. The drying
of castings takes approximately 1 to 30 minutes per mm thickness, which means a drying time
of several hours for a typical sanitary ware piece. Depending on several factors (stress, pore
volume, pore aspect ratio, surface quality and type of use), these moulds can be used from
fifty to several hundred times before wear inhibits further use. Hence, plaster of Paris presents
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several disadvantages for industrial use, mainly the long time of drying, the limited lifetime
and the heavy weight.
Since the 1970’s, several materials, including polymers, have been used as replacements for
the plaster of Paris. These materials have an open pore microstructure and improved
mechanical properties, allowing the drainage of water in a much more effective way, and
extending the lifetime of every mould to several thousands of castings. The microstructure of
these materials can also be easily changed which results in a change of the mechanical
properties and the fracture resistance of the complete material. These materials are also
relatively cheap, light and are easily handled and shaped and are, therefore, ideal materials for
moulds of white ware castings. Among the most frequently used polymeric mould materials
are the polymethyl methacrylate mould materials, which are described in several patent
descriptions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These materials are made up of polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA)
beads of 100 µm in diameter, polymerised together to generate an open-pore water-absorbent
material, further labelled as NZS.
This NZS material is an excellent material for use as a model material for several reasons:
•

•

•

•

•

1

Large microstructure: The typical microstructural relevant size is 100 µm,
the diameter of the PMMA beads (with possible addition of larger beads, up
to 1 mm in diameter), which is only one order of magnitude smaller than the
previous ‘hard’ model material, and it is considerably larger than the average
particle size of quasi-brittle ceramics. Therefore, it presents an enlarged
microstructure, and it is suitable as a model material.
Mechanical material properties: Being a polymer based on PMMA particles,
with the desired mechanical properties, it produces a fracture process zone
with a relatively large size, and allows us to gain insight into the inner
behaviour of the material during fracture.
Tailorable microstructure: Because this material is made, roughly speaking,
by inserting PMMA beads into a water-in-oil solution that polymerises them
together, it is straightforward to implement changes in microstructure.
Simply by inserting particles of different diameter, different shapes, different
materials or any combination of them, a different microstructure is produced.
By changing the polymerisation process (additives, catalysis, …) a different
strength of the material, and overall mechanical behaviour, is obtained. Also
by changing the ambient conditions (humidity, temperature) in which the
samples are tested, the overall mechanical behaviour can be altered.
Cheap, easily produced: These materials are commercially produced for
sanitary ware moulds1, at a relatively low cost. They are easily obtained in
large enough quantities and variations can be implemented in relatively short
time.
Quasi-brittle behaviour: And last, but not least, they present a quasi-brittle
fracture behaviour. In figure 1 a typical force-displacement graph of this type
of material is presented which has been submitted to several loadingunloading cycles. In every cycle the fracture propagates further in the

In our case, samples were supplied by Sphinx Sanitair, b.v. Maastricht, The Netherlands.
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specimen, and stops when unloading. It is also seen how successive loading
and loading steps result in a degradation of the stiffness.

Figure 1 – Quasi-brittle behaviour of NZS material. The numbers indicate the load-unload
cycle

The fracture mechanisms of these materials are not fully understood and it is necessary to
perform further mechanical studies in order to establish a mathematical description for the
reliable prediction of the mechanical behaviour, from which engineering applications can
benefit.
Because of the granular microstructure and the quasi-brittle behaviour, the fictitious crack
model, also known as cohesive crack [6] model or damage zone model [7], is applied to
simulate the fracture behaviour.
The fictitious crack model (from now on labelled as FC) was originally proposed by
Hillerborg et al. [8] in 1976 for analysing the fracture of concrete and later developed in other
contributions [9, 10, 11]. This model takes into account the various shielding mechanisms
present in the fracture process zone modelling them by a tension-softening curve. Among
these mechanisms, there are microcracking in front of the crack tip, crack bridging, crack
pinning, crack deflection usually due to the addition of a second phase, zone shielding caused
by residual thermal stresses, stress-induced microcracking and phase transformation and
shielding due to whiskers or fibres. However, as has been suggested in different studies [12,
13, 14], crack bridging is supposed to be the main mechanism controlling the fracture of
quasi- brittle materials.
Historically the main field of application of this model has been to the fracture of concrete,
and most of the papers based on this model emerge from that field. However, it can be used
for all materials with quasi-brittle fracture behaviour [15]. Most recently, we find applications
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of this model to the fracture of quasi-brittle ceramics [16, 17, 18, 19], ice, rock [20], polymers
[21] and even wood [22].
Possibly because the main application of this model has been to an engineering material like
concrete in which the microstructure is complex and the fracture process zone is difficult to
measure, traditionally little attention has been paid to the relationship between the material
(micro-) structure and the FC parameters. It is, then, necessary to connect the FC-parameters
to the experimental observations, that is, to give a physical meaning to these parameters.
In this chapter the testing and analysis of NZS material into two different conditions (room
temperature, dry; and water at 45 °C) is presented. It will be shown how these two conditions
result in a change of fracture mechanism and how the fracture behaviour is correctly fitted by
the FC model.

2 Experimental procedure and results
2.1

Synthesis and description of the materials

The NZS materials are produced by polymerisation of a water in oil emulsion, which results
in an open-pore, water absorbent material. The procedure to manufacture these materials [5,
23] is as follows: First, a water-in-oil emulsion of a polymeric resin (oil phase), consisting of
poly- ethyleneoxide -block- methyl methacrylate (PEO-PMMA), with molecular weight
(Kg/mol) 10-b-10, and water is prepared. This resin is dissolved in a mixture of styrene and
methyl methacrylate in a weight ratio of 1:9, with 2% weight emulsifier and surfactant agents.
Then 100 µm (48.5 wt %) and 1 mm (8.7%wt) polymethyl methacrylate beads, together with
tap water (32 wt %) and dibenzoylperoxide as initiator (1 wt %) are added to the emulsion,
resulting in a viscosity of 5000 cP at 25 °C. Once this is achieved, a regulator, disodium
tetraborate decahydrate [Na2B2O4 ·10H2O], and a polymerization regulator [dimethyl-ptoluidine, 10 % concentration] is added.
The reaction is carried out at 17 °C for about 30 min. The resulting material is washed three
times with warm water (60 °C) and dried subsequently. The yield is close to 100 %.
2.2

Test set up and results

The fracture studies of this material were restricted to mode I, because this is the most
probable fracture mode for this material under the relevant loading conditions. Two types of
geometries were chosen to evaluate the fracture behaviour of the NZS: a single edge notched
beam (SENB) geometry to perform a 4 point bending test and a wedge opening load (WOL)
geometry to perform a splitting test. In figures 2 and 3 sketches of both samples, together with
the dimensions and the experimental set up, are presented.
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Figure 2 – (left) Sketch of single edge notched beam
Figure 3 (right) – Sketch of the wedge opening load (WOL) geometry. Only horizontal
force on the right roller is drawn for clarity

In the case of the SENB test two different notch lengths a were used: 5 mm, which
corresponds to ¼ of the sample height, and 10 mm, which corresponds to ½ of the sample
height. In both cases the notch width was 0.5 mm, which is smaller than the largest
microstructural feature assuring that fracture will start from the notch tip.
For the WOL geometry two free rotating rollers were inserted in the holes machined in the
sample and a wedge of 15° was connected to the load cell. When this wedge contacts the
rollers it splits the sample in the notch in mode I. In this case, also two different notch lengths
a were used: 60 and 90 mm with a notch width of 0.5 mm.
All the geometries and notch lengths were tested at ambient conditions at room temperature
(22 °C) and in a water bath at a temperature of 45 °C. In table 1 the results of the mechanical
tests are presented for the WOL geometry. In table 2 the results for the SENB geometry are
presented. All the tests were carried on in a universal test machine at a constant cross head
speed of 5 mm/min.
In figures 4 to 7 the experimental plots for both geometries at ambient conditions are shown.
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Figure 4 – (left) Experimental data and fictitious crack fitting of WOL samples at room
conditions with two different notch lengths
Figure 5 – (right) Experimental data and fictitious crack fitting of WOL samples in water at
45 °C with two different notch lengths. The failure to record the complete forcedisplacement curve leads to an underestimation of the fracture energy

Figure 6 – (left) Experimental data and fictitious crack fitting of SENB samples at room
conditions with two different notch lengths
Figure 7 – (right) Experimental data and fictitious crack fitting of WOL samples in water at
45 °C with two different notch lengths
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Number of samples
Dry a = 60 mm
Dry a = 90 mm
Water a = 60 mm
Water a = 90 mm

Vertical fracture
force, P
741 ± 70 N
430 ± 45 N
787 ± 67 N
393 ± 52 N

5
5
5
5

Experimental
toughness, KIc
0.43 ± 0.03 MPa m1/2
0.48 ± 0.03 MPa m1/2
0.46 ± 0.03 MPa m1/2
0.47 ± 0.02 MPa m1/2

Table 1 – Fracture peak force and associated apparent fracture toughness for WOL
geometry. The dry label stands for dry, room temperature conditions, and the water label
stands for water at 45 °C. This labelling holds also for the subsequent tables

Number of samples
Dry a = 5 mm
Dry a = 10 mm
Water a =5 mm
Water a = 10 mm

Horizontal
fracture force, P
442 ± 48 N
198 ± 17 N
410 ± 39 N
180 ± 29 N

5
5
5
5

Experimental
toughness, KIc
0.59 ± 0.05 MPa m1/2
0.60 ± 0.05 MPa m1/2
0.53 ± 0.05 MPa m1/2
0.51 ± 0.07 MPa m1/2

Table 2 – Fracture peak force and associated apparent fracture toughness for SENB
geometry

In the case of the WOL geometry the apparent fracture toughness KIc of the mould material, is
calculated from the peak force via the formulas (2.13) to (2.16) given by Saxena and Hudak
[24], which are here repeated for convenience:
K Ic =

Ph
b d

Y (α )

(3.1)

where b is the depth of the sample, d is the height of the sample from the rollers position and
α equals to:

α=

a1
d

(3.2)

with a1 being the notch length measured with respect to the loading axes. In case of the WOL
samples with a notch length of 60 mm a1 equals 30 mm, and in case of the 90 mm notch
length a1 equals 60 mm. The horizontal force Ph is applied using a 15° wedge with a vertical
force Pv applied to it:
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Ph =

Pv
2 tan( β )

(3.3)

The function Y (α) equals to [25]:
Y (α ) =

(1 + α )(0.8072 + 8.858α − 30.23α 2 + 41.088α 3 − 24.15α 4 + 4.951α 5 )
(1 − α )1.5

(3.4)

In case of the SENB geometry the apparent fracture toughness KIc is calculated from the peak
load via formulas (2.3) to (2.5) [25]:, repeated here for convenience:
K Ic =

3P(l1 − l 2 )
a ⋅ Y (α )
3bd 2

(3.5)

where b is the depth of the sample, d is the height, P is the ultimate peak force, l1 is the lower
span, l2 is the upper span and α equals to:

α=

a
d

(3.6)

and Y (α) equals:
1.99 − α (1 − α )(2.15 − 3.93α + 2.7α 2 )
Y (α ) =
(1 + 2α )(1 − α )1.5

(3.7)

In addition a three point bending strength test was carried out on beams with the same size as
the notched beams. The same environments are used: ambient at room temperature and in
water at 45 °C. In the case of room temperature conditions, two loading speeds are used, 5
mm/min and 0.3 mm/min. In the case of the samples submerged in water of 45 °C only 5
mm/min was used. Results are presented in table 3 and the strength S3PB is calculated from
the formula:
S 3 PB =

3Fl
2bd 2

(3.8)

where F is the fracture force, b the thickness of the sample, d the height of the sample and l
the span.
Dry
Dry
Water

Velocity
5 mm/min
0.3 mm/min
5 mm/min

Number of samples
5
5
5

Strength, S3PB
16.0 ± 1.0 MPa
16.3 ± 1.6 MPa
12.4 ± 1.6 MPa

Table 3 – Strength of NZS samples for both conditions
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For the numerical data analysis, the Young’s modulus of this material for the two conditions
is required. The Young’s modulus was measured in a three point bending test with sample
dimensions equal to the single edge notched beams, and with the same universal test machine.
The Young’s modulus can be expressed as a function of the central point displacement ∆u and
the applied force ∆F:

E=

( d)

∆F l

3

(3.9)

4b∆u

At ambient conditions the measured Young’s modulus is E = 0.69 ± 0.05 GPa and in case of
the samples in water at 45 °C the measured Young’s modulus is E = 0.55 ± 0.05 GPa. Five
samples were tested for every condition.
Finally, the fracture energy is calculated by measuring the area under the force- displacement
curve and dividing it by the fracture surface. This fracture energy is given, for both ambient
conditions and water at 45 °C, in table 4.

E
Gf
KIc

ρ

Experimental
Numerical
Experimental
Numerical
Experimental
Numerical

Dry
0.69 ± 0.05 GPa
720 ± 66 J/m2
791
J/m2
0.45 ± 0.05 MPa m1/2
0.74
MPa m1/2
1.9 ± 0.4 mm
2.1
mm

Water
0.55 ± 0.05 GPa
1220 ± 488 J/m2
1500
J/m2
0.47 ± 0.03 MPa m1/2
0.91
MPa m1/2
4.3 ± 2.6 mm
8.0
mm

Table 4 – Young’s modulus and comparison between experimental and numerical fracture
energy, fracture toughness (WOL average) and fracture process zone size for both
conditions: room temperature, dry and samples in water at 45 °C. The experimental energy,
and hence the fracture process zone size, for water at 45 °C is somewhat lower as the
complete force- displacement graph could not be recorded due to experimental limitations

In order to test the validity of the FC model which assumes that the fracture energy
independent of the ligament length, the fracture energy is plotted against ligament length and
presented in figure 8. It is seen that the facture energy remains almost independent of the
ligament length, bearing in mind the large experimental scattering.
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Figure 8 – Fracture energy against ligament length, for both conditions

2.3

Small WOL samples

In order to test the validity of the numerical solution for other types of geometry, WOL
samples of 30*30 mm in size where produced, tested and analysed with the same FC
parameters obtained for the dry NZS geometry. The exact dimensions of the sample are given
in figure 9, and the force-displacement graphs are given in figure 10.

Figure 9 – (left) Experimental data and fictitious crack fitting of WOL samples in water at
45 °C with two different notch lengths
Figure 10 – (right) Experimental data and fictitious crack fitting of small WOL sample
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3 Numerical procedure
As stated in the introduction, the fictitious crack (FC) model, originally developed by
Hillerborg [21], was chosen to analyse the fracture of the porous mould materials. In this
model a process-zone of finite size is taken into account that moves with the crack in front of
the crack tip and in which the material shows a softening type of behaviour: the stress on the
faces decreases with increasing crack opening. To avoid possible numerical instabilities the
inverse flexibility method, first introduced by Carpinteri et al. [26], is used. This method uses
the superposition principle and is valid for small deformations and rotations (outside the
crack) assuming that the material, outside the crack path, behaves in a linear elastic manner.
For a detailed description of the method, see appendix A.
Because the parameters of the FC model will be estimated using the force - displacement
curves of the geometries tested, the stresses and strains in the interior of the structure are not
required in this procedure. The crack is modelled through interface elements at the crack line,
whose length should be smaller than the characteristic length of the fracture process zone.
This characteristic length lch is equal to the fracture process zone size:
K
l ch =  Ic
 ft





2

(3.10)

where KIc is the fracture toughness of the material and ft is the tensile strength. The length of
the finite elements le is identical for all geometries and equal to 0.1 mm.

Figure 11 – Sketch of the fictitious crack concept. At the left is the real crack, in the middle
is the fictitious crack modelling, and at the right is the element line with its three different
labelled regions. Three regions are differentiated: before the crack tip (b), the crack tip (c)
and after the crack tip (a)
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On the crack line the regions before and after the crack tip and the crack tip itself, are labelled
separately for latter partition of the matrices, as it is shown in figure 11, where label a stands
for after the crack tip, label c stands for crack tip and label b stands for before the crack tip.
The solid is modelled by the finite element method and the problem to be solved is expressed
as:
f = Hu + lp

(3.11)

where f is the column matrix with the (cohesive) nodal forces acting along the crack line, u is
the column matrix describing the nodal (crack opening) displacements, p is the scalar
external force and H and l are matrices obtained by substructuring (for details of
substructuring, see [16] ).
This equation can be partitioned by considering nodes in front (ub), at (uc) and behind the
crack tip (ua). The previous equation can be expressed then as:
 f a   H aa
 f  = H
 c   ca
 f b   H ba

H ac
H cc
H bc

H ab  ua  l a 
H cb  ⋅  u c  +  l c  ⋅ p
H bb  ub   l b 

(3.12)

The displacements in front (ub) of the crack and the displacements at the crack tip (uc) are
equal to zero, and therefore the elements in the second and third column of the matrix H are
not relevant. The elements fc, uc and lc are one element column matrixes. After multiplication
to obtain three equations and after eliminating p we can express fa as:
f a = H aa ⋅ ua +

la
( f c − H ca ua )
lc

(3.13)

The relationship between the stresses along the crack line and the crack opening is given by a
softening model. In this case a bilinear curve was chosen, as it gives good results with an easy
implementation. The parameters of this bilinear model are ft, α, β and ucr and their
relationship is shown in figure 11. The relationship between σn (the cohesive stress) and un
(the crack opening) can then be expressed as:
1 − β un

 ft (1 − α u
cr


un
 β
f t 1 −
σn = 
1
α
−
 u cr



0

and the fracture energy as:
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0 ≤ u n ≤ αu cr


 if


αu cr ≤ u n ≤ u cr

if

u n > u cr

(3.14)
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Gf =

f t u cr (α + β )
2

(3.15)

The nodal forces are computed from the cohesive stress by means of numerical integration. In
this case nodal lumping was applied [16, 17, 18, 19] such that the nodal force can be
expressed as:
Fc = σ nW

(3.16)

W = Wn bl e

(3.17)

where W is a weight factor equal to :

with b the width of the sample, le the element length and Wn a numerical factor which depends
on the element type chosen for the simulation [16].
With the relationship σn = σn (un) given in the softening model, the problem can be solved by
iteration. This is not done by prescribing a value of the external load p in the incremental
process but by prescribing the position of the fictitious crack tip at the end of the process zone
and obtaining p as a result. That is, in successive steps the position of the crack tip is shifted
one node simulating a propagating crack.
In order to find an optimal solution for the FC parameters a local minimum fitting algorithm
(Nelder-Mead simplex direct search method [27]) was also implemented. This algorithm
compares the experimental peak force and energy values with the peak forces and energy
obtained with a set of FC parameters. If the difference between both is larger than a given
amount, a step change is made to the FC parameters until an optimal solution for all four
parameters, ft, ucr, α, β is found.
Using this procedure the parameters for the two conditions, room temperature and air, and
water at 45°C, were found. These results are shown in table 5 and a graphical plot of these
parameters is shown in figure 12. The plots of the experimental values and the numerical
fittings are shown in figures 4 to 7 and 10. The fracture energy calculated in this way is given
in given in table 4. Finally, table 6 also presents the values of the peak force obtained
experimentally and with the FC model for all geometries and for the strength test, that is, a
beam without notch.
FC results

ft

ucr
α
β

Dry
16.0 MPa
0.16 mm
0.43
0.18

Water
10.2 MPa
0.52 mm
0.23
0.33

Table 5 – FC parameters for both conditions: room temperature, dry and samples in water
at 45 °C
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Experimental
WOL a = 60 mm 741 ± 70 N
WOL a = 90 mm 430 ± 45 N
SENB a = 5 mm 442 ± 48 N
SENB a = 10 mm 198 ± 17 N
SENB a = 0 mm 1439 ± 173 N

Dry
Numerical
724 N
409 N
421 N
197 N
1384 N

Experimental
787 ± 67 N
393 ± 52 N
410 ± 48 N
180 ± 29 N
934 ± 48 N

Water
Numerical
771 N
427 N
467 N
214 N
969 N

Table 6 – Comparison of the numerical and experimental peak force for both conditions.
The SENB sample with the notch length equal to zero is the strength test

Figure 12 – Softening curves of the FC simulation for the two conditions

4 Discussion
Fracture tests of the samples show reproducible results with a scatter of about 10%, which is
considered acceptable and due to experimental and material scatter. For the two conditions, all
the samples show quasi-brittle behaviour. The maximum peak forces are comparable for both
geometries, however, for the samples tested in water at 45 °C the fracture energy is somewhat
higher.
Independent of the scatter in the experimental data the measured fracture energies for the
WOL samples are somewhat low, especially for the samples tested in water at 45 °C, as the
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entire force displacement graph could not be recorded due to experimental problems, as
shown in figure 5.
The numerical analysis using the FC model can describe the experimental data with great
accuracy. For both types of geometries (WOL and SENB, including the strength test) and for
both ambient conditions the simulated peak forces agree well with the experimental ultimate
force, although the numerical value is slightly higher for the SENB in water at 45 °C. In table
6 the experimental and numerical values of fracture peak force, including the values of the
peak forces of the strength test, are shown together for comparison.
In figure 10 the force-displacement experimental data, as well as the numerical simulation for
the small WOL samples are shown. There is, again, a very good agreement between
numerical and experimental data, and shows that the model also works for that type of
geometry.
However, it has to be pointed out that samples with smaller ligament lengths (distance from
crack tip to sample edge) may be not be correctly modelled with the FC model, as boundary
conditions will affect critically the behaviour of the fracture [16]. In that case the gradient
enhanced fictitious crack model may yield a satisfactory modelling because it does
intrinsically take into account the ligament length of the material [16, 17, 18, 19].
For our geometries if the fracture energy is plotted against ligament length for the considered
geometries, which are presented in figure 8, it is seen how, for the considered ligament length
range, the fracture energy remains independent of the ligament length, taking into account the
experimental scattering of the fracture energy, especially for the water at 45 °C.
It is possible that the small discrepancy between numerical and experimental peak load values
observed in the SENB samples in water at 45 °C is a result of the limitations of the FC model.
The fact that dry samples do not present this discrepancy may be explained by the smaller
fracture process zone size of these samples.
We can then be confident in using the FC model in the fracture of the NZS materials, even for
other geometries, but taking always into account that the ligament length of the given sample
is large enough to guarantee the validity of the FC model. In the previous test it has been seen
that samples with ligament length larger than 10 mm are correctly modelled by the FC model.
If the toughness of the material is calculated not directly from the experimental peak force,
but from the parameters obtained in the FC simulation through the relationship:
K Ic = EG f

(3.18)

where E is Young’s modulus and Gf the fracture energy, we obtain a toughness of KIc = 0.74
MPa m1/2 for the samples tested in dry, room temperature conditions and a toughness of KIc =
0.91 MPa m1/2 for water at 45 °C. Similar values are obtained if experimental values of the
fracture energy are used, as both experimental and numerical fracture energy were
comparable.
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As the toughness obtained directly from the peak force values amounts about 0.5 MPa m1/2 a
clear discrepancy exists between this toughness value and the toughness value calculated from
the fracture energy. From that discrepancy, we conclude that calculating the toughness
directly from the experimental peak force does not produce a reliable result. This discrepancy
indicates that this material is not brittle enough for a correct measurement of fracture
toughness via a peak force test. This fact has to been taken into account if the toughness of
similar materials has to be measured for any applications.
In figures 13 and 14, microphotographs of the fracture surface of the samples tested at room
temperature conditions are shown. In figure 15, a similar picture of a sample tested in water at
45 °C is shown. The fracture surfaces for both cases appear similar: it can be clearly seen that,
in both cases, fracture occurs in the connection between the particles and no noticeable plastic
deformation occurs. However, if we take a closer look at the fracture surface of the joining
between particles a difference between the two conditions is noticed. For comparison, details
of pictures 14 and 15 are shown enlarged in figure 16. In the case of ambient conditions, the
fracture is somewhat rougher, indicating a faster fracture; in the case of the samples tested in
water at 45 °C the fracture surface is much smoother, indicating than in this case the fracture
between particles propagates at lower speed [28]. This difference in behaviour, and therefore
fracture mechanisms, can be explained if a closer look at the fracture process zone size and at
the fracture energy is taken.

Figure 13 – Microphotograph of a fracture surface of a mould material. It can be seen the
PMMA particle distribution, that contains a relatively large fraction of 80 µm diameter
particles and a small fraction of larger PMMA particles, of 500 µm in diameter (marked
with an arrow in the picture)
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Figure 14 – Microphotograph of the fracture surface of NZS tested at dry, room
temperature conditions

Figure 15 – Microphotograph of the fracture surface of NZS tested in water at 45 °C
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Figure 16 – Left: fracture surface of the interconnection of particles, of a sample tested at
dry, room temperature conditions. Right: same broken interconnection, but of a sample
broken in water at 45 °C

When the characteristic length is calculated using the values obtained in the FC model, we
obtain a fracture process zone size of 2 mm in the case of the dry, room temperature
conditions (which corresponds to twice the size of the larger particles) and a characteristic
length of 8 mm in the case of samples in water at 45 °C, corresponding to eight times the size
of the larger particles. This indicates that fracture in water at 45 °C is accompanied by a large
fracture process zone, involving a larger number of particles in the fracture process. When
fracture occurs under dry, room temperature conditions, the fracture process zone is more
localized, involving a smaller amount of particles.
Moreover, if we suppose that all the fracture energy is being released only inside the fracture
process zone and the sample is in plane stress, we can estimate the fracture energy density as
proportional to Gf / ρ. If we substitute the values for the two conditions, we obtain that the
fracture energy density in the dry, room temperature conditions is two times larger than the
fracture energy density of the samples in water at 45 °C. With this data, an explanation of the
different fracture surfaces between particles and the different fracture behaviour depending on
the environment can be given.
For the dry, room temperature conditions the small process zone size and corresponding high
fracture energy results in fracture localized to just a few necks broken between particles at
relatively high stress intensity. Therefore, intra particle fracture is produced in a faster and
more brittle way, corresponding to the rougher fracture surface of the interconnection between
particles.
For fracture in water at 45 °C the fracture process zone is much larger, involving a larger
number of particles in the fracture process. Moreover, the energy density is lower. Fracture no
longer occurs in the interconnection between just a few particles, but in involves many more
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particles at lower stress intensity. Hence, crack growth of the interconnection between the
particles will be slower, consistent with a smoother fracture surface.
Finally, in spite of the roughly double fracture energy for experiments in water at 45 °C, as
compared with experiments in air at room temperature, the strength is lowered from about 16
MPa to about 12 MPa (table 3). This indicates a much larger critical defect size under this
condition.

5 Conclusions
Several mechanical tests have been performed on NZS material under two conditions: dry
conditions at room temperature and in water at 45 °C. The ultimate peak fracture force is
comparable for both conditions but the fracture energy is about double in case of the samples
tested in water at 45 °C, which means a larger critical crack opening for the same force. The
strength for the latter condition is double though.
The simulation of the fracture curves of this material by the FC model with a bilinear
softening behaviour gives excellent results: the predicted curves coincide very well with the
experimental curves and the numerical and experimental fracture energy agree satisfactorily,
taking into account that the experimental energy is underestimated. The FC model is, then, an
excellent model to describe the fracture of the polymeric materials, and hence may be
implemented, with relative confidence, to simulate the fracture of more complex shapes.
The fracture toughness measured by experimental peak force differs considerably with the
toughness calculated form the fracture energy. That indicates that, for this geometry and size,
the measurement of fracture toughness from the experimental peak force is not a valid
method: the fracture process zone size compared to the sample size is too large. Correct
experimental measures of critical stress intensity factors for these mould materials have to be
carefully measured.
The inter-particle fracture surfaces of both conditions also reveal a change of mechanism: dry
samples present a rougher surface, which can be explained by a faster fracture in the
interconnections because of the higher fracture energy density due to the smaller fracture
process zone. Samples in water at 45 °C, on the other hand, present a smoother surface, which
indicates a slower fracture propagation, and can be explained due to the lower energy because
of the larger fracture process zone size.
Summarizing, this NZS material is an excellent model material. It has been shown how the
fracture process zone is influenced by the material properties, and how a change in the
mechanical properties of the microstructure is translated into a change in the fracture
behaviour of the complete sample. The excellent fitting obtained with the FC model is also
remarkable, as well as the reliability of the obtained FC parameters, specially considering that
it is a model that hardly ever has been used in polymers, but most of the time in concrete.
The next step to take is to vary further the microstructure. In the next chapter testing and
simulation of other NZS-type of material, as well as monolithic polymethyl methacrylate, is
presented.
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Further studies of polymeric materials

1 Introduction
Once the NZS proved to be a suitable model material, the next step to take was to lower the
scale of the microstructure of the materials. Two materials were chosen for that purpose: a
material similar to the NZS materials of the previous chapter, labelled as NZS2, and
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). The NZS2 material was identically produced as the
NZS, but it only contained particles of 100 µm in diameter, whereas the NZS material had
100µm and 1mm particles.
The material NZS2 was chosen to observe the effect on the macroscopical mechanical
behaviour of the elimination in the microstructure of the larger 1mm PMMA beads previously
present in the NZS materials. The next logical step was to remove the small particles, and to
see how the behaviour of the pure PMMA was, in order to compare it to the granular PMMA
bead material.
Polymethyl methacrylate is a thermoplastic polymer, of which the synthesis and
characterization have been intensively studied since the second half of the 20th century, and
for which fracture studies are not an exception (reference [1] lists a series of studies, and more
information can be found in references [2, 3, 4, 5]). It can be said that PMMA is a classical
material. PMMA is an amorphous glass below 120 °C and exhibits (quasi-)1 brittle fracture
under normal testing conditions below about 85 °C. It is also remarkably consistent in
properties, even between different suppliers, and shows almost no molecular weight
dependence of toughness above a value of 55,000 g/mol. A further important characteristic is
that it is particularly ‘good natured’ with regard to initial crack formation: At 20 °C the craze
stress is slightly lower than the shear yield stress of approximately 100 MPa, and a suitable
initial crack can be made just by introducing a razor blade in the machined slot.

1

Depending on specimen size
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For both materials, the same testing procedure described in the previous chapter was followed
and, again, the FC model was used to simulate the fracture of these materials.

2 Experimental
2.1

NZS2 testing

In case of the NZS2 material, wedge opening samples of 30 mm length and width were
produced in the same way as described in chapter 32. Samples were tested at 0.5 mm/min and
the experimental peak force previous to fracture was found to be 109 ± 12 N. Forcedisplacement data are presented in figure 1. The Young’s modulus of this material,
determined through a three point bending test, is found to be 780 ± 40 MPa, and the toughness
is again, calculated using formulas (3.1)-(3.4) and found to be KIc = 0.35 ± 0.04 MPa m1/2.

Figure 1 – Vertical force- horizontal displacement plot of NZS2 material. Experimental
data are inside the shadowed area. Numerical simulation is presented in black line

2.2

PMMA testing

PMMA samples were first subjected to heat treatment to eliminate the residual stresses.
Because the glass temperature of the given PMMA, is 117 °C determined from a half Cp
measurement in a differential scanning calorimeter, the heat treatment consisted in placing the
2

The testing and analysis of this type of material is restricted to this ‘small’ geometry due to unavailability of
large quantities of material.
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samples in a furnace at 110 °C for 5 hours. By this way, we can assure that the samples were
stress-free.
The cross-head speed was 0.3 mm/min in the case of SENB samples and 0.5 mm/min in the
case of WOL samples, so the opening speed (horizontal speed) was approximately equal to
0.3 mm/min. This speed is low enough to allow relaxation of the PMMA and to avoid a high
dependence on the strain rate [6, 7].
The same geometries as for testing the NZS material were chosen, namely SENB (notch
length 5 and 10 mm) and WOL (notch length 60 and 90 mm), and the same procedure for
determining the toughness and Young’s modulus was followed. Results are presented in
table 1. Strength tests were also performed with the same methodology of the previous
chapter and results are presented in table 1. Peak forces obtained in fracture tests are
presented in table 2. Force-displacement plots are presented in figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 – (left) Vertical force- horizontal displacement plot of PMMA, WOL geometry.
Experimental data are inside the shadowed area. Numerical simulation is presented by the
black line
Figure 3 – (right) Vertical force- horizontal displacement plot of PMMA, SENB geometry.
Experimental data are inside the shadowed area. Numerical simulation is presented by the
black line

E
S
F*
KIc

NZS2
780 ± 40 MPa
16.4 ± 1.2 MPa
109 ± 16 N
0.35 ± 0.04 MPa m1/2

PMMA
2500 ± 300 MPa
108 ± 10 MPa
See table 2
1.36 ± 0.15 MPa m1/2

Table 1– Material parameters experimentally obtained for NZS2 and PMMA. Maximum
peak force (F*) is only presented for NZS2, corresponding to 30*30 mm WOL geometry.
Peak loads for PMMA for all four geometries are presented in table 2
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WOL a = 60 mm
WOL a = 90 mm
SENB a = 5 mm
SENB a = 10 mm

Experimental
1279 ± 178 N
726 ± 37 N
1281 ± 189 N
616 ± 69 N

Numerical
1368 N
766 N
1135N
539N

Table 2 – Experimental and numerical vertical peak force values for SENB and WOL
geometries for PMMA samples. The parameter a stands for notch length

3 Fractography
3.1

Fractography of NZS2

Microphotographs of the fracture surface of NZS2 were taken with a scanning electron
microscope at different magnifications; figures 4 and 5 show this fracture surface. It is
immediately evident that fracture occurs in the connection (neck) between beads. This is the
same type of fracture as for the previous NZS material.
If we take a closer look at the interconnection itself, we observe that the fracture surface of
these interconnections present a somewhat rough surface. This indicates that the fracture has
been produced relatively fast, and it is similar to the rough surface observed in the NZS
samples tested at room temperature, dry conditions.

Figure 4 – Microphotograph of fracture surface of NZS2 material at 100 times
magnification
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Figure 5 – Microphotograph of fracture surface of NZS2 material at a magnification of
400. The somewhat rough surface of the interconnection between particles can be observed

3.2

Fractography of PMMA

Depending on whether the sample is tested in a strength test or in a fracture test, the topology
of the fracture surface presents different features. This is because in the strength tests more
elastic energy is stored in the system before failure, and therefore, different facture
mechanisms are involved.
In figure 6 a microphotograph of a strength sample is presented. It is seen how this fracture
surface presents three main features: parabolic markings (A), white chips (B) and some
waving of the fracture surface towards the end of the sample (D). The parabolic shapes are
caused by the collision of the primary fracture front with circular secondary crack fronts [8,
9]. These secondary cracks are produced by small inclusions as preferential crack nucleation
sites due to the ending of molecular chains in that region producing a slight perturbation in the
structure, which are near the fracture plane (but do not necessarily fall in the exact fracture
path). When the primary crack, which can be supposed to have a planar front, approaches this
defect, a secondary circular crack is produced because the local stress was risen due to the
proximity of the primary crack, fulfilling the Griffith criterion and producing, then, a
secondary crack.
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Figure 6 – (left) Photograph of the fracture surface of PMMA of a strength test sample. It is
seen how the fracture surface present several features labelled form A to D. A and B are
parabolic markings, C is the probable crack starting point and D is the final stage where
mixed mode I/II occurs
Figure 7 – (right) Sketch of the mechanism that produces parabolic features: as the
primary crack progresses, the stress of the crack tip activate secondary cracks around a
defect of the material, which collide with collide with the primary crack and forms
parabolic markings

The intersection of both features produces the parabolic shape, and the defect that produced
the secondary crack is located at the focus of the parabola, as shown in figure 7. Noticing the
direction of the parabolas, we can assume that the fracture is initiated at the edge of the
sample, labelled in the photograph as ‘C’.
The white chips (labelled in the photograph as ‘B’) are also produced by the same
mechanisms as the parabolic markings. However, in that case, the defect is located somewhat
higher in respect to the primary crack plane and the secondary crack does not collide with the
primary crack. This secondary crack is then left behind and it does not produce a total
debonding of the material.
Towards the end of the fracture, and because the crack propagates with high enough speed,
the sample is not longer local in opening mode, and, therefore, the sample can not longer
propagate in pure mode I. This causes the final wobbling in the sample as the fracture goes
into the compression zone (labelled ‘D’).
In figure 8 a typical fracture of a WOL sample is presented. We can see four different surface
features labelled A to D, where A is the crack initiation. This first feature presents lines
perpendicular to the crack front and mirror-like surface with polychrome tones (not
reproduced in the photograph) and corresponds to the onset of fracture. The region ‘B’
presents a rougher surface and presents a translucent aspect, compared to the transparent
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aspect of the other regions. This roughness arises because in that region the crack accelerates
and becomes dynamic. This is observed experimentally, as in that point the crack suddenly
propagates in a brittle way, due to the sudden release of the elastic energy of the system, and
corresponds to the fast drop after peak load in the force-displacement graphs. In that region
the energy release rate is higher than the critical energy release rate:
dG dR
>
da da

(4.1)

When the crack decelerates, characteristic rings appear which accounts for the crack arrest, or
‘braking’ (region ‘C’). Then the crack propagates statically (region ‘D’) and the same colours
as the in the ‘A’ region are observed. These colours are interference colours, produced by the
formation at the fracture surface of a thin layer of crazes [10] with a different structure, and
hence different refractive index from that of the substrate. These interference colours are
typically produced in slow crack growth in glassy polymers [11, 12, 13, 14]. Closer
examination of this ‘D’ region also reveals the existence of lines perpendicular to the crack
front with feather like appearance. These are (so-called) river lines and are due to a slight
twisting of the crack during fracture. The relative height of these feathers to the fracture
surface can be measured with a piezoelectric nonius, and in this case is found to be around
0.02 ± 0.01 mm.

Figure 8 – Photograph of the fracture surface of PMMA of a strength sample, where the
different fracture surface features are labelled A to D
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In the case of SENB geometries, samples do not present static crack growth features. This is
due to the relatively smaller surface available for fracture (10 to 15 mm): with the dimensions
of the SENB geometry the crack goes dynamic and reaches the end of the sample before it
could enter again the static regime.

4 Numerical
For simulating the fracture behaviour of both materials the FC model with a bilinear softening
curve was again used. The NZS2 material was simulated with the same equations used as for
the NZS material described in the previous chapter, the FC parameters found are shown in
table 3, and the simulated force-displacement plot, together with the experimental data, is
presented in figure 1.
ft
ucr
α
β

NZS2
15.8 MPa
0.12 mm
0.49
0.16

PMMA
105 MPa
0.024 mm
0.47
0.17

Table 3 – FC parameters for NZS2 and PMMA

Because of out experimental set up, the displacement recorded was the combination of the
sample and the test machine displacement. This was not critical in case of the NZS materials,
as the stiffness of the machine was much larger than the stiffness of the sample. However, in
the case of the PMMA the compliance of the testing machine has to be introduced, because
the strength and Young’s modulus are much higher than the NZS materials and comparable to
the total stiffness of the testing machine (machine itself, loading cell and rollers and jigs).
The measured compliance, ke, equals to:
ke = km + k P

(4.2)

where km is the compliance of the machine, and kp is the compliance of the sample. The value
of the compliance of the machine was estimated by testing a WOL sample of MnZn ferrite,
with a= 60 mm. By this way a value of km = 2200 ± 500 N/mm was calculated. Once the
value of the compliance was known, the FC equations relating the displacement of the
measuring point up with the nodal displacements uc and the external load P are modified to
take into account the non-infinite compliance of the testing system as:

1 
 p
u p = Qu +  m +
k
m 

where Q and m are finite element matrixes, and km is the compliance of the machine
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With these modifications implemented, the FC simulation is able to simulate the snap back of
the sample. The snap-back appears in the experimental plot as a sudden drop in force because
the experimental equipment could not record the negative displacement.
Parameters obtained for the FC simulation are shown in table 3 and numerical plots, together
with the experimental data, are presented in figures 2 and 3.

5 Discussion
The NZS2 material presented a similar (but not identical) mechanical behaviour as the NZS
material tested at room temperature, dry conditions. Closer examination of the fracture
surface of this NZS2 material also revealed that the interconnection between particle beads
presented a rough surface similar to that observed in the NZS material tested at room
temperature, dry conditions. From this, we can also conclude that the fracture is produced
fast, and the energy density is relatively high, and the fracture mechanism is similar to that
produced in the dry NZS.
The FC model gives a good fitting of the experimental data and the FC parameters obtained
from this model are similar to the ones obtained for NZS dry, though somewhat different, in
particular with a slightly lower ft and a lower critical opening ucr. As observed, the toughness
is calculated with these parameters as:
K Ic = EG f

(4.4)

and:
Gf =

1
f t u cr (α + β )
2

(4.5)

giving KIc = 0.66 MPa m1/2. This value is higher than the experimental one (KIcexp = 0.35 ±
0.04 MPa m1/2), and, again, we can conclude that fracture toughness is not correctly
determined through peak load measurement, as the sample in not brittle.
If the fracture process zone size ρ for this NZS2 material is calculated, according to the
parameters found in the FC simulation, as:

ρ=

EG f
ft

2

(4.6)

where E is the Young’s modulus, Gf is the fracture energy and ft is the tensile strength, we
find that the fracture process zone size equals to 1.7 mm, comparable, but slightly lower, than
the fracture process zone calculated for the NZS material tested at room temperature, dry
conditions. This fact is in agreement with the similar surface features (especially in the
interconnection between particles) observed in the fracture surfaces, and therefore we can
conclude that for both type of samples the fracture mechanisms are similar (small fracture
process zone with relatively high fracture energy).
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The pure PMMA samples tested presented values of strength and toughness, in agreement
with previous studies [15, 16] and the topological surfaces encountered in the fracture surface
could be classified as classical. Extensive description, and explanation, can be found in
several bibliography sources [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These surface features
can be related to the fracture behaviour: a fast fracture with high stresses involved (parabolas
in the ‘C’ region of the strength samples), fast fracture after crack initiation (translucent/rough
‘B’-region of the WOL/SENB samples), and static crack growth (interference colours and
feather-like features in the ‘C’ region of the WOL/SENB samples).
The FC model implemented for fitting the PMMA force-displacement fracture curves gave a
good agreement in the obtained peak force values, as presented in table 2. Also, a fair
agreement was obtained in simulating the snap-back of the SENB samples, and, hence, the
overall fracture behaviour of the SENB geometry. In the case of the WOL geometries only the
peak force is modelled satisfactorily. There is then a considerably discrepancy between the
experimental and the modelled force-displacement.
This discrepancy is a consequence of the limitations of the FC model when trying to simulate
complex dynamic/static fracture propagation, as the model is design to describe quasi-brittle,
and static fracture. Although the introduction of the compliance of the machine helps to
account for the extra energy of the system, this model is not the ideal model to describe brittle
materials. A closer look at the experimental and numerical curves of such plots reveals that
when the fracture in WOL samples of PMMA grows again statically (region labelled as ‘D’)
the shape is correctly reproduced. This fact suggest that the FC model may be a suitable
model to describe the static crack propagation in PMMA, but fails to describe the dynamic
fracture (region ‘B’), especially when both types of behaviour are present in the same sample.
When the fracture toughness of the PMMA is calculated through the obtained FC parameters,
we notice that the obtained value (KIc = 1.33 MPa m1/2) is comparable to the experimental one
(KIc = 1.36 ± 0.15 MPa m1/2). This proves that the calculation of fracture toughness of PMMA
through the experimental peak force value is suitable as it behaves in a brittle manner. This
can be corroborated by the fact that the fracture process zone size - calculated with equation
(4.11) – equals 0.16 mm, which is much lower than the specimen size. This fracture process
zone size is also considerably smaller than the fracture process zone size of all NSZ materials.
As a model material, the NZS2 material has also given insight into the problem of quasibrittle fracture. The strength and fracture mechanisms, are similar to the NZS dry material,
but the absence of large PMMA beads seems to have an effect in the critical opening
parameter ucr, which decreased. As expected, this change in microstructure has produced a
change in the macroscopic mechanical behaviour.
A remarkable similarity was noticed between the fracture surface of the bead
interconnections, of both NZS2 and NZS(D) materials, and the ‘B’ region of the WOL
geometry of the PMMA samples. This fact suggests that the fracture mechanism in both
cases: a fast and sudden fracture, with relatively high fracture energy involved.
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6 Conclusions
The FC model has been proven a suitable model for describing the fracture of the NZS2
material for the given geometry and size, and not so suitable for describing the fracture of
PMMA materials, mainly because of the not quasi-static fracture growth.
The fracture behaviour study of NZS2 and PMMA has given valuable insight into the fracture
process zone of quasi-brittle fracture, as the different microstructure of both materials gave
different fracture behaviour, and different FC model parameters, proven them to be useful
model materials.
The next step is then to investigate if the FC model is able to describe, not only the
macroscopic behaviour, but also the fracture behaviour at a low scale, and see if it is possible
to relate the FC parameters to some microstructural characteristics of the material.
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Observation and modelling of the
fracture process zone at mesoscale

1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters the testing and analysis with the fictitious crack (FC) model of
various NZS materials, as well as PMMA, have been presented. Only the macroscopical
modelling of such materials have been presented, and therefore the next logical step is to
investigate if the FC model is also able to simulate the behaviour of the material at a
mesoscopical level.
The modelling at mesoscale is not often presented in literature because most engineering
applications are only interested in macroscopical behaviour. Normally, only the behaviour of
points located far away from the fracture process zone is simulated (especially the points
where the displacement/load sensors are placed, as they produce the experimental curve to
fit). However it is very interesting, from a fundamental point of view, to verify whether the
FC model is able to reproduce the behaviour of the material at mesoscopic scale, that is, close
to the actual fracture.
It is also interesting to see if it is possible to relate in some way the FC parameters with any
material parameters. We have to take into account that a strict relationship between physical
and model parameters is not possible, as the FC model is a phenomenological model only
valid under certain conditions [1]. However, it may be possible to weakly relate material
properties with model parameters and softening curve, in order to provide some initial values
of the parameters that may reduce computation time to yield an optimal solution in fitting
algorithms.
Traditionally not much attention has been paid to the relationship between material structure
and FC parameters and softening curve, because, as it is said before, the main application of
this FC model has been in engineering applications with engineering materials like concrete,
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in which the microstructure is complex, the fracture process zone is difficult to measure, and
the macroscopic fitting is the main concern. Most of the literature that applies the FC model to
simulate the fracture of quasi-brittle materials, just finds another set of parameters [2], another
softening curve [3,4] or improves the fitting algorithm [5].
There are several techniques to study the mechanical behaviour of materials at mesoscale.
Traditionally the measurement of such a displacement has been done principally with piezoelectric sensors, capable of translating a displacement into an electrical signal. However, it is
difficult to place a large density of such sensors in the sample surface to measure at mesoscale
level and it is dangerous to place them in the crack path, as they can disturb the stress patterns
at the crack tip. Alternative techniques exist, such as photoelasticity [6], acoustic emission
techniques [7, 8], the Hentschel random Access Tracking method [9, 10], in which retrorefractive markers glued on the sample surface are followed with a CCD camera, the laser
interferometry [11] or electronic speckle pattern interferometry [12], among many others. All
these techniques are, in most cases, an improvement over the classical transducers, but still
present some disadvantages in the experimental set-up, the complexity of data or, in some
cases, in the inability to change, move or increase the number of measuring points once the
experiment is started.
All these difficulties are, most of the times, overcame with digital image correlation
techniques, first used in the 1980’s [13, 14] and widely used form the 1990’s in fracture
mechanics [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. This technique consists in the acquisition of images
during the fracture test and the latter determination of the displacement field trough
comparison of those images with a subpixel window-based correlation algorithm. With this
technique, we are able to choose a large density of points relatively close to the fracture path,
and to change the area of study after the fracture has been produced. This technique is also
non-intrusive, as no markers or physical transducers are attached to the sample and have the
stress fields not altered. Moreover, being a fast and experimentally easy technique to
implement, it allows us to test a large number of samples without being too time consuming.
With this method, vector displacements are calculated by comparing pictures of a sample at
different loading states. The set of local displacements is obtained as follows: first, a grid of
points is chosen, and a square area of certain length (typically 15 to 50 pixels in length) is set
around every point of the grid, which is called correlation area. The grey value landscape, or
grey texture, of this correlation area is memorized. Then an area with an almost identical grey
value map is searched in the second picture for every point of the grid near the original point
(search area) with the search window not deformed. The difference in position between the
centres of the areas for both images is the local displacement. Because the grey value
comparison is done through relative values, and not through absolute grey values, this method
is not influenced by small changes in luminosity or in luminance conditions, and no special
light source (e.g. pure white) is needed. In figure 1 a sketch of the image correlation algorithm
is presented.

2 Experimental
In our case, our system consisted in a CCD camera (1024*1024 pixel resolution) connected to
a PC through a frame grabber card and a dedicated software to calculate these displacement
fields. The software that implemented the image correlation method was Veddac (Vector
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Displacement and Deformation Analysis by means of Correlation) originally developed by the
Fraunhofer Werkstofmechanik GmbH from Germany [23]. This program is able to determine
displacement fields with an accuracy of 0.1 pixels.

Figure 1 – Sketch of the Veddac algorithm. In the original picture, a grid of points and an
area of interest (correlation area) around every point are chosen. This correlation area is
searched in the second image and, as a result, the displacement field is calculated

In order to measure the mechanical behaviour at mesoscale of the studied materials several
samples were subjected to similar fracture test than in previous chapters. During the fracture
process pictures were taken at regular time intervals and were later processed with a computer
system to determine the displacement fields. All the samples were tested in a WOL test,
a = 60 mm, with samples of 150 mm in height, the NZS(D) and NZS2 materials were also
tested with the 30*30 mm WOL geometry at dry conditions, room temperature.
The observation window was placed 45 mm away from the crack tip in case of the WOL
samples and 10 mm away from the crack tip in case of the small WOL specimens. In the
PMMA the measuring window was located 60 mm away from the notch for all 3 types of test,
in order to avoid the dynamic fracture. For every material three samples were observed,
producing comparable results. Another two samples for every material where observed 15
mm and 60 mm away from the crack tip producing again, comparable results. Table 1 lists the
average load forces recorded for that crack position. Moreover, the results for WOL and small
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WOL in the NZS(D) material remained comparable. Synchronization between the recorded
load and the pictures was done by synchronizing the time scale of both measurements.

NZS(D)
P

340 ± 30 N

NZS(D)
small WOL
35 ± 12 N

NZS(W)
430 ± 30 N

NZS2
small WOL
40 ± 10 N

PMMA
250 ± 50 N

Table 1 – Average force at the observation window

For investigation of the fracture process zone behaviour of this material, three different
measurements were performed: crack profile (labelled CP) measurements, horizontal
deformations in lines perpendicular to the crack (labelled TX) measurements and opening
displacement as a function of the distance to the crack (labelled TY). A sketch of all three
types of measurements is given in figure 2. All three measurements were performed on all
four types of samples described in the previous chapters: NZS tested at room temperature
(labelled from now on as NZS(D)), NZS tested in water at 45 °C (labelled from now on as
NZS(W)), NZS2 and PMMA. Pictures where taken from 0 N load (beginning of test) to
complete fracture of the sample, every 5 seconds. The area of observation was chosen as a
square of 10*10 mm. Observations for the NZS(W) samples were done by partially
submerging the sample in the thermal bath and exposing the observation area. Because of the
open pore structure of the material the sample was completely humid, and in reasonable
thermal equilibrium.

Figure 2 – Sketch of the different tests performed on the WOL samples. From, left to right:
crack profile tests (CP), horizontal displacement measurement (TX) and vertical
displacement measurement (TY). Every point is a measurement point and the lines they
form are the measuring lines

In the crack profile measurement (CP) a single line of points of 10 mm length, each point
separated 0.1 mm) is taken as close as possible to the crack line (typically less than 1 mm
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distance) and in the centre of the sample (45 mm from the pre-cracked notch). The sample is
then tested and pictures are taken. This crack profile is also simulated with the FC model
(same FC parameters obtained in the previous chapter for every material) and compared with
the experimental data.
In the measurements of the horizontal deformations in lines perpendicular to the crack (TX
tests) several 10 mm lines are located in the middle of the sample (45 mm from the precracked notch). As the sample is loaded and the fracture progresses the crack eventually
crosses the selected area and a image is taken. When this image is compared with the
reference one (sample unloaded) the deformation before the crack tip and the debonding after
the crack are measured.
In the horizontal displacement as a function of the distance to the crack measurement in lines
parallel to the crack (TY tests) a 10*10 mm area in the middle of the sample is chosen. Then
several columns of points separated from each other about 0.5 mm, are plotted. This
measurement gives an impression of the deformation as a function of the horizontal (y axis)
proximity to the crack.

3 Discussion
3.1

Crack profile tests

When the crack profile is analysed we see that the qualitative behaviour, or shape of the crack
profile, is similar for the four types of material and five types of samples. Pictures of the crack
profile obtained are shown in figures 3 (from 3a to 3d)1 and 4, in which it is seen how the
crack profile evolves as the crack propagates. When the sample starts to fracture, the crack
profile presents a concave shape, then it becomes convex and finally a line without curvature.
Moreover, there is a displacement of the whole curve in the positive ux axis: this is due to the
rigid body rotation of the sample around the lower roller once the sample at that point is split.
It is in particular interesting to see, in figure 4, how this curve is correlated to the position of
the crack tip and how this crack tip becomes visible always in the surroundings of the
inflexion point. Another interesting feature is the influence in the local displacement field of
the existence of a bridge connecting both fracture surfaces (and therefore transmitting
stresses). Figures 5 and 6 show different photographs of a sample under testing in which the
crack tip and the bridging can be appreciated.
A closer analysis of the plots produced for all five types of samples reveal some differences
and similarities. First of all, it can be appreciated how the crack opening is almost the same
for both NZS(D) geometries (WOL 150 and 30 mm, in figures 3 and 4), indicating that the
crack profile is not strongly depending on geometry for the given dimensions. However, in
the small WOL samples the curvature of the lines is more pronounced.
The crack profile of the NZS2 sample is also similar to that of the NZS(D) samples, indicating
that the facture mechanisms are similar in both cases. However the lines present less
1

The same labelling of the samples will be followed in the pictures in which a collection of plots is presented.
The NZS(D) will be labelled with (a), NZS(W) with (b), NZS2 with (c) and PMMA with (d).
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curvature, indicating that bridging (the mechanism that acts when the crack tip has surpassed
the given point) is less relevant in that case.
In case of the NZS(W) the crack opening increases faster and the displacement line presents a
lower curvature (strain) for a larger distance. The faster opening can be attributed to the lower
Young’s modulus of NZS when submerged in water at 45 °C. The large distance in which
concave curvature is present, just after the fracture initiation, indicates that, well in front of
the crack tip, there is already some kind of mechanism producing a measurable horizontal
displacement. That is, it seems that the fracture process zone in these conditions is larger than
in the other cases.

Figure 3 – Crack profile tests for (a) NZS(D), (b) NZS(W), (c) NZS2 and (d) PMMA with
the crack profile obtained with the FC model is presented. In figure (d) it has been shifted
30 mm to compare it with the experimental crack profile
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Figure 4 – Experimental crack profile measurement for NZS(D) with 30*30 mm WOL
geometry, where the position of the crack tip is indicated

When the crack profile of the PMMA is observed we see that the crack opening is lower, the
crack profile has a much straighter shape and the transition to a discrete discontinuity is much
more sudden. This fact indicates that neither bridging seems to have a visible influence on the
displacement curve, nor the processes before the crack tip are measurable. It seems, then, that
in this case the fracture process zone is small enough not to be revealed clearly at the
observation scale used.
The FC model was used to simulate the crack opening profile for all the samples. In figure 3
both the numerical fitting and the crack profile for the four types of materials are presented,
together with the load at which the FC curve was simulated and the load of the experimental
curve which was modelled.
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Figure 5 – (left) Picture of a NZS(D) sample with 30*30mm WOL geometry. The visual
position of the crack tip is indicate
Figure 6 – (right) Picture of a NZS(D) sample with 30*30mm WOL geometry where
bridging is observed. This same bridging can be related to local deformations in the crack
profile

We see how the fit is relatively good for NZS(D), NZS(W) and NZS2, showing that the FC
model is capable of reproducing the fracture behaviour of the material at both macro and
mesoscopical scale. The FC curves reproduce with high accuracy the shape and slope of the
experimental curves, especially well beyond the crack tip. There is, however, a slight
disagreement at the beginning of the crack profile curve: the numerical curve starts much
more abruptly than the experimental ones, that is, the softening in the experimental curves
starts further away from the crack tip than in the simulated curves. This fact is not so
important for the modelling of the macroscopical fracture behaviour, as the disagreement is
only found in the early stages of the fracture.
The modelling of the PMMA is completely unsatisfactory, as the modelled crack profile does
not only match the experimental one, especially at the beginning of the debonding, but also
the estimated crack length showed a great discrepancy. While experimentally for a load of
250N the corresponding crack length was 65 mm, the FC model predicted a crack length of
33.1 mm. Figure 3d presents both curves, at the level, but FC curve was shifted for curve
shape comparison. This proves that, again, the FC model is not a valid model for PMMA.
On the other hand, the good results obtained for the NZS materials shows that the FC model
seem a valid model to describe, not only the macroscopic behaviour, but also the mesoscopic
fracture behaviour of that material.
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3.2

Horizontal displacement measurements in perpendicular lines to the crack
(TX tests)

When the horizontal deformations ux are plotted against the horizontal dimension x we obtain
the plots as presented in figure 7. When the crack is away from the measuring line, strain εxx is
zero, and therefore the slope is zero in the measuring lines. As the crack approaches, the slope
of the line increases, indicating strain, and then a region of higher slope in the proximity of
the crack path appears. The slope of this region keeps increasing and finally the curve adopts
a step shape.

Figure 7 – Horizontal displacement versus horizontal position of (a) NZS(D), (b) NZS(W),
(c) NZS2 and (d) PMMA. NZS(D) with 30*30mm WOL geometry is not presented since
these results are similar to NZS(D). Every line is a horizontal measurement where the
higher lines (in which the crack is already present) are in the direction of the arrow. The
asterisk (*) represents the visual position of the crack. A and B point to regions of special
interest, it is argued that A can be identified with damage, and B with bridging in the
sample. The numbers at the left (1 to 5) label the deformation lines of which the apparent
strain is calculated, presented in figure 9

The TX test gives a picture of how the ux deformations and strains (slopes) are distributed
around the crack tip, both in the x direction, which is represented directly in the graph, and in
the y direction because the different plotted lines where taken at different heights of the
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sample. The lines located further before the crack tip have an almost linear behaviour; in this
case the slope, that is strain, may be identified with elastic strain of the material before the
crack. This linear elastic slope grows as lines are close to the crack. In table 2 the values of
these slopes are presented, in which the mean value of three analysed samples per material are
taken.

NZS(D)
NZS(W)
NZS2
PMMA

Elastic strain
0.7 ± 0.2 %
1.1 ± 0.2 %
0.6 ± 0.2 %
0.2 ± 0.1 %

‘A’ region slope
9±3%
11 ± 3 %
12 ± 4 %
3±1%

X span of the ‘A’ region
0.8 ± 0.2 mm
0.8 ± 0.3 mm
0.6 ± 0.2 mm
0.6 ± 0.2 mm

Table 2 - Strains calculated from the TX tests on the four materials. Elastic strain is the
strain calculated when the crack tip is far away of the measured line, and the slope is
continuous. The ‘A’ strain refers to the calculated slope in the ‘A’ region, and the length of
region ‘A’ refers to the horizontal length in which this slope occurs

However, as the measuring lines approach the crack tip a higher, localized slope appears
around the central part of the graph, while the rest of the curve remains with a similar slope to
the previous curve. If strains (or slopes) are calculated in that area, labelled with an ‘A’ in
figure 7, we obtain strains around 10 %, which, if the material was still in the linear elastic
regime, will give rise to stresses well beyond the strength of the material. Actual values of
such slopes of the ‘A’ region are presented also in table 2, as well as the horizontal length in
which this ‘A’ region spans. These slopes contain more than one measuring point and are
present in every sample measured.
In figure 8 the displacements recorded along a single line as the crack progresses is shown. It
can be noticed that, when the crack tip is at a sufficient distance from the measuring line, an
almost linear strain appears in the measuring area. This strain may be identified as elastic
strain. As the crack progresses, a localized area (‘A’ region) of damage appears, and finally,
as the crack goes through the measuring line, the elastic strain is released and eventually signs
of bridging appears (‘B’ region).
We can assume that the material has indeed a small and negligible plastic zone as supported
by the fracture surface obtained in chapters 3 and 4. In those microphotographs it is observed
how the fracture is produced in the necks between particles and that the particles are not
deformed during the mechanical test, as they remained spherical. This surface indicates that
microcracking, and not plasticity, is the shielding mechanism during fracture. That is, this
increase in the horizontal displacement, ux, is most probably not due to plasticity but to
damage localization, as damage or microcracking introduces an extra displacement of the
material which results in artificial strains.
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If we measure the ux displacement in the ‘A’ region we see that the obtained values are
similar to the numerical value αucr, the transition point from the first softening branch to the
softening tail obtained in the FC model. In table 3 both the values of the horizontal
displacement in the ‘A’ region and the αucr (multiplication of parameters α by ucr) are
presented.

Figure 8 – Evolution in a measuring line as the crack progresses for a NZS(D) material. In
the first picture, the fracture is 5 mm away from the measuring line, creating just elastic
strain. In picture 2, the fracture is around 0.75 mm away from the measuring line, but it can
be seen that the microcracking zone is creating localized damage (region A). In picture 3,
the line labeled as a is still in region A, while the b line is just after the crack has surpass
the measuring line (region B). The last picture shows the absence of strain after fracture
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NZS(D)
NZS(W)
NZS2
PMMA

ux of the A region of ux of the inflexion
TX test
point of TY test
0.058 ± 0.005 mm
0.076 ± 0.005 mm
0.106 ± 0.005 mm
0.094 ± 0.005 mm
0.052 ± 0.005 mm
0.064 ± 0.005 mm
0.019 ± 0.005 mm
0.019 ± 0.005 mm

Values of αucr of the
FC model
0.068 mm
0.1196 mm
0.059 mm
0.011 mm

Table 3 – Values of the horizontal displacement of the ‘A’ region of the TX tests, values of
the horizontal displacement corresponding to the inflexion point of the TY test and
numerical values of αucr of the FC model

This becomes clearer if the slopes are plotted against the horizontal displacement, as it is
shown in figure 9. Because the measuring points are discrete, the derivatives have been
approximated by:
i +1

du x u x − u x
≈
dx
∆x

i

(5.1)

where ux is the horizontal displacement, x is the horizontal position, uxi is the horizontal
displacement of the measuring point i, uxi+1 is the horizontal displacement of its neighbour
and ∆x is the horizontal distance between points i and i + 1. In the same plot the horizontal
line represents the maximum elastic strain before reaching the nominal strength of the
material.
In figure 9 it is seen how in some points the strain (slope of displacement) is higher than the
maximum elastic strain. Assuming, as it is argued before, that these materials present small
plastic deformation, these large strains are due to discontinuity of the material, and are, then,
numerical artefacts and not physical strains. Therefore, these discontinuities seem to be an
indication of damage in front of the crack tip.
Again, PMMA does not present exactly the same effect (figure 7). When strains are calculated
it is seen how in every case the strains are lower than the maximum elastic limit. Only in the
region where the A-slope is produced, the strain is comparable to the maximum strain limit.
Calculated strains only surpass the elastic strain limit when the crack has already reached the
measuring line, and in this case, obviously, they do not represent real strains but are a
consequence of the splitting of both fracture surfaces.
When the sample is debonded, after the crack tip has surpassed the measuring line, some
lines, especially for the case of NZS(W) and NZS(D) present a positive slope near the crack
line (the abrupt slope). These regions (marked with a B in figure 7a and 7b) nearby the crack
have a positive slope, which may mean that there is still some remaining strain. This may be
related to bridging, as it occur more often in NZS(D) and NZS(W) materials, which have a
higher value of ucr and αucr and are present in the lines that are near to the crack tip, and
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seldom occur in the lines far away from the crack tip. However, more research may be needed
to prove this hypothesis.

Figure 9 – Apparent strains of numbered curves of figure 6. It is seen how the strain of
those lines labeled with A in figure 6 present a value larger than the maximum elastic strain
(ε∗)

3.3

Horizontal displacement measurement in parallel lines to the crack (TY
tests)

The objective of the vertical deformation measurements, or TY tests, is to see how the vertical
deformation changes as a function of the distance to the fracture plane. There are curves
similar to the crack profile (see CP tests), but in this case the curves are all measured at the
same time. Every curve is measured on a line separated 0.5 mm from the others. In figure 10
plots of different materials are shown, together with the spatial position of the crack tip and
the inflexion points of the inner curves.
As the crack propagates through the material it separates both sides of the sample, resulting in
a wedge shape when crack-opening is plotted against vertical position: as the crack splits the
sample, (approximately) half of the measuring lines go the left, and the other half go to the
right. The distance between the sides of the wedge shape is the crack opening displacement. It
is also seen how the behaviour of the displacement curves is different depending on their
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relative distance to the crack path, especially in the neighbourhood of the crack tip position:
the inner lines (measuring points closest to the crack line) present a higher curvature than the
outer cracks. This is a measure of the strain and, logically, shows that the material is more
stressed nearby the crack than further away. The outer lines of the V tend to a straight line,
product of the rigid body rotation of the sample.

Figure 10 – Vertical displacement versus horizontal position of (a) NZS(D), (b) NZS(W), (c)
NZS2 and (d) PMMA. NZS(D) with 30*30mm WOL geometry is not presented as results are
similar to NZS(D). Every line is a vertical measurement where outer lines of the V shape (at
the bottom of the V) are further away from the crack path. The star represents the visual
position of the crack. Black points represent the inflexion point of the inner lines

In the case of the TY test, we see again quantitative differences between the four types of
material: where the crack opening depends on the type of material. Taking into account that in
every plot the crack tip is not exactly in the same position, we observe that the NZS(W)
(figure 10b) material presents a much wider crack opening than the rest of the sample. The
NZS2 material plot (figure 10c) is similar to the NZS(D), but with somewhat smaller crack
opening, and the PMMA plot (figure 10d) shows clearly that the crack opening is lower than
in the NZS materials.
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Another feature that is of interest is the location of the inflexion point of the curves, specially
the inner ones. The inflexion point, labelled with a circle in figure 10, was calculated by
fitting the inner curves with a 4th order polynomial, and resulted in comparable values for all
inspected samples of each material. In the PMMA samples this inflexion point could not be
easily located, because, in part, the noise present in all measurements (experimental and
electronic noise) did have comparable dimensions to the signal itself (figure 10d).
If the crack opening between the inner lines of the wedge shape is calculated at the crack
position (or in the inflexion points, as their positions are comparable), we see that the
difference in horizontal displacement (ux) has always a value similar to the numerical value
αucr, as shown in table 3. This happens in all materials and in all samples inspected, with the
exception of PMMA.
3.4

General discussion

In the previous section, the mesoscale behaviour of all four materials has been presented and
discussed. It has been shown how there appear to be a numerical coincidence between
features in the experimental displacement plots and the values of the FC parameter αucr, as
well as an agreement in the position of the crack tip. These experimental features are the
height of the non elastic A-slope in case of the TX tests and the distance between inflexion
points of the inner curves of the ‘V’ shape of the TY tests.
Moreover, there appears to be further agreement between the FC model parameters and the
material parameters. If the ft parameter of the FC model is compared to the value of the
strength for every material, we see that the values of both are relatively similar, as shown in
table 4.

NZS(D)
NZS(W)
NZS2
PMMA

Experimental Strength
16.0 ± 1.0 MPa
12.4 ± 1.6 MPa
16.4 ± 1.2 MPa
108 ± 10 MPa

ft parameter [MPa]
16.0 MPa
10.2 MPa
15.8 MPa
105.0 MPa

Table 4 – Values of the strength and ft parameter of the FC model for all four samples

This close numerical value of the ft parameter with the strength of the material come directly
form the model, in which at the point (ft, 0) the material starts to fracture. Recalling that the
strength, S, is:
S=

K Ic
Y a max

(5.2)
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where Y is a correction factor and amax is the maximum length of the material, approximately
equal to one half of the fracture process zone:
a max

1
1K
≅ ρ =  Ic
2
2  ft





2

(5.3)

and therefore:
S=

ft
1
Y
2

≅ ft

(5.4)

because:
Y ≈ 1.3 ⇒ Y

1
≈1
2

(5.5)

Furthermore, there is evidence that behind the crack tip the material still holds some cohesion.
There is visual evidence of bridging (figure 6) that disturbs, locally, the crack profile (figure
4). After the A-slope of the TX tests (that could be identify to the crack tip), the existence of
the B-slopes indicate that there are still some stress because there is not a total decohesion
between fracture surfaces.
It seems then reasonable to differentiate the two shielding mechanisms, microcracking and
bridging, which produce a slightly different softening behaviour: microcracking comprises a
smaller area and higher cohesive stress, and bridging comprises a larger area but with smaller
cohesive stress. Therefore, it is expected that a softening curve that emulate these two
behaviours will produce a better modelling that a curve that summarizes the complete stress
transfer (e.g. a linear curve).
From all these arguments, it is postulated that, if we use bilinear curve in which the branches
account for the two different mechanisms, set the transition point (αucr) close to the value
where the mechanism change seem to take place, and take a value of ft close to the strength of
the material, a fair modelling may be produced.
It is important not to forget that the FC model is a phenomenological model and there is no
univocal relationship between the material parameters and the FC parameters. The FC is a
very simplify model that summarizes all the fracture processes, which are three-dimensional,
into a single line (fracture line). Furthermore this model losses validity when small ligament
lengths are considered, because the fracture energy is reduced, or when the crack tip is close
to a sample boundary [1]. In addition, the softening curve is also a simplification of the
mechanisms happening in the real material, which are far more complicated and even
stochastic.
Taking into consideration the limitations of the FC model, it seems possible to set up some
initial values of the FC parameters base on material parameters, which may yield a fair
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modelling in the first attempt. Of course, better modelling will be obtained after fitting
procedures are applied, and more sophisticated softening curves will improve the results, but
the use of the values obtained as described above as initial values for fitting algorithms, may
shorten the computation times and increases the chances of an optimal solution.
Finally, it is clear that these arguments can not be applied to PMMA, because, first of all, the
fracture is produced in a brittle way, which means that it does not progress quasi-statically,
and therefore is not correctly modelled with the FC model. Moreover, the fracture
mechanisms in PMMA are neither damage nor bridging, but crazing and the consequent
generation of microvoids. These mechanisms are normally produced in front of the crack tip
and any remaining cohesion after fracture is due to interlocking of the somewhat rough
fracture surfaces, which only transmit a relatively low stress.

4 Conclusions
The FC model with bilinear softening curve describes successfully the meso-mechanical
behaviour of the material of the NZS materials and, as expected, poorly models the PMMA
fracture.
It is formulated the hypothesis, that, taking into account the limitations of the FC model
(specially the ligament length and the oversimplification of the softening curve) it is possible
to chose a value of the FC parameters based on measures on a sufficiently large sample, in a
material which fracture process zone that can be approximated to a line (see table 2), and far
away form the boundaries, as following:
1. The ft parameter has the approximate value of the strength of the material
2. The αucr parameter is the transition between microcracking and bridging (in a large
sample away from the boundaries).
3. The first softening branch simulates the microcracking.
4. The softening tail simulates the bridging of the material.
It is believed that the values obtained in this way may yield a good modelling, and will be
useful as initial values for fitting algorithms or improve modelling.
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Strain field visualization

1 Introduction
An interesting feature in the fracture of materials is the shape of the strain field around the
crack tip, and how it is influenced by the different materials and geometries. The stress field
geometry is directly found by applying linear elastic fracture mechanics. The size, shape and
position of the strain field, can be visualized with the same digital image correlation system
(VEDDAC) as described in the previous chapter.
Traditionally, direct visualization of the strain field in a loaded solid was not easy. In some
cases, a direct visualization of such fields, in particular the plastic region, is obtained for
metals [1], ceramics [2] and polymers through a variety of techniques [3] (interferometry,
chemical etching,…). However, since the consolidation of the digital image correlation
techniques (and similar digital techniques) for measuring displacements in solids, the
determination is relatively straightforward [4, 5, 6, 7]
A first approximation of the shape of the isostrain lines r(θ) can be approximated from a
classic elastic analysis [8] , for strain εxx and plane stress as:

ε xx (r (θ )) =

1
(σ xx − νσ yy )
E

(6.1)

Depending on the relative thickness of the sample with respect to the size of the fracture
process zone the sample is said to be in plane stress or plane strain. If the thickness of the
body B is larger than 25 times the length of the plastic zone, it is accepted [9] that the body is
in plane strain. If the thickness is comparable in size to the fracture process zone, it is
considered that the sample is in plane stress.
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However, although normally the body is in a mixture of plane stress or plane strain, at the
surface the body is manly in plane stress. Therefore, and because in our case measures are
only surface measures, all strain fields measured will be considered to be at plane stress.
By applying the classical elastic equations of σxx and σyy (see appendix B, equations (B.13)
and (B.14)), we obtain:
2

1  K Ic 
θ
3θ 
θ  
r (θ ) =

 cos 2   (1 − v ) + (1 + ν )sin sin 
2 π  Eε 
2
2
 2 

2

(6.2)

where θ is the with angle with respect to the crack tip, E is the Young’s modulus, KIc is the
toughness of the material, ε is the applied stain and ν Poisson’s ratio. The value of r(θ)
reaches a maximum with θ = 65 °, for a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45. Figure 1 presents a typical
plot of the mode I isostrain curve in front of the crack tip, resulting from equation (6.2).

Figure 1 – Shape of isostrain area, according to equation (6.2). Crack is on the 180° line

Equation (6.2) is, however, the solution for a perfectly elastic body. In our case, because of
the energy dissipative mechanisms (damage) that are present in front of the crack tip, the
shape of the strain surfaces is affected, which also may be affected by the crack tip shape.
This first analysis can be further elaborated [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] to include plasticity and
energy dissipative mechanisms, but the shape and size of the isostrained curves predicted in
these analysis do not differ drastically from the one presented above.
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2 Experimental
In order to measure the in-plane strain fields produced in the sample when subjected to a
fracture test, the same VEDDAC experimental equipment was used in order to record the
spatial displacements of an arbitrary chosen grid of points, and, thereafter, to calculate the
strain fields from derivatives of the displacements.
The displacements were measured in the same samples with WOL geometry (a = 60 mm)
described in chapter 5. Typically, a square area of interest was chosen with regularly spaced
100*100 measuring points, each point was separated from its immediate neighbour by a
distance of 100 µm. The area of observation (centre point) was chosen at a distance of 45 mm
from the crack tip in WOL geometries and 10 mm in case of 30*30 mm WOL geometry.
Point displacements were translated to continuous surface through the Krigging [15] method
(linear interpolation) and errors were partially compensated with implementation of the
nugget effect [16]. These surface displacements were directionally differentiated to obtain the
strains as:
ε=

[

( )]

r t
1 r
∇u + ∇u
2

(6.3)

1
(u( i , j ) + u( j ,i ) )
2

(6.4)

or, identically,

ε ij =
where u equals:

u = (u x

uy )

t

(6.5)

and ux and uy are the displacements perpendicular (x) and parallel (y) to the crack line, The
strain tensor ε then equals to:
 ε xx
ε = 
 ε yx

ε xy 

ε yy 

(6.6)

where

ε xx =
ε yy =

∂u x
∂x
∂u y
∂y

(6.7)

∂u y 
1  ∂u

ε xy = ε yx =  x +
∂x 
2  ∂y
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It is important to notice that the strains calculated this way are just a first approximation to the
real strains, which can be better determined through a more refined analysis [17,18].
In figure 2 a sketch of how the displacements are translated into strains is shown, in which the
εxx strains for a NZS(D) material are calculated. In figure 3 the same εxx strain field is
calculated for a NZS2 material, but for three different loads, showing how the associated
strain field progresses with the fracture. In figure 4 the strain fields εxx, for NZS (D), NSZ(W),
NZS2 and PMMA are presented, for the same geometries and loads described in the previous
chapter. In figure 5 the εxy strain field for the four materials and conditions is presented, and in
figure 6 the εyy field is shown.

Figure 2 – Displacement field in x-direction (up) and corresponding εxx strain field for a
NZS(D) sample (down). The darker region corresponds to a 0.5% strain
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Figure 3 – Associated εxx strain fields to a propagating crack in a NZS2 material for
different loads

Figure 4 – Strain εxx for (a) NZS(D), (b) NZS(W), (c) NZS2 and (d) PMMA. Position of the
visual crack tip is labeled with a star. Units are millimeters. Lines in lighter color
(perpendicular to the strains) represent the displacements
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Figure 7 presents a sketch of the different parameters that were measured in the εxx plots:
angle θ, maximum length of a given strain lr and vertical distance from the crack tip to the
curve of maximum elastic strain ε’. This maximum elastic strain is the strain value resulting
from the product of strength by Young’s modulus, and is around 2% for all materials, but for
PMMA, for which the value is around 4%.

Figure 5 – Strain εxy for (a) NZS(D), (b) NZS(W), (c) NZS2 and (d) PMMA. Position of the
visual crack tip is labeled with a star. Units are millimeters
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Figure 6 – Strain εyy for (a) NZS(D), (b) NZS(W), (c) NZS2 and (d) PMMA. Position of the
visual crack tip is labeled with a star. Units are millimeters. Lines in lighter color
(perpendicular to the strains) are the displacements

3 Discussion
From the analysis of the strain field εxx (see figure 4), it is seen that around the crack tip there
is a positive strain field with a lobular shape, which increases as we approach the crack tip. It
is seen how the strain field increases as we approach to the crack tip, which acts as a stress
concentrator.
At the boundaries of the crack, especially in the y direction, the strain field seems to reach
high values, however, these apparently high strains are just numerical artefacts due to the fact
that differentiation of a discontinuous curve (displacements of the fractured sample) results in
a high slope.
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It is also seen that, although the shape remains similar, the length of this area varies
depending on the analysed material, but similar to the shape predicted by equation (6.2). In
table 1 the maximum lengths of these curves measured from the visual crack tip, lr for an
arbitrary strain εxx = 0.5%, chosen for experimental convenience, are presented.

Figure 7 – Sketch of the procedure to measure the parameters θ, lr and ly on the εxx strain
plots

NZS(D)

NZS(W)

NZS2

PMMA

θ

66 ± 5 °

73 ± 6 °

68 ± 4 °

62 ± 10 °

lr

3.2 ± 0.5 mm

7 ± 3 mm

2.7 ± 0.8 mm

1.9 ± 0.5 mm

r(65°)|ε=0.5%

9 ± 3 mm

21 ± 8 mm

6 ± 2 mm

2.3 ± 0.5 mm

lr/[1/4π(KIc/εE)2]

0.90 ± 0.14

0.84 ± 0.35

1.18 ± 0.35

2.02 ± 0.53

Table 1 – Experimental length and angle of the εxx = 0.5% strain curves for all four
materials together with the theoretical value of r(θ) obtained from equation (6.1) and the
value of lr normalized according to (6.9)

The angle which this kidney-like shape takes can be calculated by measuring the y-distance
between the maximum extremes of a given strain value curve (in our case again 0.5%) and
their x-distance to the visual crack tip. The values for the four materials are given in table 1,
and it is seen that these values are, within experimental error margins, similar to the
theoretical value of 65 ° obtained from equation (6.2).
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Knowing the experimental maximum distance (lr) that the 0.5% strain curves produce in the
different materials, we can compare them with the theoretical length of the strain area
according to equation (6.2). The numbers are presented in table 1. It is seen that the
experimental lengths are clearly smaller than the predicted values for the NZS-based
materials. This may suggest that, first, the sample was not perfectly in plane stress and that
the surfaces were not completely free due to friction of the experimental set up (e.g. lower
rollers). However, the discrepancy is most probably due to the fact that equation (6.2) is the
solution for a perfect linear elastic body and do not take into account the different energy
dissipative mechanisms present in the material.
This discrepancy is, however, comparable for every material, as it can be seen in table 1,
where the experimental values of lr are normalized by:
1  K Ic 


4π  ε E 

2

(6.8)

with a strain ε = 0.5 %.
This indicates that, as expected, the dependency of the elastic area with the square of KIc/E is
essentially correct, and these parameters control the size of the elastic shape.
The experimental and theoretical values of r(θ) and lx for PMMA, on the other hand, are
similar, as can be seen in table 1. This indicates that PMMA behaves much likely as a linear
elastic material
In the same εxx plots the fracture process zone can be experimentally measured by measuring
the distance between the crack tip and the maximum span of the elastic strain line, ε’, as it is
the area where microcracking is taken place. The values of this distance, labelled as ly, are
presented for all four materials in table 2.

ρ
αρ
ly

NZS(D)
2.1 mm
0.86 mm
0.68 ± 0.27 mm

NZS(W)
8.0 mm
1.84 mm
2.2 ± 0.5 mm

NZS2
1.7 mm
0.83 mm
0.83 ± 0.23 mm

PMMA
0.15 mm
0.07 mm
0.12 ± 0.07 mm

Table 2 – Fracture process zone size, ρ, estimated fracture process zone size due to
bridging αρ and experimental value ly. It is seen that there is a good agreement between the
value ly and the value αρ, indicating that the FC parameter α is a good estimation of the
transition between microcracking and bridging

In the same table 2 the values of the fracture process zone sizes, calculated with equation
(1.3), are presented. It is seen how these values are larger than the values of ly. However, we
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have to take into account that (1.3) gives an estimation of the complete fracture process zone
size and in our case we are only measuring the microcracking in front of the crack tip.
Recalling from the FC model that the parameter α is the transition point between
microcracking and bridging, the microcracking zone size can be estimated by multiplying the
fracture process zone size by α. The values of the microcracking zone size are given in
table 2.
These values agree with the values of ly and show that in the first place, equation (1.3) is a
good estimation of the fracture process zone size, and secondly, that, in accordance with what
was stated in chapter 5, the parameters of the FC model can be related to physical events in
the material. Especially, the parameter α appears to be a good indication of the relative
contribution of microcracking and bridging to the total fracture energy, and indicates the
transition between these two processes, and hence the position of the crack tip in relation to
the fracture process zone size.
When the shear strains (εxy) plots are examined –figure 5)-, it can be seen that all of them
present a similar strain pattern, showing symmetry along the plane of the fracture and a shear
strain concentration nearby the visual crack tip. This stress concentration is the logical result
of the fact that at the crack tip the body decoheres, and left and right parts of the fracture body
do have a larger displacement than the non-fractured lower part, of which the horizontal
displacement is close to zero.
In table 3 the lengths of the 1% shear strain are presented. Again the same qualitative
relationship as in the εxx strain field is obtained: the samples NZS(W) present the largest strain
field length, the NZS(D) and NZS2 are comparable, with the NZS2 values being slightly
lower, and the PMMA samples present the smaller size.

Length

NZS(D)
4.3 ± 0.9 mm

NZS(W)
12 ± 3 mm

NZS2
4.1 ± 0.8 mm

PMMA
1.1 ± 0.5 mm

Table 3 – Shear stress (1%) lines length for all four materials

Finally, the inspection of the εyy field reveals that, again, the mechanical behaviour of the
samples changes as the sample fractures. In an unbroken unstressed specimen the
displacement lines will be parallel and vertical. The crack introduces a stress field that distorts
these lines, as can be seen in figure 6.

4 Conclusions
It has been shown how it is possible to plot the in-plane strain values of different materials
using the image correlation technique. The strains obtained in this way match qualitatively
with the theoretical description of the classical elastic theory. For all four materials, the strain
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fields (εxx, εxy and εyy) are qualitatively comparable, presenting similar shapes. However, it is
seen that the dimensions of these fields change depend on the material.
Comparison of the εxx field with the classical equation (6.1) results in a good qualitative
agreement, in which the angle of maximum length is correctly predicted. The experimental
size and shape presents a disagreement with the predicted shape, and therefore it is recognized
that more sophisticated models will yield better agreement with the experiments.
The microcracking zone size was correctly predicted for all four materials, showing that
equation (1.3) is a correct estimation of the fracture process zone size and that the FC
parameter α may be identified as the transition between microcracking and bridging.
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Chapter 7

Back to ceramics

1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the analysis and fitting with the FC model of a collection of PMMAbased materials have been presented. From the analysis of the fracture of these materials at a
mesoscopical level it was argued that the bilinear curve used in the FC model could be related
to material parameters. Concretely, it was postulated that the two softening branches could be
identified as microcracking and bridging, and that the transition point αucr could be visualized
via measurements of the displacements around the crack tip.
In order to test whether these hypotheses also hold for real ceramics and not only in the
presented materials, the same procedures as presented previously are applied to a quasi-brittle
ceramic. Observation of the mechanical behaviour of this ceramic at mesoscopical level
should give a value of αucr, which, in combination with the values of ft and Gf, should give a
satisfactory modelling of the macroscopical behaviour.
The chosen ceramic is composed of alumina (Al2O3, 56 wt%) and mullite (3Al2O3 · 2SiO2,
43.5 wt%) grains, with a crystalline phase present at the grain boundaries and some traces of
iron oxide (Fe2O3, 0.1 wt%) [1]. This ceramic is normally used for producing kiln furniture,
for supporting and protecting ceramic products during firing, such as tiles, table ware, sanitary
ware or technical ceramics as ferrites.
This quasi-brittle ceramic (from now on, labelled as Teoxit) has been thoroughly studied,
specially by van Gils [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], and there is abundant data on the mechanical and fracture
behaviour of these material, as well as a FC modelling with a bilinear softening curve of this
material [2]. Table 1 presents the values of the Young’s modulus and fracture toughness of
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Teoxit. Moreover, the same geometries and dimensions are used in the experimental research
of the previous literature as in the PMMA-based materials described in the previous chapters1.
For these reasons (same geometries, same FC modelling and same fracture tests), this ceramic
is an ideal candidate to investigate the correspondence between the bilinear softening curve
parameters and the mechanical behaviour at the fracture process zone.
However, we have to take into account the limitations of the FC model in this material, in
which the fracture of samples with ligament smaller than 15 mm in length are not correctly
modelled. In that case, in which the fracture energy becomes highly dependant of the ligament
length, a much better modelling is obtained through improved models as the gradient
enhanced fictitious crack [2, 7, 8]. On the other hand, for the ligament lengths of the samples
considered here, the fictitious crack still yields good results.

E
KIc
ρ
αρ (see values of α in table 2)
ly

23.7 GPa
1.83 MPa m ½
59.5 mm
3.6 mm
3.4 ± 1.0 mm

Table 1 – Young’s modulus, fracture toughness, fracture process zone size, estimated
microcracking size and measured ly parameter in picture 3

2 Experimental procedures and results
Because an extensive study of the mechanical behaviour of Teoxit ceramics was already made
[2], only four samples of Teoxit (with WOL geometry and initial notch a = 90 mm) were
tested in order to visualize the mechanical behaviour near the crack tip. The experimental
force displacement plots are taken from the previous experimental work [2].
The same experimental procedures for the mechanical tests as described in chapter 3 were
used, and the same visualization techniques as described in chapters 5 and 6 were applied.
Specifically the TX, TY tests were performed in order to see how the horizontal
displacements (perpendicular to the fracture plane) varied depending on the relative distance
of measurement to the crack tip. The results of such measures are presented in figures 1 (TX
tests) and 2 (TY tests), in which every line consists of a collection of measuring points
separated by 0.04 mm, and by a distance of 0.4 mm between each line. The in-plane strain ε11
was also measured and it is shown in figure 3. The strains ε12 and ε22 were not calculated due

1

The reader will already have noticed that we are talking about work done some years ago in the same
laboratory as this project, and therefore, not only the same experimental procedures and geometries have been
used, but also even the same test equipment has been utilized.
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to high experimental noise and the resulting difficulty in recording relatively small uy
displacements.

Figure 1 – (left) Horizontal displacement as a function of horizontal position for different
measuring lines at different heights of the sample. In the lines marked with A, the crack tip
did not yet reached the measuring lines, and which strain can be identified with damage.
The maximum step height in this A region is equal to 0.004 mm. In the B region the crack
has just gone trough the lines and the resulting strain can be identified as bridging
Figure 2 – (right) Horizontal displacement as a function of horizontal position for different
measuring lines at different positions of the sample. The observed inflexion points, which
may reflect a change in fracture mechanisms, are also 0.004 mm apart. Crack profile
comparison between the experimental values and the modelled ones is also presented

During the fracture test it was noticed that a larger amount of bridging was qualitatively
observed in the sample, compared to the NZS materials, with bridge lengths up to 1 mm. This
extensive bridging was already pointed out in [2].

3 Discussion of the experimental results
When figures 1 and 2 are inspected, the typical damage localization of quasi-brittle materials
is observed, as it was observed in NZS materials. In figure 1, the measuring lines present a
constant displacement in the left and right sides of the fractured sample when the measuring
points are taken far away from the fracture. However, near the fracture (around 1mm in the x
axis) there is a steep slope. This slope, again, can not be identify with elastic or plastic
deformation and may be identified with microcracking (damage) in front of the crack tip.
It is also seen that there is a difference in behaviour between the lines labelled with A (closer
to the crack tip) and the lines labelled with B. The A-lines present a lower strain, and the
crack tip has still not gone through the measuring lines of that region, while in the B-region
the strain is larger, and the measuring lines have already been fractured. Therefore, we can
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identify the fracture mechanisms present in every region as microcracking (A-region) and,
probably, bridging (B-region). It is also seen in figure 2 how the lines in the A-region shifted
in the x axis: this is a due to the fact that the crack is tilting slightly, not unusual in this type of
quasi-brittle materials. The maximum height of the high strain region of the A-lines is 0.004 ±
0.001mm, which should correspond to the FC parameter αucr.
In figure 2 the horizontal displacements of points arranged in lines parallel to the crack plane
is presented. We can also see, just as in the materials presented in the previous chapters, that
there is an inflexion point. This inflexion point may reflect a change in fracture mechanism
and it is assumed that corresponds to the transition from microcracking to bridging. The crack
opening at which transition occurs is measured and is equal to 0.004 ± 0.001 mm. This
distance is equal to the transition between A and B-regions and it is argued that it should be
identified with the FC parameter αucr.

Figure 3 – In plane εxx strain picture of the same sample. Star indicates crack tip position

In figure 3, the in-plane strain ε11 is presented. A lobular shape can also be appreciated, but
this has to be taken with extreme care, as the strain of the lobular shape has the same order of
magnitude of the experimental noise, which is around 0.001 of the strain. Therefore, we can
not fully assure that shape is really strain field or it is a result of spurious measures due to the
noise. This same noise made it extremely difficult to observe the ε12 and ε22 strain fields,
which are, then, not presented as they are not relevant for the general discussion.
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We can say then, that the measurements performed in this ceramic are qualitatively similar to
the ones performed in the NZS materials, and that, consequently, a value of 0.004 mm should
be assigned to the αucr parameter.

4 Reparametrization of the FC model
In the previous literature [2], in which the fracture behaviour of these materials was modelled
with the FC analysis and the bilinear softening curve, a relatively good fitting of the
experimental data was obtained. The FC parameters used in that modelling are presented in
table 2.
By examining the values of the FC parameters we observe that the value of αucr is about one
order of magnitude higher than the value of 0.004 that has been measured experimentally, and
seems to correspond to a change in fracture mechanisms in the material. However, it should
also be pointed out that the solution algorithm sometimes gives mathematical solutions, which
fits with enough accuracy the experimental data, but lacks physical sense.
It is necessary, in order to validate our hypothesis, to reparametrize the FC values, and
examine the behaviour of the modelled fracture test under these new conditions. The new
parameters were chosen taking into account the following considerations:
•
•
•
•

The value of the parameter αucr should be approximately equal to 0.004 mm
The energy value should be in the range of the experimental fracture energy
value, equal, according to [2] to Gf = 158 ± 22 J/m2
The value of ft should be similar to the experimental value of strength, which
is between 5 and 10 MPa
The existence of a high amount of bridging suggests that the value of β
should be considerably higher than 0.1. It is then estimated to a value of 0.5.

With these conditions in mind, the FC parameters were estimated from experimental
observations. The obtained values are presented in table 2.

ft
ucr
α
β
Gf
α ucr

Previous FC parameters
5.5 MPa
0.23 mm
0.18
0.10
175 J/m2
0.0414 mm

New FC parameters
7.5 MPa
0.067 mm
0.06
0.5
141 J/m2
0.0040 mm

Table 2 – FC model parameters: the first column presents the parameters obtained form
other work [2], and the second column presents the FC parameters estimated through
experimental observations
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Figures 4 to 6 show the numerical load-displacement plots (with both the old and the new
parameters) and the experimental results. In figure 2 the experimental crack opening
displacement is compared to the modelling of the crack opening displacement with both the
old and the new FC parameters.

Figure 4 – (left) Force –displacement plot of a WOL sample with notch length a = 60mm.
The grey area is the experimental range. The FC modelling, with both the parameter set of
[2] and the current one, is plotted with a line
Figure 5 – (right) Force –displacement plot of a WOL sample with notch length a = 90mm.
The grey area is the experimental range. The FC modelling, with both the parameter set of
[2] and the current one, is plotted with a line

Figure 6 – Force –displacement plot of a SENB sample with notch length a = 5 mm. The
grey area is the experimental range. The FC modelling, with both the parameter set of [2]
and the current one, is plotted with a line
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5 Discussion of the numerical results
Examination of figures 4 to 6 reveals that the modelling obtained with the new set of
parameters produces a better fitting of the experimental results. In figures 4 and 5, which
correspond to the modelling of WOL samples, both parametrizations give a peak force that
falls between the experimental margins, but the new parametrization produces a qualitative
better fitting of the results, that is, the shape of the produced plot is similar to the
experimental plot. Moreover, a closer look at figure 4 reveals that the old parametrization
gave a plot which fell outside the experimental one at the end of the simulation. The new
parameters, however, produced a plot that falls within the experimental scattering and with a
slope at the end of the simulation has of the same slope as the experimental results.
In figure 6, corresponding to the modelling of SENB samples, the differences in the results
between the two sets of parameters are more dramatic. The old set of parameters gave a plot
for which the maximum peak load was higher than the experimental values and the shape of
the original curve did not reproduce satisfactorily the shape of the experimental curves. The
new set of parameters not only produces a maximum peak load that falls within in the
experimental results area, but also a modelled curve that reproduces with high accuracy the
experimental one. It is seen that this modelled curve falls always inside the experimental area,
in contrast to the plot produced with the old parameter set.
The modelled crack profile, as shown in figure 2, shows that the new set of parameters
produces a better fitting of the crack profile. The old set of parameters did not match the
experimental crack profile well.
If the size of the fracture process zone is calculated, as shown in table 1, we obtain a value of
around 60 mm. However, when the relative contribution of the microcracking to the fracture
process zone is calculated (αρ) we obtain a value that matches the measured value of ly. This
also agrees with the hypothesis of the previous chapter.
From the above presented modelling of the fracture with both set of parameters and its
comparison with the experimental data, both at the macro and at the mesoscale, we can
conclude that this new parameter set fits the experimental data with greater accuracy. This
fact supports the hypothesis that the FC model parameters may be related to material
processes.
Of course, this is not a strict correlation between material parameters and FC model, and it is
accepted that a better fitting may be produced, especially if a more realistic curve is
implemented or a better fitting procedure is used [9]. Moreover, it has to be taken into account
the limitations of the FC model regarding the sample size and shape of the sample [2] and the
type of fracture that the material undergoes. But, taken into account these limitations, it is
possible to produce a fair modelling based on experimental observations without any fitting
algorithm.
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6 Conclusions
The direct observation of fracture of refractory ceramics, the measurement of the
displacement field in the surroundings of the fracture tip, and the experimental deduction of a
FC parameter set, supports the hypothesis of the previous chapters. The displacement field
behaviour is somewhat similar to the behaviour of the previously studied quasi-brittle
polymers, allowing us to set a crack opening displacement value in which the fracture field
behaviour changes noticeably. The identification of the value of this critical opening with the
parameter αucr, together with some other considerations, leads to a FC parameter set which
yields a considerably better model of the fracture behaviour compared to the previous
modelling presented in the literature [2].
It has been shown that it is possible to estimate fair values of the parameters of the FC
modelling from experimental observation of the material mechanical behaviour at mesoscale.
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Conclusions, final remarks and outline for
future work

1 Introduction
In this thesis, a study of the mechanical behaviour of a series of model materials has been
presented with the objective of improving the knowledge of the fracture process zone of
quasi-brittle materials. To this purpose, model materials, materials with enlarged and
tailorable microstructure, were used. The enlarged microstructure facilitates the measurement
of the displacement field around the crack with accuracy of tenths of millimetres, permitting
the visualization and measurement of the strain field associated with fracture. Moreover, these
measurements have allowed us to investigate the validity of the fictitious crack model at the
mesoscale, to postulate a relationship between the parameters and softening curve utilized,
and to propose a method to infer these parameters from experimental observation.

2 The real meaning of the softening curve
As has been previously discussed, the bilinear softening curve obtained through experimental
considerations produces a good result. Following this approach, the transition between
microcracking and bridging is identified with the parameter αucr, the parameter ft is identified
as the strength of the material and the different branches of the softening curve are identified
as microcracking and bridging.
Knowing also the fracture energy of the material, together with the experimental values of ft
and αucr , we can obtain the value of three FC parameters experimentally. The fourth FC
parameter β could then be obtained by estimating the relative contribution of both
mechanisms to the total fracture energy.
Again, it has to be remarked that this may be only valid as long as the FC model is applicable
(ligament length large enough, crack propagating in straight line, quasi-static load…).
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Moreover, because hardly anything in nature is linear, and the real softening relationship in
materials is no exception, a better softening curve could be proposed, although the present
bilinear curve gives excellent results. For example, for the microcracking branch, a convex
hyperbolic curve or a polynomial curve may give better results.
Physical inspection of the bridging area shows how the bridges are distributed in a discrete
way, with decreasing number of them unbroken as the crack opens. This second branch of the
softening curve, which is taken continuous, it is not really describing the physical processes of
the fracture. We have to interpret this bridging branch as a probabilistic curve, which is true in
general for a large number of tests (or a large amount of crack length), but which is not true
for a particular position of an individual curve. That is, in general, the material will not have
exactly the cohesion corresponding to the curve beyond the critical value ucr and the cohesion
forces (or fracture energy) in average will be similar to the softening curve, but in a particular
position the cohesion forces will be discontinuous and not necessarily exactly equal to the
bridging curve (as bridges do vary in dimensions). Therefore, it is suspected that an
exponential curve, which describes typical half-life behaviour, will produce an even better
fitting.
However, it has to be pointed out that any new exotic curves, which may model the behaviour
of the material in a better way, may produce an even better modelling if the experimental
values found through mesoscopical observation are included. Especially, the value αucr,
which reflects the transition from fracture mechanisms experimentally shown in the previous
chapters, has to be present in any improved curves. It is very doubtful that softening curves
that do not mimic the transition between mechanisms will succeed in modelling the
mechanical behaviour of the material during fracture with better accuracy.
Obviously, this softening model only holds for quasi-brittle materials in which microcracking
and bridging are the main mechanisms and have comparable contributions. The previous
stated hypotheses can not be generalized to other materials in which other mechanisms are
present (for example martensitic transformation in zirconia) or in which a single mechanism
is capitalizing the mechanical behaviour of the material (for example bridging in fibrereinforced polymers). However, it is expected that studies of the mechanical processes of the
fracture process zone shall lead to implementation of better models.

3 The model material approach
Studying a material with enlarged and tailorable microstructure has proven to be an excellent
way to gain knowledge on the difficult problem of understanding the fracture process zone of
quasi-brittle materials. For example, having our first NZS material submerged in water at
45 °C did change the fracture mechanisms present: as the polymer became softer and less
strong, the bridging gained importance (chapter 5), the energy for fracture increased (Chapter
3) and the fracture process zone was enlarged (Chapter 6) which results in a more distributed
damage (Chapter 3). These processes were more easily observed because of the enlarged
microstructure, than if a ‘real’ quasi-brittle material had been used.
There are, however, some pitfalls and dangers associated with this approach that have to be
taken into account, in order to succeed in producing a valuable model material. Most of the
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possible mistakes were made while implementing the first model material described in
chapter 2. Among the possible mistakes, we can list the following ones:
•

•

•

Expensive implementation of the material: It has to be taken into account
that mechanical testing of materials require a large number of samples,
which after the test (which is normally a destructive test) can not be reused.
Therefore, sample production has to be easy and to deliver a sufficient
quantity of material.
Difficulty in parameter variation: Too little possible values for any parameter
give model materials that do not vary enough or not at all in the desired
direction and lead to a poor model material. Among these parameters that
should vary enough, we have to include the scale of the material itself: if it is
too big, the fracture process zone will be larger than the material itself.
No good replication of the mechanical behaviour: In order to effectively
study the mechanical properties of a given material, the model material needs
to have a similar mechanical behaviour as the original material. This
condition, although obvious, restricts to a large extend the possible
candidates for model materials.

Despite these possible mistakes, the model material approach represents a novel and
promising way of approaching complex problems in the field of fracture of materials. In these
previous chapters it has been proven that this approach has allowed us to gain insight into the
fracture mechanics of quasi-brittle ceramics, and to propose a correlation between the
fictitious crack and physical processes of the material.

4 Future work
The low cost and easiness of internal parameter variation of the NZS materials calls for
further investigation on how the fracture behaviour changes with microstructure variation. It
will be highly interesting to implement and test NZS materials with a third type of particle (as
glass or ceramic beads, soft polymers or elastometers), with different bonding properties
between particles or with different form factor of the particles (ellipsoidal particles or even
fibres). It is expected that variation of these parameters will result in different fracture
behaviour of the whole material. Especially, variation of the microstructure in that way, will
alter the ratio microcracking/bridging, and, consequently, will allow further verification of the
identification of the first softening branch with microcracking and the second one with
bridging.
Other materials are, of course, possible and a large variety of particles and bindings are
possible. As bindings, almost every type of material is possible: polymer, ceramics, metals,
glass… with different sizes, shapes and hollow or full. As potential bindings, we can mention
glues, polymers, ice, dental fillings, wax, plaster or even molten chocolate (which is
obviously not suitable for engineering purposes). That is, any substance that could fill the
space between particles and hold them together1

1

For practical reasons, it is much easier to use a liquid substance, with a given viscosity for filling, which could
be solidified into a binding solid.
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Moreover, this model material approach may be extended to study other types of fracture
models, such as the gradient enhanced fictitious crack method. For that purpose a model
material without enlarged microstructure, in which the microstructure (e.g. second phase
proportion) can be sufficiently varied may be a valid approach. A possible relationship
between the λ parameter of the gradient enhanced fictitious crack model and the mean
intercept length between second phase particles of kiln ceramics was already pointed out in
previous works (see reference [2] of chapter 7).
Another interesting field of study will be to improve the softening curve of the fictitious
crack, by means of experimental observation. As discussed previously, it is expected that the
real behaviour of the material is not linear. However, no critical variations are expected, and
transition points between mechanisms should be respected. In this type of observation, the
digital image correlation method has been proven to be a very valuable tool, and, together
with its ease in use, it is highly recommended for any study of deformations of solids.
A better agreement between the isostrain curves and the theory has to be made as well, and
further studies of the elastic field near the fracture may be conducted in a variety of materials.
It is also worth studying if the transition point between fracture mechanisms (which has been
identified with αucr) also appears in materials with similar quasi-brittle behaviour. It will be
also interesting to see which relationship (if any) holds for materials with other fracture
behaviour (for example, materials with large amount of fibres) and other models. That is, to
increase the research between the modelling and the actual behaviour of the material.
Of course, better algorithms and models than the fictitious crack can be proposed and already
exist, but this is more the job of mathematicians and mechanical scientists. The role of the
experimental material scientist is to experimentally observe the validity of such models.
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An overview of the fictitious crack model

1 Description of the model
The fictitious crack model was originally proposed by Hilleborg et al. [1] in 1976 for
analysing the fracture of concrete, although it can be applied to all materials presenting quasibrittle behaviour.
In this model, all the mechanisms of the fracture process zone (in front and behind the
fracture) are condensed in a softening cohesion between the two surfaces of the crack, just
after the crack tip. To that propose, the fracture is extended to the edge of the fracture process
zone (therefore the name of fictitious).
The following assumptions are made in the model:
•
•
•
•
•

The material behaves linear elastically outside the crack
The material only undergoes small displacements and rotations
The geometry of the sample can be represented in 2 dimensions, in plane
stress, plane strain or axisymmetrical load, and the sample is symmetrical
with the crack plane
The crack starts at in one edge of the sample and propagates in a straight line
Loading is produced by an external force at a single point

The different loads and displacements can be identified as:
•
•
•
•

Internal: fi, ui, where fi equals zero
External: fp = pnp , ui, where np is the direction vector of the external load, p.
Kinematic constraints: f0, u0
Crack surface: f, u, where f = f(u) is the fictitious crack model’s softening
curve
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Figure 1 – Sketch of the different loads and displacements acting on a WOL sample. The
subscripts stand for: 0: kinematic constraints; i: internal; p: external load; s crack surface.
The labels a,b,c,1 show the partition in the crack line

Figure 1 presents a sketch of all the possible forces and displacements. From the finite
element (FE) method, the system of equations for the total structure is obtained as:
L = SX

(A.1)

with

(
L = (f

t

t

X t = u0 , u p , u t , ui
t

t

0

t

, f p , f t ,0

)

t

)

(A.2)

as the assembled displacements and loads and the stiffness matrix:
 S 00

 S p0
S =
S
 s0
S
 i0

S0 p
S pp
S sp
S ip

S0 s
S ps
S ss
S is

S0i 

S pi 
S si 

S ii 

(A.3)

The displacements ui can be expressed as a function of the other parameters as:
ui = − S ii

−1

and, by back substitution this leads to:
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F = GU

(A.5)

with

(
= (f

t

t

t

,f p ,f t

U t = u0 ,u p ,u t
Ft

0

t

)
)

(A.6)

and the modified stiffness matrix as:
 G 00

G =  G p0
G
 s0

G0 p
G pp
G sp

G 0 s   S 00
 
G ps  =  S p0
G ss   S s0

S op
S pp
S s0

S 0s 

S ps  − (S 0i
S ss 

S pi

S si )S ii

−1

 S io 
 
 S ip 
S 
 is 

(A.7)

The kinematic constraints f0 and u0 in equation (A.5) can be eliminated as follows: First, the
matrixes N and P, which describe the constrained directions [2], are defined as:
 n01



N =
O


n0c 


(A.8)

 p01

P =
O



(A.9)




p0c 

where nok is the direction vector of the suppressed degree of freedom for constraint Ck -with c
constraints in total- and pok is the associated orthonormal direction vector of the nonsurpressed degree of freedom of the constraint Ck. The matrix N describes, then, the
constrained directions, and the matrix P describes the non-constrained directions. After some
calculations [6] equation (A.5) can be transformed by elimination of the kinematic constraints
to:
f = Fu + Lu p

(A.10)

f p = pn p = Ru + Tu p

where p is the external load and np is the unit vector in the load direction, and the new
matrices equal:

(

)

(A.11)

(

)

(A.12)

F = G ss + G s0 P −1 PG00 PP −1 G 0s
L = G sp + G s0 P −1 PG00 PP −1 G 0p
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(

)

(A.13)

(

)

(A.14)

R = G ps + G p0 P −1 PG00 PP −1 G0s
T = G pp + G p0 P −1 PG00 PP −1 G0p

Equation (A.10) can be reduced to a set of equations containing only f and u, by elimination
of fp and up. The problem to be solved can be expressed as:
f = Hu + lp
u p = Qu + m p

(A.15)

where f is the column matrix with the (cohesive) nodal forces acting along the crack line, u is
the column matrix describing the nodal (crack opening) displacements, p is the scalar external
force, up are the external displacements and H, Q, l and m equal to:
H = F − LT −1 R
l = LT −1 n p
Q = T −1 n p

(A.16)

m = −T − 1 R
These matrices H and l are obtained by substructuring [5] in a finite element method program.
In order to solve equation (A.15) the position of the fictitious crack tip is prescribed:
successive nodes along the designated crack path will be given the position of the fictitious
crack tip. For this procedure, equation (A.15) is partitioned by considering nodes in front (ub),
at (uc) and behind the crack tip (ua). Then the previous equation is expressed then as:
 f a   H aa
 f  = H
 c   ca
 f b   H ba

H ac
H cc
H bc

H ab  ua  l a 
H cb  ⋅  u c  +  l c  ⋅ p
H bb  ub   l b 

(A.17)

The displacements in front (ub) of the crack and the displacements at the crack tip (uc) are
equal to zero, and therefore the elements in the second and third column of the matrix H are
not relevant. The elements fc, uc and lc are one-element column matrices. Solving the
multiplication of matrices, we obtain:
f a = H aa ⋅ ua + l a ⋅ p

(A.18)

f c = H ca ⋅ ua + l c ⋅ p

(A.19)

f b = H ba ⋅ u a + l b ⋅ p

(A.20)

By combining equations (A.18) and (A.19) and eliminating p, we can express fa as:
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f a = H aa ⋅ ua +

la
( f c − H ca ⋅ u a )
lc

(A.21)

In node c both the displacements and the nodal forces are prescribed, which in conventional
FE analysis is not allowed. This does not lead to any problems here since the corresponding
force p is adapted.
The non-normal displacements in the crack path are omitted: the relative displacement vector
u can be expressed as a combination of a mode I opening component (un) and a mode II
sliding component (us), and the relationship with the shear stress (τ) and tensile stress (σn) can
be expressed as:
 σ n   Dnn
  = 
τ   0

0   un 
 
Dss   u s 

(A.22)

Because the samples are loaded in mode I, and the fact that shear and tensile stresses are
decoupled, the Dss stiffness is redundant and set to zero.
With the constitutive model σn = σn (un), equation A.14 can be solved.
The stresses σn at the crack tip are transformed into the required nodal forces by nodal
lumping [7]. Traditionally the stresses are transformed into nodal forces by integrating for
every element (length l, width b, area A=bl) with a weight factor φ, so:
f = ∫∫ σ n φ d A

(A.23)

A

or, expressed in terms of a non-dimensional isoparametric coordinates (ξ):
f = bl ∫∫ σ n φ(ξ ) J dξ

(A.24)

ξ

where J is the jacobian of the coordinate change. This approach is relatively complicated
because the nodal force in a given node not only depends on the displacement on that node
but also of the neighbouring ones. To avoid this problem, the nodal lumping approach is used,
where the stress σn is lumped to the nodes of the element:
f = σ nW

(A.25)

W = blW n

(A.26)

where W is a weight factor equal to :

with Wn a numerical factor (diagonal matrix) which depends on the element type chosen for
the simulation [20]. For example, for a 2-node isoparametric element:
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Wn =

A  1 0


2  0 1 

(A.27)

and for an 3-node isoparametric element, as in our case, Wn equals:
1 0 0

A
Wn =  0 4 0 
6

0 0 1

(A.28)

With that approach, f only depends on the displacement of a particular node and no
integration is needed if the components of W are known in advance.
To avoid possible numerical instabilities the inverse flexibility method, first introduced by
Carpinteri et al. [3], is used. This method uses the superposition principle and is valid for
small deformations and rotations assuming than the material outside the crack path behaves in
a linear elastic manner.
The last consideration to be taken into account, is that the characteristic length lch of the
material, which in our case is identified as the fracture process zone, equals to:
K
l ch =  Ic
 ft





2

(A.29)

where KIc is the fracture toughness of the material and ft is the tensile strength, which should
be larger than the element length of the sample mesh, le, in order to the iterative procedure to
be stable. The system is then solved using a full Newton-Raphson iterative procedure. The
steps are not done by prescribing a value of the external load p in the incremental process but
by prescribing the position of the fictitious crack tip at the end of the process zone and
obtaining p as a result. That is, in successive steps the position of the crack tip is shifted one
node simulating a propagating crack. With this method, a relationship of p against up can be
produced for latter comparison with experimental data, as well as the crack profile (u)
modelling.

2 Softening curves
The behaviour of the fracturing solid is then modelled with a softening curve, which tries to
replicate the behaviour of the solid. For that reason, only softening curves are considered here
(in opposition to hardening curves), as most quasi-brittle materials loose cohesion as the crack
propagates. In principle, every type of curve may be considered, but in reality, as shown in the
previous chapters, the choice of a suitable curve and suitable parameters is critical if a
physical meaningful modelling is desired. Among the possible curves, the most popular are
linear, bilinear, power-law and exponential, although it is possible to implement any other
curve. Below, a brief description of these softening curves is given, where in all cases ft stands
for the force when the crack opening (un) is zero, ucr is the critical opening when the force
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equals zero, and Gf is the fracture energy. In figure 2, the different types of softening curves
are presented.

Figure 2 – Different types of softening curves, with normalized load and displacement

2.1

Linear

This is a two-parameter model, in which the stress is related to the crack opening as:
 
u
 f 1 − n
σ n =  t  u cr

0



 if

if

0 ≤ u n ≤ u cr

(A.30)

u n > u cr

and the fracture energy is:
Gf =
2.2

1
f t u cr
2

(A.31)

Bi-linear

This is a four-parameter model where α is the transition point for the displacements, and β is
the transition point for the forces:
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  1 − β un
 f t 1 −
α u cr
 


u
σ n =  β f t 1 − n

1 − α  u cr


0



 if


 if


0 ≤ u n ≤ αu cr

αu cr ≤ u n ≤ u cr

(A.32)

u n > u cr

if

and the fracture energy is:
Gf =
2.3

f t u cr ( α + β )
2

(A.33)

Power-law

The power law softening curve can be described with three parameters, n being the exponent:
 
un
 
σ n =  f t 1 − u
cr


0






n

if

0 ≤ u n ≤ u cr

if

u n > u cr

(A.34)

and the fracture energy is:
Gf =
2.4

1
f t u cr
n +1

(A.35)

Exponential

This is again a three-parameter model, with the k parameter controlling the curvature of the
softening curve:
 e − kun − e − kucr

σ n =  f t 1 − e − kucr

0

if

0 ≤ u n ≤ u cr

if

u n > u cr

(A.36)

and the energy is:
Gf =
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k
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3 Fitting algorithm
The determination of the parameters of the softening model is traditionally done using a
mathematical algorithm that finds the values of the parameters which best fit some
experimental values given to the algorithm.
In our case, the FC parameters were found using the local minimum fitting algorithm NelderMead simplex direct search [4]. This algorithm compares the experimental peak force and
energy values with the peak forces and energy obtained with a set of FC parameters. If the
difference between both is larger than a given amount, a step change is made to the FC
parameters until an optimal solution for all four parameters, ft, ucr, α, β is found.
The function to minimize ψ takes the form of minimum squares sum as:

Ψ

2

 Pij′( a ) − Pij
= ∑∑ 

σ Pij
j =1 i =1

M

N






2

(A.38)

where Pij is the experimental value, P’ij (a) is the numerical value, which depends on the FC
parameters a (a = (ft, ucr,…)), σPij is the standard deviation between numerical and
experimental values, i is the number of different measurements (N is the maximum) and j are
the different parameters (M in total) that are fed into the minimization algorithm (maximum
force, fracture energy, …).
For example, if only the maximum peak loads (Pi) of four types of tests are minimized for a
bilinear softening curve, function ψ takes the form:
4 
P ′( f ,u ,α , β ) − Pi
Ψ = ∑  i t cr

σ Pi
i =1 






(A.39)

This method normally yields a good fit of the experimental data, however, because the
algorithm searches only local minima, it is highly dependent on the initial conditions. This
can result in non-optimal solutions and in solutions only valid for certain geometries. As it is
argued in this thesis, physical inspection of the fracture process zone of quasi-brittle materials
may result in better modelling or initial values which may yield better results.
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A brief history of ceramics and fracture
mechanics

1 Introduction
The subject of this thesis is the study of the fracture, and particularly the fracture process
zone, of quasi-brittle materials. The presented approach is a new and creative one: the design
and implementation of model materials. The model materials presented in this work are
polymer-based, but results are applicable to most quasi-brittle materials1.
It is interesting to frame the present research in the historical development of materials and
fracture mechanics. This appendix presents a brief history of ceramics and the attempts to
study the fracture of materials. It is aimed to explain, especially to the non-specialist reader,
the importance of understanding the fracture of materials, and the technological evolution of
ceramics across the times.
Ceramics are chosen to illustrate the history of material technology because they are a manmade product (in contrast to rock or ice) and therefore they progress with technology. This
reflects the society and the state of science and technology of that historical moment.

2 What are ceramics?
What is meant by ceramics? If this question is asked to a person without material science
education, he or she will answer that a ceramic is the material that makes a clay pot or a
porcelain tea set. Of course, this answer is right because the first ceramics used and the most
widespread are clay-based ceramics, but the term ceramic comprises many more materials
than only the clay-based ones. Ceramics, by definition, are inorganic, non-metallic solids that
1

Although ceramics are only treated at the end of this thesis, the questions concerning their complex fracture
process-zone triggered the initiation of the research that produced this thesis
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are prepared from powder materials and fabricated into products through a heat treatment.
Among these materials we find the traditional clay products as well as the so-called technical
ceramics such as zirconia (ZrO2), alumina (Al2O3), silicon carbide (SiC) or spinel (MgAl2O4).
Some people even extend the definition of ceramics to all brittle inorganic non-metallic
solids, even including concrete and ice, because these materials present similar physical and
mechanical properties and they can be studied with the same experimental and numerical
tools as used in ceramics.
Most of the ceramics present a considerable number of advantageous properties and some
others unfavourable for most technological proposes. Among the advantageous properties we
can pinpoint: wear resistance, corrosion resistance, high compressive strength, high thermal
resistivity, high Young’s modulus, low density, biocompatibility, low electrical conductivity,
low thermal conductivity and low chemical reactivity. All these properties are highly
desirable in a broad range of engineering applications such as electronics (insulators, solar
cells), motors (thermal insulators for higher efficiency, spark plugs, rotor blades, fuel cells),
biomechanics (hip joints, dentures), wear resistance applications (cutting tools, rollers), aerospatial applications (thermal shielding of space shuttle), nuclear applications (thermal and
radiation protection), as well as the more traditional applications such as pottery, sculpture,
tiles, bricks, tableware and sanitary wear [1].
Ceramics present only a small number of non-desirable properties, but, unfortunately, critical
for most applications because these properties determine the structural integrity of the
material. These are: low fracture toughness (resistance against crack growth), large scatter of
strength values (too much uncertainty in life time predictions) and sub critical crack growth
(crack extension in a load lower than the critical one), especially under some ambient
conditions. All these properties can be summarized in one word: brittleness. In figure 1 a
typical stress-strain plot for ceramics, metals and polymers at room temperature is presented,
in which it can clearly be seen how ceramics fail before entering into plastic zone, and,
although the strength can be higher, the energy they can store before fracture (stress-strain
area) is much lower than those of polymers or metals.
All these properties are due to the structure and type of bonding of the ceramics. Ceramics
have a (poly)crystalline2 structure with ionic or covalent bonding, which results in a high
binding energy between atoms and a low charge mobility, as well as a difficulty of the atoms
for the crystal to diffuse or recombine. This high binding energy explains most of the
properties that ceramics present, (as wear resistance, chemical stability, thermal resistance,
high strength in compression, and, of course, brittleness). When a sample is subjected to a
mechanical test, the energy is being stored into the material, at first just being elastic energy
as atoms or molecules are pulled apart from their equilibrium position. However, only a given
(and usually small) amount of energy can be stored elastically and, as the loading progresses,
the extra energy applied has to be absorbed by other mechanisms. In the case of metals, the
metal-bonding allows creating and moving dislocations with relative ease, which results in the
material deforming plastically. But in the case of ceramics, the strong bonding makes the
creation of dislocations an expensive matter, and the material finds it easier to release energy
by creation of new surfaces: that is, by breaking. The existence of flaws in the material form
the origin of the fracture due to the stress concentration at the flaw tip, and, depending on the
2

Glasses on the other hand, present a amorphous molecular structure and are not considered ceramics.
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size and distribution of these flaws, the material fails at a certain stress. This explains the
large scatter of results when fracture tests are performed.
One special case of ceramics are quasi-brittle ceramics. This ceramics have the characteristic
that, although brittle, they do not fail catastrophically, but the crack progresses as load
increases, due to a variety of shielding and dissipative processes, resulting in a degradation of
the stiffness of the material. This behaviour is also observed in a variety of other materials,
like concrete, ice, wood, some polymers and bananas3. The study of the fracture of this
ceramics is the object of this thesis.

Figure 1– Stress-strain plot of ceramics, metals and elastometers (polymers). It is clearly seen
how ceramics, although presenting higher Young’s modulus and strength, can store less
mechanical energy before fracture

3 The origin of ceramics
As early as in the lower Palaeolithic ceramic examples have been found. It is difficult to
identify a sole place or time when ceramics were discovered because clay-based ceramics are
made of mud, and mud is widely available in nature, just as stones, sticks and bone. Ceramics,
then, have been used worldwide since the dawn of humanity and tool usage and few are the
cultures in which ceramics are not used. Unbaked clay is one of the natural materials that men
could find in their natural surroundings just as wood, bones or stones, and is easily accessible
in most of the river banks. It is easy to imagine that children would have played with clay,
3

And plum-cake, bread, chocolate bars with caramel, among many others …
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moulding and shaping it, and there is evidence that unbaked dried clay figures of humans,
animals and idols have been used, most probably for religious and magical proposes, in the
last Ice Age by the mammoth hunters of Vestonice in Moravia [2]. Unbaked clay figures are
also found in a variety of places up to the Lower Neolithic, as found in the Jericho city [3].
Clay is such an amazing material, easily shaped and deformed, that even in some religions it
is believed to be the matter from which God made men [4].
When these unbaked clay figures were thrown into a fire, maybe by accident, by material
experimentation or, most probably, as part of a religious ritual, one of the first man-made
products was made: a ceramic figurine (see figure 4). Once fired ceramics present improved
mechanical resistance and are waterproof, and therefore were an excellent container for water,
milk and grain.
Clay is a product of the decomposition of the feldspar, the most abundant mineral found in
crystalline rocks such as granite and gneiss4. Both minerals are composed of quartz, feldspar
and mica, and upon mechanical and chemical erosion, they decompose liberating feldspar.
The most common feldspar is potassium feldspar, made up of silicon oxide (SiO2), alumina
(Al2O3) and potash (K2O), with chemical formula K2O.Al2O3.6SiO2, but other feldspar exists,
such as sodium feldspar (Na2O.Al2O3.6SiO2).
Under the influence of carbonic acid and water, and if access to atmospheric oxygen is
prevented, feldspar is decomposed into pure clay or kaolin5, Al2[Si2O5][OH]4. However, the
natural occurring clays are hardly ever pure kaolin, but a mixture with different impurities
such as undecomposed feldspar, quartz, mica, silicon oxide, calcium oxide (CaO), magnesium
compounds, ferrous (FeO) and ferric (Fe2O3) oxides. The difference in impurities gives the
different colours and mechanical properties for all the different clays, and explains the
regional differences encountered in ceramic products.
The clay particles are crystals with a sheet-like structure with typical dimensions between 1
and 10 µm in the larger dimensions and a thickness of around 1 nm. This almost
bi-dimensional structure gives clay, when mixed with water, exceptional rheological
properties6, as the material is able to flow under pressure but remaining its structural integrity.
The clay crystals are ionically charged and attract each other. When the material is mixed
with water the water molecules slip between the clay crystals, acting as a lubricant by
hindering the local electrostatic field due to the dipolar nature of water. In this way clay can
be moulded through plastic deformation (water lubricant) while keeping the desired shape
(ionic attraction)7 [5, 6].
As the moulded specimen is let to dry the water evaporates, the sample shrinks between 8-15
% and the sheet-like crystals come into contact. When contact is produced, the water
4

Around 75% of the earth’s surface is formed of granite and gneiss containing 60% to 90% of feldspar.
Ceramics are then a cheap and easily obtained product. Clay is, then, not a good candidate to get rich quickly by
speculating in the stock exchange.
5
Kaolin from the Chinese word Kao-Ling (high ridge), the Chinese district from which kaolin was obtained.
6
The word clay comes from the Saxon word ‘claeg’, as the Dutch and German word klei, from ‘kli- ‘, to stick to.
The rheological properties give, then, the name to clay.
7
If an acid (acetic acid) or a base (sodium carbonate) is added to a wet clay, immediately losses stiffness,
showing the ionic attraction of the clay particles. This is the method for producing ceramics through slip casting
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molecules are not longer there to shield the ionic attraction and the sample hardens. Of course
the contact between crystals is not perfect and most crystals touch each other at a single point,
which means that the material is still porous and not perfectly waterproof8. Burnishing the
sample before firing, when it is in the leather stage, eliminates some porosity of the sample
and helps to make it more waterproof, although complete waterproofing is only achieved
through glazing.
For the material to harden even more and to make it structurally stable when in contact with
water it is necessary to fire it. Depending on the temperature of firing different chemical
processes takes place: between 450 °C and 500 °C the absorbed water in the kaolin is
completely evaporated and meta-kaolin, Al2[Si2O5], is formed; between 800 °C and 910 °C
kaolin is decomposed and alumina, Al2O3, is formed; between 910 °C and 975 °C sillimanit,
Al2O3 SiO2 is formed; at 975 °C the formation of mullite, 3·Al2O3 2·SiO2, starts; at around
1200 °C crystallization between particles starts, making porcelain; and around 1800 °C kaolin
melts.

Figure 2 (left) – Nigerian women firing clay vases in an open-air bone
Figure 3 (right) –Funerary urn of Gludstad, Denmark, hand-made and decorated by engraving

In this time the firing was done in domestic hearths or in big open-air bonfires in which a
large number of pieces could be fired at the same time (see figure 2). This procedure has low
fuel efficiency and temperature is below 800 °C, and great care should be taken to cool the
pieces down in order to minimize thermal stresses, that, due to the brittleness of the fracture,
will result in catastrophic failure, something that happens to a certain, relatively high,
percentage of the whole batch. Moreover the low temperature produced samples of low
mechanical quality and glazing was not possible.

8

This is sometime desirable, for example to fabricate the Spanish water pot called ‘botijo’, that cools water
down up to 5 °C through evaporation of the humidity that reaches the surface via the porosity. The low thermal
conductivity of the ceramic allows also to thermally isolate the water from the warm surroundings.
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In absence of glazing the decorations made to pottery consisted in rustic geometrical patterns
engraved in the sample (see figure 3). The pottery was already cylindrical in shape (a shape
that minimizes the inner stresses by avoiding angles, which act as stress concentrators) and
produced by hand without the help of any type of wheel or other mechanical device.
Ceramics were a useful material, but because of their brittleness and the impossibility to fire
them at high temperature, were not broadly used in the Neolithic. For the nomad or seminomad way of living ceramics were too brittle and basketry was a much better solution. Up to
the establishment of the first cities, in which proper kilns could be constructed and a sedentary
way of life was adopted, the ceramic industry did not properly take off.

Figure 4 (left) – Clay figurine of the Paracas culture of Perú
Figure 5 (right) – Egyptian hieroglyphs showing the different processes to obtain a ceramic
product, in which the following steps can be observed: clay stepping for taking out the air,
transport, modelling with a potter wheel (rotated with hand or by a second person), kiln
preparation and firing

4 First cities: Mesopotamia, Egypt and the Iron Age
As soon as cities were established people went into job specialization and dedicated kilns for
ceramic firing were built. These kilns had better fuel efficiency and higher temperatures
(around 960 °C) and, therefore, better products were produced. This sedentary way of living
also was translated into a larger demand for ceramic pots, as mechanical resistance was less
important compared to the nomad way of life. Moreover, the construction of cities demanded
a construction material capable of sustain high loads, resistant to corrosion and cheap to
produce and fabricate: the obvious answer was to produce a new ceramic product: bricks.
Bricks have all the desirable qualities for a construction material, with only one disadvantage:
they do not sustain tensile loads (because of their low toughness value). From these times, up
to the introduction of steel in the industrial revolution, all the constructions made up of bricks
or stones were designed to minimize the tensile loads, developing the arch as a key feature of
all large constructions.
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Two main inventions appeared in time that revolutionized the ceramic industry: first of all,
the potter wheel allowed to fabricate pots faster and more efficiently, the corner-free shapes
produced minimized also the inner stresses by avoiding corners in the design. In figure 5 a
Egyptian picture represents the process of making pottery, where kneading, wheel turning and
kiln preparation is shown. The second invention is the decoration of ceramics by inorganic
pigments, such as copper or lead oxides. These pigments were used in almost every ceramic
product from pots to bricks, as it can be seen, for example, in the coloured glazed bricks of
the Ishtar Gates of Babylonia.

Figure 6 – Babylonian mathematical text

In that time the use of ceramics also starts to diversify; not only pottery and sculpture is being
made, but ceramic is also used as the supporting media for writing communication, or paper
predecessor (figure 6), and as funerary urns (figure 3), especially in the European Iron Age.
Ceramics were still a very good material, cheap, easy to mould, hard and corrosion resistant,
but its fragility made it impossible to construct ceramic weapons or tools. The age of metals
started and, although some of their properties are always poorer than those of ceramics (they
corrode, deform, scratch, are expensive to find and difficult to manufacture9) but the intrinsic
toughness of metals was fundamental enough to give them the role of most important material
in the coming civilizations. The development of a tougher metal (e.g. iron to brass) implied
that a civilization could perish in hands of others because of the superior weaponry, and
metals thus became a sign of power and wealth.

9

As an example, a simple sketch of iron making is given: First, the metal had to be molten to 1537 °C, then
worked at 1200 °C to remove the slag, then it has to alloy with carbon through a carbon-rich oven, then hotworked and quenched. Finally it has to be tempered at relatively low temperature, around 600 °C. Of course,
making ceramics is simpler, cheaper and easier, but having a tough material is so important, that it is worth to go
through this entire process.
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Research on ceramics materials is abandoned up to the 12th century when Islamic civilizations
and latter, in the 15th and 16th centuries, European countries put much effort in unsuccessfully
trying to re-invent the Chinese porcelain. Only small progress was made in processes and
kilns and in glazes and pigments.

5 The classical world: Greece and Rome
From the seventh century BC the Hellenic culture awakes: Greek colonies are found all over
the Mediterranean, new politic systems (democracy) and new knowledge systems
(philosophy) are invented, and the arts and architecture evolved to the biggest standards ever
seen. Also ceramics evolve, especially from the artistic point of view: the famous black
pottery is produced, big statues are made in clay, moulding is widely used as a way to make
cheaper pieces and real ceramic industries, with up to 50 persons working, are set up10. The
most important technical advance is the use of black clay for painting pottery, which,
technically speaking, is not a glaze as it contents insufficient alkali to render it fusible at a
definite temperature. This black paint was a liquid iron-containing peptized clay (that is, with
the heavier particles eliminated) and with enough alkali to give it considerable gloss. The
difference in colour is achieved in a single firing with a oxidizing-reducing-reoxidizing cycle:
in the reducing stage (where the income of air is limited) the iron of the clay is transformed
into ferrous oxide (FeO) giving the black colour. In the reoxidizing stage the clay that,
together with the ‘glaze’ had turned black during the reducing fire, became red again as it
absorbed oxygen due to the larger pore size than the black paint, and allowing the ferrous
oxide to transform to ferric oxide (Fe2O3). An example of this type of black painting is
presented in figure 7.

Figure 7 – Picture of Ajax and Achilles playing a board game on a black-paint Greek vase

10

The word ceramic evolves form kerameikos, the Greek work for potter, and also the name for the potter’s
quarter of Athens.
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When the Roman Empire emerged and conquered the entire known world, it absorbed almost
all the knowledge from the Greek civilization, including ceramics. Romans copy the
techniques and style of Greece (specially in moulding and sculpture) and only abandon the
black painting, letting the sample to oxidize completely, resulting in a coral red, and using
again true glazes (most of them tin glazes). However, Romans were not as good in producing
sensitive, aesthetic objects as in producing mighty engineering constructions: roads, bridges,
aqueducts, drain-pipes and cloacae, walls and 6-floor buildings where all made by bricks,
stone or concrete (a roman invention), which are materials that all show brittle behaviour.
With all this colossal structures built, with complex stress patterns and loading conditions
present it was necessary to assure the reliability of the materials. The Roman legions could
not afford to be stacked in their way to conquer a barbaric tribe, such as the Germanics,
Frisians or Saxons, because a stone or brick bridge failed. Mechanical knowledge of materials
and structures became then a must. It was soon clear than the failure of materials was not an
easy subject of study and that two, apparently identical, samples, could fail at very different
loads. Lacking the tools of materials science and fracture mechanics, the Romans had to relay
on trial and error. In particular, when a bridge was built, they employed a very rough, but
effective, way of assuring that the structure will not collapse: they tested each new bridge by
requiring the design engineer to stand underneath while chariots drove over it. Such a practice
would also result in a Darwinian natural selection, where the worst engineers are removed
from the profession [7].

6 The Islamic civilization and the dark ages in Europe
After the fall of the Roman Empire, most of Europe lost most of the knowledge gained on
ceramic products and processes, although rudimentary ceramics were still produced with
some artistic value.
The knowledge was transferred to the southern and oriental Mediterranean, where the Islamic
civilization was blooming. That Islamic culture tried always to produce beauty and
ornamentation, especially on shapes an colours, while using at the same time cheap materials
as plaster of Paris, soft stones or, of course, ceramics. Especially remarkable was the use of
glazed ceramic tiles both in the floor and in the walls of the rooms (figure 8). This tiling of the
houses had an aesthetical value as well as a hygienic purpose: the glazing allowed the
extensive use of water to clean the houses and blocked the pores where bacteria could survive.
Much research and development was then done on glazing, where traditional lead glazes were
improved and tin glaze is developed, as well as lustre and enamel. Samples were normally
polychrome (golden paint was often present), and tin glazed allowed to paint them before
firing. White-body pottery was also produced from powder quartz, white clay and potash in
an attempt to copy porcelain, a China invention that obsessed western ceramist for centuries.

7 China and china
In the time of the Sui Dynasty (A.D. 581 to 617) and in the beginning of the T’ang Dynasty
(A.D. 618 to 906) a new ceramic product was developed: porcelain. Porcelain is made with a
mixture of kaolin, ball clay used to improve the plasticity of the mixture, powdered quartz and
feldspar fired at temperatures between 1200 °C to 1450 °C. At 1200°C feldspar begins to fuse
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and a vitreous phase is formed then between grains upon cooling. This gives hard, white,
almost translucent pieces of high aesthetic quality. At first, porcelain was only decorated with
blue decorating colour but in the Sung Dynasty (960 to 1290) yellow and green colours were
added. Under the Ming Dynasty (1368 to 1643) and latter under the Emperor K’ang-Xi
(1662-1722), porcelain reached a state of highest technical and artistic virtuosity with a rich
palette of coloured glazes and over glaze enamels (figure 9).

Figure 8 (left) – Tiling in the Alhambra, Spain, 13th century
Figure 9 (right) – Porcelain of the Ming dynasty

Porcelain was so successful that the Islamic culture and latter the Christian European cultures
tried to imitate it for over four centuries (up to 1730), especially from the 15th century when
Marco Polo opened the trading route to China, and considerable amount of porcelain reaches
Europe. Porcelain became the driving force for the early research on ceramics and chemistry.

8 Renaissance, baroque and the dawn of science
As knowledge came back to Europe, also did ceramic knowledge. All the efforts of European
ceramists were directed to copy the ceramic products from other countries. At the beginning
all efforts were focused to imitate the Hispano-Islamic ceramic produced in Spain, which
gave the Italian polychrome ceramics maiolica11 (figure 10), which latter developed into
several artistic styles from the 16th to the 18th centuries, as the French Faience, the German
Fayence, the white and blue Dutch Delftware, and the English Staffordshire.

11

The name came form the Spanish island Mallorca, but similar ceramic was made all across Spain. The
confusion came not only because Mallorca was one of the main trading ports, but also because much of the
produced samples had a greyhound painted on it, which is part of the coats of arms of Inca (Mallorca).
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Figure 10 – Spanish ceramic, 15th century, with greyhound and inscription “Ave Maria Gra
Piena”

However, most of the research was performed into trying to copy the Chinese porcelain, and
most trials were unsuccessful until Böttger12 (1682-1719) rediscovered porcelain around 1709
by mixing kaolin with marble powder and firing it at 1400 °C. This process was later
improved (replacing marble by feldspar, for example) and copied all across Europe13. New
artistic movements and new decoration styles flourished with the mass production of
porcelain.
Although the importance of the rediscovery of porcelain because (especially for the wealth of
some people) a much more important fact was happening in that time: the establishment of
the scientific method to understand nature.

12

Johann Friederich Böttger worked as an alchemist for William I of Prussia, where he was trying to convert
lead to gold (Obviously people at that time had no idea of atomic physics or chemistry, but possessed the same
greed as today). Not only he lived in a state of semi-captivity, obligated to work long hours, but also soon he
realize of the pointlessness of trying to find a philosopher’s stone. He decided to use his knowledge in materials
to find an easier way of making gold: making porcelain. He escaped Prussia and went to Saxony, but as he
crossed the borderline he was arrested as a request of his latter employer. However, Augustus II, Elector of
Saxony and King of Poland realized that, taking Böttger as his prisoner, he could get the benefits of his research.
Böttger was then working long hours again, in a state of semi captivity, but researching into porcelain for
Augustus II, who got the benefits of the discovery.
13
In England an odd solution to the problem was found adding bone ash to the ceramic paste, and obtaining the
so-called bone China.
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Figure 11 – (a) Sketch of the procedure for testing wires by Leonardo da Vinci: a basket is
attached to the tested wire, and sand or pebbles are poured into it up to fracture. (b)
Original drawing of Galileo for bending test of beams (c) Original drawing of Galileo for
uniaxial tensile test of a column

Once of the first persons to approach to the mechanics of solids with a scientific mind was
Leonardo da Vinci [8] of who constructed the first mechanical testing machine (see figure
11) used to test the strength of iron wires:
“The object of this test is to find the load an iron wire can carry. Attach an iron
wire two braccia long to something that will firmly support it, then attach a
basket or any similar container to the wire and feed into the basket some fine
sand through a small hole placed at the end of the hopper. A spring is fixed so
that it will close the hole as soon as the wire breaks. […] The weight of the sand
and the location of the fracture of the wire are to be recorded. The test is
repeated several times to check the results. Then a wire of one-half the previous
length is tested and the additional weight it carries is recorded; then a wire of
one –fourth length is tested and so forth, noting each time the ultimate strength
and the location of the fracture.” [9]
These results implied that flaws in the material controlled the strength: a longer wire
corresponded to a larger sample volume and, then, a higher probability of sampling a region
containing a flaw. These results were only qualitative, however, and no mathematical
description of fracture was made at that time. Elasticity of materials and structures, for which
a mathematical description was easily obtained, cope the efforts of science up to the 20th
century. Leonardo da Vinci himself was also one of the first persons to study elasticity, noting
that:
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“In every article that is supported, but it is free to bend, and is of uniform crosssection and material, the part that is farther form the support, will bend the
most”[10]
Also Galileo studied extensively the elastic behaviour of solids and in his book “Two New
Sciences” points out that:
“A small obelisk or column or other solid figure can certainly be laid down or set
up without danger of breaking, while very large ones will go to pieces under the
slightest provocation, even on account of their own weight.”
From here we can conclude that, first of all, the larger the sample, the higher the probability
of finding flaws, and, secondly, that stress is related to the area of loading: if the sample size
increases as the cube of length so does the load, but the area only increases as the square of
length, and therefore the stress inside the body increases proportionally to length. Galileo also
studied the bending moment of cantilever beams and tried to predict the strength of materials
subjected to three-point bending.

Figure 12 – Original drawing of Hooke describing (a) the different devices used to investigate the
mechanics of springs. (b) fracture surface of Ketton stone, in which different fracture mechanisms
(intragranular, transgranular…) can be observed (a scale line is added)
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In 1678 Robert Hooke published “De Potentia Restitutiva” or “Of Spring”, in which Hooke’s
experiments with springs and elastic bodies are described, the relation between applied force
and elongation is stated, and where he devised the balance spring to drive the escapement of a
clock which became a replacement of the pendulum. Such a clock was made by John Harrison
in 1761 and enabled him to win a £10,000 prize offered by the British government to solve
the problem of setting the longitude when travelling by sea14. Also Hooke is the first one to
describe in his book “Micrographia” with the help of a magnifying lens the fracture surface of
a solid following the scientific method, by studying the fractography of Ketton stone, an
oolitic limestone [11]. In figure 12 the original drawing of Robert Hook describing such
fracture surface is shown.
Further advance in elastic properties of solids was also made in that time: Marrioette, stated
the stress distribution on loaded beams, the Bernouilli brothers studied the shape of deflection
curves of elastic bodies using differential calculus, and van Musschenbroek, form the
University of Leiden, built a universal mechanical test machine, shown in figure 13.

Figure 13 – Van Musschenbroek’s universal test machine

9 The industrial revolution
During the industrial revolution machinery takes over hand power. Industries became more
specialized and bigger. Steam machines replaced men and animals in a variety of industries;
steam railway engines and steel bridges and structures appear across the world, and electrical
discoveries start to change communications. Ceramics are starting to play an active role in
industry (figure 14) for its outstanding thermal, electrical and chemical resistance: steel
factories needed refractory materials for steel furnaces, new chemical industries needed
materials capable to contain highly reactive substances as hot acids, and the invention of the
14

This was of high importance as new colonial territories had to be precisely located in order to find them again.
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electrical motor, the light bulb, the battery and the telegraph needed materials to isolate
electricity.
At that time another major advance took place, apart from the invention of stream engines: the
establishment of engineering and science Universities. L’École Polytechnique, founded in
Paris in 179515 is the first of them, and a few years later similar Universities were founded in
Germany, England, Switzerland, the United States and in many other countries around the
world. In these institutions, for the first time, an extensive science curriculum is taught,
allowing the new engineers to understand the fundamentals of materials, structures and
machines. People working in ceramics industry become now ceramists with a scientific
background instead of craftsmen.
Major improvements are made in understanding material nature and their mechanical
behaviour, the physical and chemical processes involved in producing new substances and in
designing new tools and measuring devices. As a result, more control of the fabrication of
ceramics and of the ambience and temperature control was gained (as Seger’s pyrometric
cones (figure 15) or Siemens’s electro-resistance pyrometry).

Figure 14 (left) – Industrial ceramic furnace of mid 19th century
Figure 15 (rigth)– Seger’s cones, which collapse at different temperatures, indicating, thus, the
temperature inside the furnace

15

L’École Polytecnique was founded after the French Revolution, not only because of the rationalism and
positivism of the French Revolution, but mainly because France was in war with the European Coalition
(Prussia, Austria, Great Britain, Spain, the Piedmont, and the Netherlands, 1792-1797) and was desperate of
engineers to built fortifications and design better weapons.
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With this knowledge, new types of ceramics and porcelains are developed, however most of
them still clay based, with few exceptions as refractory carbon bricks. With better chemical
knowledge and controlling atmospheres also a wide range of new colours are produced, as
bleu de Deck, a variety of uranium oxides and new coloured crystal glazes. Transfer printing
is extensively used, making decorated tableware cheaper and spreading its use to a larger
number of people. And for the first time hollow bricks are produced, being lighter, cheaper
and with comparable mechanical properties as the filled ones. These bricks are broadly used
in all types of construction and as pavement of roads16.
Especially remarkable is the discovery and development of electromagnetism, and the use of
ceramic materials because of their electrical properties as insulators. Already in 1850
ceramics (hard porcelain) were used as insulators in telegraphic poles, in 1888 H. K. Shank
patented the insulating sparking plug, still in use nowadays, and in 1891 Voigt invented the
resistor as he observes how gold decoration on decorated (tableware) porcelain allowed some
electrical conduction. Varying the material and width of the decoration bands on porcelain he
could adjust the resistance. At the end of the 19th century Thomas Edison’s experiments with
a plethora of non-clay ceramics result in the development of carbon-based ceramic
microphone.
At the same time the linear elastic mechanics theory is being developed by people like Euler,
Young, Poisson. Lamé, Hodkinson, Navier, Couloumb, Maxwell, Kelvin, Kirchoff,
Neumann, Stokes, Cauchy, Möhr, Hertz and many others [12]. This sets most of the
knowledge on linear elastic behaviour of materials and structures we posses today. Some
advance has also been made in understanding plasticity and fatigue of metals, but no
breakthrough contribution was made in order to understand the fracture of brittle materials,
and no much attention was paid to the importance of flaws in materials.

10 The 20th century: technical ceramics and polymers
In the 20th century the scientific and technological knowledge grew exponentially. New
physical and chemical theories were proposed that explained the basic processes of matter.
The invention of new instruments and techniques, such as the electron microscope, the X-ray
diffraction measurement or the computer, gave scientists the power to observe and study the
structure and behaviour of matter. The study of ceramics, one of the oldest materials, can now
be said to have come into a coherent body of technological and scientific knowledge.
Universities implemented full courses on materials science, ceramics and fracture mechanics
and scientific societies are founded around the world, for example the American Ceramic
Society was founded in 1899, the British Ceramic Society in 1901, and the European Ceramic
Society in 1989.
Traditional ceramic products progressed with new materials and new fabrication processes.
New machinery, automated processes and improved kilns made ceramics even more cheap,
reliable and widely extended products. New glazes were developed for substituting lead

16

The Netherlands, with its lack of stone and wood, is a fine example of the extensive use of brick for house
building and paving.
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glazes for health and environmental reasons and improved glazes were also developed and
applied to resist alkali detergents and dishwashers.
However, most research was done in the area of the so-called advanced ceramics. These are
ceramics in the broad sense of the word, and do not contain clay. Among them we find silicon
nitride, silicon carbide, toughened zirconia, alumina, aluminium nitride, titanates, ferrites,
spinel, borides, and materials with more complex (hybrid) microstructure such as cermets and
composites.
These advanced ceramics have a variety of uses in which their thermal, electrical, corrosion
resistance and biocompatible properties are needed. Some examples of products using
ceramics are: pick-up’s needles (BaTiO3), costume jewellery (ZrO2), abrasives, drawing dies,
cutting tools, heat exchangers, crucibles, filters for gas and liquids, airbag sensors, nuclear
reactor shields, gas turbines, motor’s spark plugs, ceramic coatings on motor for higher
efficiency (higher temperature), fuel cells, photovoltaic cells, optic fibres, resistors,
capacitors, transformer cores, wave guides, optic fibres, electronic substrates, lamp
components, sensors, superconductors at high temperature (>77 K), airbag sensors, armour
for military vehicles and bio-replacements (hips, tooth, bones…) as well as parts of the most
advanced medical diagnostic instruments as magnetic nuclear resonance (SQUID’s).
Also in the beginning of the 20th century a new type of material appeared: polymers. Polymers
are relatively long chains of organic molecules exhibiting strong interchain interactions.
Originally postulated in 1920 by Staudinger [13] and their early synthesis performed in 1930
by Carothers, polymers are nowadays present everywhere. They have many tailor-made
properties, and mechanical properties are not an exception. Some of the most important
polymers, such as polymethyl methacrylate or hardened epoxy, show a brittle behaviour when
loaded. Therefore, the mathematical tools used for describing the mechanical behaviour of
ceramics can be applied to these kind of polymers as well.

11 Fracture Mechanics in the 20th century
In the 20th century not only spectacular progress is made concerning the knowledge of the
microstructure of the materials, but also on the mechanical properties of them. Continuum
mechanics is applied to a variety of material behaviour (plasticity, viscosity, creep…) and
revolutionary progress is made in understanding fracture mechanics.
The failure of complex (and expensive) structures, especially in the beginning of the 20th
century, made the study of the fracture of materials a matter of capital importance. A classical
case showing the importance of understanding the mechanics of materials was the spectacular
brittle fracture of the Liberty Ships, produced in the USA during the Second World War,
which were broken in half without noticeable warning while staying at haven.
Up to this time most of the approaches used to study the fracture of brittle materials tried to
solve the problem through a maximum stress criterion: that is, if the stress reaches a critical
value, fracture occurs. This approach works quite well for plastic materials (e.g. metals), but
not for brittle materials: these materials present a high scattering in ultimate loads, and the
maximum stress approach couldn’t explain it. Designers were (and are) used to apply a safety
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factor when working with loaded materials, to account for the inability to the ultimate load
predict with accuracy. This safety factor is more precisely an ignorance factor.
It was clear that the ultimate load was not a material property and that flaws are the fracture
initiators. Inglis [14] in 1913 followed that idea and calculated the stress concentration for an
elliptical hole in the middle of an infinitely large plate, finding that the stress (in y direction)
could be expressed as:

a 
 2a 
σ y = σ 1 +  = σ 1 + 2
b 
ρ 



(B.1)

where ρ is the curvature radius of the ellipse, σ is the macroscopic stress and a and b are the
ellipse axes. As the ellipse sharpens, the stress increases, and for an infinitely thin ellipse
(perfect flaw) the stress goes to infinity. It is shown, then, how flaws in the material act as
stress concentrators and act as fracture initiators.
In 1920 A.A. Griffith, in his paper “The phenomena of rupture and flow in solids” [15]
proposed a successful theory to explain the fracture of brittle materials. Instead of a stress
analysis of flaws, he follows an energy approach to explain the fracture of brittle solids:
“It may be supposed, for the present purpose, that the crack is formed by the
sudden annihilation of the tractions acting on its surface. At the instant following
this operation, the strains, and therefore the potential energy under
consideration, have their original values; but in general the new state is not one
of equilibrium. If it is in a state of equilibrium, then, by the theorem of minimum
potential energy, the potential energy is reduced by the attainment of
equilibrium; if it is a state of equilibrium the energy does not change’
“the theorem of minimum potential energy may be extended so as capable of
predicting the breaking loads of elastic solids, if account is taken of the increase
of surface energy which occurs during the formation of cracks” [16]
In other words, as the sample is loaded, energy is being stored elastically in the material.
Once the energy is high enough to prduce a new surface, the sample cracks. That is:
dWe dU dWγ
=
+
dA
dA
dA

(B.2)

where We is the total energy, U is the potential energy supplied by the internal and external
forces, Wγ is the work required to create new surfaces and A is the crack area. This equation
can be further refined by the addition of extra terms to the energy balance to account for more
subtle mechanisms, but the essence of the theory remains the same. If a stress analysis is
performed for an infinite plate with a crack with a length of 2a in the middle, following Inglis
formula (B.1), we find that the fracture stress σf equals:
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 2W γ 
σf = e s 
 πa 

1/ 2

(B.3)

where γs is the surface energy of the material. It is especially remarkable that, for the first
time, stress is related to crack length: as soon as the stress reaches the critical value σf,
dependent on the flaw size, the specimen breaks. The larger the initial crack, the lower the
applied stress for fracture. Inner flaws are then the main mechanism of fracture and their
different sizes explain the scattering of brittle materials.
Griffith himself gave evidence of the importance of flaws in his experiments described in that
paper, by showing how glass fibres had several times more strength than glass rows,
especially just after fabrication. This is because a higher volume (rod) has a higher probability
of containing (large) flaws compared to the lower volume (fibres). In figure 16 the plot of the
original Griffith data is presented, showing the relationship between fibre diameter and
strength.

Figure 16 – Griffith’s original data of strength against diameter of sample, where it can be
observed how small specimens withhold larger stress

In 1956 Irwin [17] developed this theory one step forward by introducing the energy release
rate G, a measure of the energy available for crack extension, as:
G=−

dU dWe
+
dA
dA

(B.4)

and R the material resistance to crack growth, named resistance curve or R curve, as:
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R=

dWγ

(B.5)

dA

the Griffith criterion could be then expressed as:
R = G ⇒ brittle fracture

(B.6)

Moreover, using this formulation we can express stable or instable crack growth of a material
by following the criteria:
dG dR
≤
da da
dG dR
>
da da

stable
(B.7)
unstable

During the first half of the 20th century, also Irwin [18], together with Westergaard [19],
Sneddon [20] and William [21], were the first to publish closed form expressions for the
stresses in the body for certain geometries and assuming isotropic linear elastic behaviour.
Expressing the stress in polar coordinates, with the origin at the crack tip results in:
∞
 k 
(
)
σ ij = 
f
θ
+
Am r m / 2 g ij (θ )
 ij
∑
m =0
 r

(B.8)

where k is a constant, and fij, Am and gij are dimensionless functions.
Depending on the relative orientation of the loading to the crack, the different loadings can be
divided into three: mode I (opening), mode II (in-plane shear) and mode III (tearing), as
shown in figure 17. Because the stresses are additive, every stress component in a mixed
mode loading state can be expressed, using the principle of superposition, as a sum of the
stresses in mode I, II and III:

σ ij = σ ij

(I )

+ σ ij

( II )

+ σ ij

( III )

(B.9)

According to equation (B.8), each mode of fracture produces a r-½ singularity at the crack tip,
but the functions k and fij depend on the mode. It is convenient at this point to replace k by the
stress intensity factor K, equal to:
K = k 2π

(B.10)

The stress intensity factor is usually given as a subscript to denote the mode of loading (KI,
KII, KIII) , so the stresses can be rewritten as:
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lim σ ij

(I )

r →0

lim σ ij

( II )

r →0

lim σ ij
r →0

( III )

=
=
=

KI
2πr
K II
2πr
K III
2πr

(θ )

f ij

(I)

f ij

( II )

f ij

( III )

(θ )

(B.11)

(θ )

The stress intensity factor K can also be used as a failure criterion by just defining the critical
stress intensity factor, or material toughness, Kc as the stress intensity value at which the
sample fails. This value depends both on strength and on crack size, and normally is
expressed as:
K c = σ πa ⋅ Y (a )

(B.12)

where Y(a) is a weight factor which accounts for the geometry of the sample, both concerning
size and shape.

Figure 17 – Fracture modes I, II and III

However, in the case of brittle materials, mode I is the most important one because the energy
for failing in that mode is considerably lower than in the other ones. All brittle materials will
fail under normal conditions under mode I, and only in special cases17 the other two modes
17

For example, rocks inside the earth crust fail always in mode II because mode I (opening) is hindered due to
the high pressures around.
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enter into action. Therefore, from now on, we will only focus on mode I fracture. In that case,
the stress field ahead the crack tip in an elastic isotropic material can be expressed as:

σ xx =

KI

θ  
 θ   3θ
cos  1 − sin   sin 
2πr
 2 
2  2





(B.13)

θ  
 θ   3θ
cos  1 + sin   sin 
2πr
 2 
2  2





(B.14)

KI

σ yy =

τ xy =

 θ   θ   3θ 
cos  sin   cos 
2 πr
2 2  2 

KI

(B.15)

0
plane stress

σ zz = 
ν (σ xx + σ yy ) plane strain

(B.16)

τ xz = τ yz = 0

(B.17)

where ν is Poisson’s ratio. The associated crack tip displacements can be expressed as:
ux =

KI
2µ

r
θ  
 θ 
cos  κ − 1 + 2sin 2  
2π  2  
 2 

(B.18)

uy =

KI
2µ

r
θ  
 θ 
sin   κ + 1 − 2cos 2  
2π  2  
 2 

(B.19)

where µ is the shear modulus and κ equals to:
 3 −ν

κ =  1 +ν
3 − 4ν

plane stress

(B.20)

plane strain

Summarizing, and following the scheme in figure 18, before to the Griffith approach to
fracture all the fracture approaches had been driven by a maximum strength criteria with
small or none success. The flaw/defect size – fracture toughness approach is a much more
successful theory, and it is the base of the discipline Fracture Mechanics.
According to equations (B.13) to (B.17) the stress goes to infinity if the distance to the crack
tip r goes to zero, that is, if the crack tip is approached. This is obviously a non-physical
solution, as matter is made not by a perfect elastic continuum but by atoms linked to each
other by a bond of finite energy. As stresses increase we step out of the elastic regime and
enter the so-called fracture process zone. In this fracture process zone the previous equations
are not applicable any more and the solid is not longer behaving elastically. Normally that
region is plastically governed, and the stress is constant and equal to the yield stress. This
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happens in metals and in some ceramics18, in which the high stresses that surround the crack
act as a source of dislocations that slip through the crystal. However, for a large number of
ceramics and brittle materials, the fracture process zone is much more complex. Among these
ceramics we find the so-called quasi-brittle materials, the subject of this study.

Figure 18 – Change of paradigm for studying fracture: from a Strength criterion to a fracture
toughness criterion
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SUMMARY

Understanding the fracture process zone of quasi-brittle materials is one of the most
interesting problems in fracture mechanics. Because of the size of this fracture process zone it
is neither straightforward to use the homogenisation techniques and classical fracture
mechanics tools useful for larger scales, nor quantum-mechanical simulations which are
successful for smaller scales. Moreover, in a quasi-brittle material there are multiple energy
dissipative processes around the crack tip, which contribute to the overall fracture behaviour
and interact which each other, adding complexity to the problem.
In order to overcome these difficulties a new approach is presented: the design,
implementation and testing of model materials. By model material is understood a material
with enlarged microstructure and controllable internal parameters, such as particle size and
shape, particle interaction or particle stacking. By this approach we can control the size of the
fracture process zone and identify the contributions of different material parameters to the
fracture behaviour.
The first model material produced and tested is presented in the second chapter. This material
consists of bearing balls of 5 mm in diameter glued together with different epoxy glues in a
simple cubic stacking with various orientations. It is seen how variations of the glue type and
stacking orientation with respect to the sample face produced different fracture behaviour and
fracture process zone size.
Once proven the suitability of the approach and the dependence of the fracture process zone
size, another material was implemented for lowering the scale of the microstructure, as a
similar approach (bearing balls) as before would have been experimentally too cumbersome.
This material consists of polymethyl methacrylate beads polymerised together with a poly
ethylene oxide polymethyl methacrylate water-in-oil emulsion, and allows control of most of
the material parameters, as bead size and shape or particle cohesion, with the exception of a
controlled stacking.
Several mechanical tests were performed in these materials, (two types of microstructure, and
one of them tested both in dry, room temperature conditions and in water at 45 °C), as well as
monolithic polymethyl methacrylate for comparison proposes. The mechanical behaviour of
these materials is very satisfactorily modelled with the fictitious crack model. This is a wellknown model traditionally used for fracture of concrete and other engineering materials. It is
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applicable to most of quasi- brittle materials subjected to quasi-static loading and with large
enough ligament length, that is, with the fracture sufficiently away from the sample boundary.
With a digital image correlation technique, the displacements of the fracture process zone are
measured during fracture. The fictitious crack model is also used for modelling the crack
profile of this fracture process zone.
Moreover, the numerical coincidence of the fictitious crack parameters with some
microstructural characteristics of the material, identified as microcracking and bridging,
allows us to postulate an interpretation of the fictitious crack model parameters. In this
interpretation, the branches of the bilinear softening curve correspond to microcracking and
bridging, the maximum stress is equalised to the strength and the junction point of the
branches of the bilinear softening curve is equalised to the experimental transition point
between microcracking and bridging.
This hypothesis is tested by analysing the microstructure of a refractory ceramic previously
modelled with the fictitious crack model in the literature, and extracting from this analysis the
“experimental” fictitious crack parameters. These parameters produced a much better
modelling of the fracture behaviour of these materials than the parameters obtained previously
through a fitting procedure, demonstrating, then, that it is possible to correlate realistically the
physical behaviour of the material with the parameters and type of softening curve of the
fictitious crack model.
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SAMENVATTING

Het gedrag van de proceszone aan de scheurtip van semi-brosse materialen is een van de
meest interessante problemen in de breukmechanica. Vanwege de grootte van deze
proceszone kunnen technieken uit de klassieke breukmechanica en homogenisatie technieken
niet worden toegepast, omdat zij enkel op macroschaal geschikt zijn. Aan de andere kant
kunnen ook quantummechanische simulatietechnieken niet gebruikt worden, omdat deze
enkel op microschaal toegepast kunnen worden. Bovendien zijn er in semi-brosse materialen
ook verscheidene energie-dissiperende processen bij de scheurtip actief, welke het totale
breukgedrag tot een complex probleem maakt.
Deze problemen worden op een nieuwe wijze aangepakt: het ontwerp, de implementatie en
het testen van modelmaterialen. Deze modelmaterialen hebben een vergrote microstructuur en
instelbare interne parameters, zoals deeltjesgrootte en vorm, onderlinge interactie en
stapeling. Met deze aanpak kunnen de grootte van de breukproceszone alsmede de bijdragen
van de verschillende materiaalparameters aan het totale breukgedrag bepaald worden.
In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt het eerste onderzochte modelmateriaal beschreven. Dit
modelmateriaal bestaat uit stalen kogeltjes met een diameter van 5 mm, die in een kubische
stapeling met verschillende oriëntaties met verschillende epoxylijmen zijn vastgelijmd. Het is
aangetoond dat het variëren van de lijm en de oriëntatie verschillende groottes van de
breukproceszone oplevert evenals een verschillend breukgedrag.
Hoewel de nieuwe aanpak geschikt is, is het modelmateriaal van stalen kogeltjes vanwege
experimentele redenen niet geschikt voor een verdere verkleining van de microstructuur.
Hierdoor is overgeschakeld naar een tweede modelmateriaal. Dit modelmateriaal is gemaakt
van polymethylmethacrylaat (PMMA) korrels die bij elkaar gehouden worden door een
gepolymeriseerde polyethyleenoxide polymethylmethacrylaat water-in-olie emulsie. De
meeste materiaalparameters, zoals korrelgrootte, vorm en cohesie tussen de korrels, kunnen
worden gevarieerd, maar de stapeling niet.
Twee PMMA modelmaterialen met verschillende microstructuur en monolithisch PMMA zijn
onderworpen aan mechanische proeven. Bovendien is een van de PMMA modelmaterialen
ondergedompeld in water van 45 ºC beproefd. Het mechanische gedrag van deze materialen is
succesvol gemodelleerd m.b.v. het Fictitious Crack (FC) model, welke o.a. succesvol wordt
toegepast in het beschrijven van het breukgedrag van beton.
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Dit model is toepasbaar voor de meeste semi-brosse materialen, die onderworpen zijn aan een
quasi-statische belasting en waarbij de breuk op een grote afstand van de randen van het
proefstuk plaatsvindt.
De verplaatsingen binnen en in de buurt van de breukproceszone tijdens het breken zijn
gemeten m.b.v. een correlatietechniek voor digitale beelden. Het FC-model is gebruikt voor
het modelleren van het scheurprofiel van deze breukproceszone.
De FC-modelparameters kunnen geinterpreteerd worden met behulp van enkele
microstructuur
veranderingen,
zoals
het
optreden
van
microscheuren
en
scheuroverbruggingen. In deze interpretatie corresponderen de twee lineaire delen van de
bilineaire curve van het FC-model met het microscheuren en het overbruggen. Verder
corresponderen de maximale waarde van de bilineaire curve met de buigsterkte van het
materiaal en het snijpunt van de twee lineaire delen van de curve met het experimentele
transitiepunt tussen het microscheuren en het overbruggen.
Deze hypothese is geverifieerd door het bepalen van de FC-parameters uit de microstructuur
van een refractair keramisch materiaal, dat reeds in de literatuur m.b.v. een FC-model
gemodelleerd is. Uit deze analyse zijn de ‘experimentele’ FC-modelparameters bepaald. Deze
parameters leverden een sterk verbeterde modellering op van het breukgedrag ten opzichte
van de parameters uit de literatuur die m.b.v. een fit-routine verkregen zijn. Dit demonstreert
dat het mogelijk is om het fysische gedrag van het materiaal realistisch te correleren aan de
parameters en het type van de bilineaire curve van het FC-model.
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RESUMEN

Voy a suponer que si usted está leyendo este resumen en español en vez del resumen en
inglés, usted no es un especialista en la materia. Con lo cual, en vez de traducir literalmente el
resumen en inglés, voy a intentar responder lo más breve y fácilmente posible a la pregunta
¿Qué he estado haciendo durante cuatro años en un sitio tan raro como Holanda? Para un
resumen riguroso, me remito al resumen en inglés o, si es usted valiente, al resumen en
holandés.
Lo primero que debo decir es que esta tesis trata sobre fractura de materiales. Alguno pensará
que fracturar materiales es algo trivial y no merece una tesis, de hecho todos rompemos cosas
desde pequeños (unos más que otros). Sin embargo, es mucho más difícil entender porque los
materiales se fracturan de forma determinada, y así intentar evitar su fractura, que pegarle
martillazos a la porcelana china de la de la abuela. De hecho los mecanismos de fractura no se
empezaron a entender hasta principios del siglo XX, y todavía hoy hay muchas incógnitas
abiertas. El apéndice B (en inglés) relata brevemente la historia de la cerámica como
arquetipo de material cuyo uso se ve limitado por su fragilidad y de los intentos por
comprender la mecánica de la fractura. En este apéndice se ve claramente como la resistencia
a la fractura es una propiedad crítica de los materiales, que limita su uso y condiciona su
diseño.
Esta tesis trata pues de un tipo de materiales llamados semifrágiles. Estos materiales, entre los
que se encuentra el cemento, el hielo, algunos tipos de rocas, de polímeros y cerámicas y
otros materiales, como el plátano (sí, en serio), presentan un tipo de fractura que progresa
conforme vamos añadiendo carga al material. Es decir, progresa no catastróficamente, al
contrario que, por ejemplo, el vidrio. Es como, por poner una analogía, recortamos una de
esas cartulinas perforadas: conforme aplicamos fuerza (carga) se crea una fractura que va
saltando de agujerito en agujerito, pero si la soltamos la fractura se queda en un agujerito, y
no progresa más.
Alrededor del extremo de la fractura, generalmente existen multitud de mecanismos que
dificultan el progreso de la fractura, la zona donde suceden estos mecanismos o procesos se
llama, con poca imaginación, zona de procesos de fractura. Entre los más importantes y
comunes de estos mecanismos están los llamados microfracturación (pequeñas fracturillas
delante de la fractura) y ligamentación (ligamentos conectando ambas caras de la fractura
después, obviamente, de que el material haya sido fracturado). El estudio de esta zona de
procesos de fractura es complejo ya que tiene el tamaño y la complejidad suficientes para que
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no pueda ser estudiada ni con herramientas de ingeniería de materiales ni con herramientas de
física de materiales.
Así que, para intentar evitar estos problemas introducimos el concepto de material modelo.
Un material modelo, aparte de ser fuente de juegos de palabras, es aquel material que presenta
una estructura suficientemente grande y cuyos parámetros internos pueden ser modificados.
Variando estos parámetros, vemos cual es el efecto en la fractura de todo el material.
Con este fin, se presentan dos tipos de material: uno ‘hecho en casa’ (capítulo 2) a base de
rodamientos, que resulta muy estético pero que provee limitada información y otro formado
por pequeñas bolitas de metacrilato (a partir del capítulo 3) que normalmente se utiliza como
molde para cerámica sanitaria y resulta ser un muy buen material para nuestros propósitos.
Una vez conseguidos los materiales, los fracturamos, no a golpes, sino en una máquina que
registra los parámetros de fractura carga-desplazamiento. Además, utilizamos un sistema
electrónico (correlación digital de imágenes) para observar los desplazamientos alrededor de
la fractura y, por consiguiente, las deformaciones alrededor de la fractura. Finalmente,
utilizamos un modelo matemático por ordenador para simular la fractura.
A partir de estas observaciones, podemos establecer un método para relacionar
experimentalmente, bajo determinadas condiciones, los parámetros del modelo con el
comportamiento físico del material, algo que no se había realizado con éxito antes. Sobretodo
se intenta ajustar el modelo diferenciando entre las diferentes contribuciones de la
microfracturación y la ligamentación.
En el penúltimo capítulo esta hipótesis es sometida a prueba extrayendo a partir de
observaciones experimentales los parámetros del modelo matemático, obteniéndose una mejor
simulación que una simulación hecha anteriormente mediante algoritmos de ajuste, y
demostrando que mis hipótesis no son muy erróneas, y que, por lo menos, parecen funcionar
para los dos materiales que he probado.
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